Entertaining
ILFORD
Part One: 1874-1974

From the Early Halls & Cinemas to the
ILFORD HIPPODROME and beyond
a survey by Vivyan Ellacott
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1. THE YEARS BEFORE THE HIPPODROME

The Thompson Rooms, built 1850, roughly on the site of today’s Lynton House

Ilford in the 1860s had a population of around 5,500 people. It had its own Parish Church, its
own railway station, schools, its own High Road that was lit by gas, and even its own jail. But
there was no theatre.
However, there was a “Reading Room”, and small concerts and dramatic performances were
occasionally given in this room, which was part of the Thompson Rooms, recently built and
presented to the people of Ilford by Miss E. Thompson of Clements Farm.
One of the earliest professional entertainers to perform in Ilford was Miss Edith Palmerston. On
a Wednesday evening in December 1863 she performed “A Merrie Evening”, singing “25 songs
and mimical impersonations, introducing a continual series of English, Irish, Scotch, Welsh and
American idiosyncrasies”. Clearly there was an audience for this kind of entertainment, because
Miss Palmerston had given the same performance at Waltham Abbey on Monday, and at
Stratford on Tuesday.

Fred Fredericks and his Portable Theatre
“Professional” theatre arrived in the town in November 1865 with a showman called Frederick
Fredericks. He owned a portable booth theatre which he travelled from place to place, a bit like a
circus, and erected it, complete with a wooden roof, wooden bench seats and gas lighting close to
the High Road, and applied to the local magistrates for a licence to present stage plays.
The magistrates refused permission. They said this was not a proper theatre, it was a portable
booth. As such, it could only remain on site for a strictly limited period, and could only present
sketches, songs, dances and similar entertainment. It was not licensed to present plays.
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Fred Fredericks duly began entertaining Ilford with a “variety” of items, but rather sneakily
started staging full-length plays. He was immediately summonsed and charged with “keeping
an unlicensed theatre”. His solicitor argued that he could not possibly be charged with having
an unlicensed theatre, because the magistrates had only just declared that it was NOT a theatre.
It was a booth. The magistrates ignored this, and fined him £3 plus costs. However, Fredericks
immediately announced an appeal. On a previous occasion the same ruling was given when he
was performing at Stratford, and on appeal that magistrates’ decision had been reversed. (He
won his appeal against the Ilford magistrates, but continued to meet official opposition
wherever he erected his booth.)
On 11th April 1874 at the Ilford Petty Sessions, he applied for a special licence to stage plays at
Gower’s Marsh, Barking, and on a piece of waste ground in Barking Road, Plaistow, for a
period of two months at each place. The Era newspaper reported the following scene in Court:
“Mr W. Blewitt said he appeared on behalf of the Vicar, Churchwardens and the ‘majority of the
respectable householders’ of Barking to oppose the application.
Mr Fredericks: I really do not know why my friend should object, except that he professes to be an actor
himself, and that he is going to play in a drama here next week; and I understand he is going to take
the leading character. ‘O, my Lord! Beware of jealousy!’ (Loud laughter)
Mr Blewitt: Never mind that! (The learned gentlemen here read the memorial which set forth that the
opening of such a theatre was likely to prove a serious public nuisance to the parish, as there were a
large number of young persons employed at factories in the town, and that such performances would
be likely to encourage idleness and immorality amongst them.) Mr Blewitt added – I would further say
in support of this memorial, that it is in spirit but an echo of the memorial that was presented to this
Bench for the abolition of the Barking Fair.
The Chairman: When is Barking Fair?
Mr Blewitt: On the 23rd of October
The Chairman: Then I cannot see what this application has to do with Barking Fair.
Mr Fredericks: No more than Mr Blewitt’s performance that is to take place here next week.
(Laughter)
The Chairman ( to applicant): Two months? I see you ask for such a long time?
Mr Fredericks: But that is merely a matter of form. For instance, at St Albans we have a licence for
three months, but perhaps we don’t use it for more than fourteen days.
Mr Blewitt: I wish you had remained there.
Mr Fredericks: We will, if you promise to come down and perform for us. Though I rather fear it. We
had an amateur at Chelmsford the other night, and the public was so disgusted with his performances
that it makes us rather careful of entertaining amateurs again. (Loud laughter)
Mr Blewitt: I ask the Bench whether they do not consider it very hard on the parishioners of
Barking to have an entertainment of this kind thrust upon them against their wishes.
Mr Howard: - And I think that it is equally hard that the parishioners of Barking should thrust their
opinions upon others, so that the poor actors should not be able to obtain a living. (Slight
applause)
Mr Fredericks: Besides, if the majority of the inhabitants of Barking are so opposed to the
Theatre we shall not be able to stay long, as thus, they will not support us.
The Chairman: But we have no wish, nor do we think it right, to put a stop to the performance of stage
plays altogether. We will grant the licence, but reduce the time to six weeks for Barking.
(The Era: April 1874)

The Fredericks family would eventually run a proper bricks-and-mortar theatre, the Theatre
Royal in Stratford, and to this day the initials “FF” still appear above the proscenium arch at the
Theatre Royal. Superstition has it, that if these initials are removed, the Theatre Royal will
close forever. )
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While professional actors were not welcomed with open arms in the Ilford area, the amateur
performers were indeed making headway.

Ilford Amateur Dramatic Society
The Reading Room was also home to the newly formed Ilford Amateur Dramatic Society,
which gave its first performance on December 6th 1866 to a large and appreciative audience.
The plays consisted of Still Waters Run Deep followed by the farce Box and Cox. According to
the printed programme, the new act-drop was painted by Mr Battiscombe, the scenery and
dresses were from Harrisons of Bow Street, and the gas arrangements by Mr Sloman.
The amateurs went from strength to strength, and just over two years later, on January 7th & 8th
1869, were able to engage the Drury Lane actress, Miss Marie Conway, as a guest artist to join
them in The Chimney Corner and The Area Belle.
Over the next twenty-five years, the population grew to around 8,000 and so did the demand for
entertainment. The “respectable” side continued with the plays and concerts at the Thompson
Reading Room, and at a new venue – the Ilford Hall, then called the Town Hall, until the new
Town Hall opened in 1901. (The first Town Hall was on the site of the present day Harrison &
Gibson’s store.)
The amateurs continued to provide regular productions of straight plays, comedies and farces –
mostly in the old tradition of a play, followed by a farce, with a musical interval between. The
visiting concert artists would include groups like “Charming Elsie Phyllis’s Operetta Party”
which, in November 1892, presented a triple bill: A Seaside Holiday, The Bewitched Curate,
and Little Claude, or the Big Lady of Lyons with the guest artist, Harry White, joining the
company for their performances at Edmonton and Ilford

Thanks to Ilford Operatic & Dramatic Society

Ilford Social Club
The Ilford Social Club, formed in 1890, was headed by the Vicar of Ilford, and offered its
members a wide range of educational, sporting and social activities. Membership of the Club
was strictly men-only, but ladies were invited as guests for certain of the Club’s events. Within
a few years the Club had
formed a music and drama
section, and began a regular
series of amateur performances
at the Reading Room. In 1895
the Club staged the plays
Bubbles and Sunset.
The
following year they performed
Gilbert & Sullivan’s Patience
at a total cost of £58 7s. They
even produced their first opera,
Kama al Zamen, along with the
curtain-raiser April Folly ,
stretching the limits of the
Reading Room to a maximum.
The Social Club Committee, c. 1900
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Ilford’s Music Halls
The less “respectable” side of Ilford’s entertainment
was provided in rooms belonging to the local pubs. By
1891 music licenses had been issued to the Red Lion,
the Angel and the White Horse, and the hugely popular
music-hall had arrived. These were rooms attached to
the pubs, where the customers sat at tables, eating,
drinking and being entertained with songs and comicpatter, all under the control of a “Chairman”.
Application to the Stratford magistrates on behalf of
Charles Robson Graham for a music licence for the
White Horse, Ilford. Mr Atkinson explained that his
client was only asking for a licence so he might be on the
same footing as the Red Lion and Angel, which were
houses in the same locality. Neither of these houses
opposed, and the application had the sanction of both
the vestry and local board authorities. `. . . application
was granted.
(Era – 24 Oct 1891)

Ilford discovered the music-hall experience somewhat
late in the day: Central London had seen its first ‘song
and supper’ halls in the 1820s, and witnessed a
phenomenal expansion over the next years. By the
1860s there were some 450 licensed musical halls in
the capital, another 260 opened by 1885, and then suddenly the boom was over. Only another
10 London music halls would open by the turn of the century, and by 1900 the majority of them
had closed. They were gradually replaced with “variety theatres”, respectable for families to
visit, with the performance area separated from the drinking area, and the “chairman”, urging
the patrons to drink their fill, relegated to history. The decade or so of music-hall entertainment
in the Ilford pubs came at the very end of the phenomenon, and was a short-lived undertaking.
(Information from
Diana Howard:
Survey of London
Music Halls,
Published 1970)

The White Horse
is on the extreme
left of the photo,
opposite the Ilford
Hippodrome. The
building still exists
on the corner of
the High Road,
and is currently a
branch of Barclays
Bank.
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The New Town Hall
The new Town Hall, which opened in December 1901, contained a “proper” stage, and a much
bigger seating capacity than the Reading Room, or the space in the “old” Town Hall. Ilford
Social Club were the first to take advantage of the new facilities. For three nights in February
1902 they gave the first theatrical performances in the new venue - Gilbert & Sullivan’s The
Mikado - and met with immense success. The hall was sold out every night and many hundreds
of people were turned away. The Club reported an enormous profit of over £74.
The Ilford Social Club performed regularly at the Town Hall up to the start of the Great War, as
did the town’s other main amateur company, the Ilford Dramatic Club. There seems to have
been some healthy rivalry between the two clubs: with one company proudly announcing they
had been specially chosen by the author, Edward Moncrieffe, to perform the premiere of his
three act farce, My Runaway Daughter (Era 12 Oct 1902), and the rival company quickly following
with the statement that they had been chosen by playwright James Freeman to perform Dick’s
Dilemma at the Town Hall to establish British, Empire and Dominions copyright. (Era 1903 April)
Other local organisations would sometimes hire the Town Hall to put on performances. One
such was reviewed:
Under the auspices of the Ilford Wanderers’ Football Club, a negro minstrel entertainment was given in
the Town Hall on Nov 17 and 18, which revived memories of the glories of the once famous Moore and
Burgess Minstrels. The entertainment was of exceptional merit; a chorus of over thirty voices of
excellent quality and nicely balanced being the main feature, reflecting great credit on Mr Sydney
Herbert, the musical director. . . Two farces, a glee and a banjo quartette completed a strong
programme.
(Era 1905 Nov)
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The Town Hall was also available for professional hire, and one of the earliest, from 1902 ,
advertised:
Mr. P.J. Cooke, the popular reciter and professor of elocution and rhetoric to the Northern
Polytechnic, will on Tuesday evening next, at the Town Hall, Ilford, recite “Shamus O’Brien”,
the celebrated Irish recitation, to music specially composed and arranged by Mr John F.
M’Alinden, an Irish composer of some distinction .
(Era 1902 3 May)

And it was not long before enterprising local residents set themselves up as promoters, hiring
the Town Hall, engaging professional performers and hoping to turn a profit on their ventures.
The most prominent of these was aspiring impresario, Mr Firth:
Wanted for Town Hall Ilford, Easter Monday, April 4th Afternoon and Evening, Tip-Top
Variety artists all lines. For artists working London Halls times might be arranged to
(Era 1904 13 Feb)
correspond. Firth, 91 High Street, Ilford.

The other regular local promoter was A. E. Abrahams, whose ambitions stretched beyond the
one night show, and who regularly hired the Town Hall for several consecutive nights, and
sometimes for a full week. Typical advertisements from him read:
Town Hall Ilford- population of district over 100,000 – Wanted First Class Musical Comedy for
Xmas week, commencing Dec 26, 27 and 28. Six performances. Apply A.E. Abrahams, 26,
Great Eastern Rd, Stratford.
(Era 1907 10 Aug)

However, the eventual opening of the Hippodrome demonstrated the limitations of the Town
Hall’s facilities for performances. In 1911, to mark its 21st anniversary, the Ilford Social Club
performed The Duchess of Dantzig, and noted in the souvenir programme:
“Although the stage of our Town Hall is as well equipped as most of such places usually are, it
has to be borne in mind that it does not contain by any means all the resources, whether in
lighting or accommodation, of the stage of a modern theatre. When such facts are taken into
consideration, it must be indeed accounted rather an achievement that such heavy
undertakings as these are staged at all.”

The Social Club’s
activities
were
put
on
hold
throughout
the
War, and then, in
1919,
some
former members
re-grouped and
formed the Ilford
Operatic
&
Dramatic Society.
(See later in this
review).
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Enter William Lusby
The one-acre site of open ground adjoining the Great Eastern Railway Station played a
significant part in the leisure business of Ilford, as did its owner, Mr William Lusby, a businessman and local resident. His remarkable life can be gauged from his obituary, following his
death on 14th October 1907:
“By the death of Mr William Lusby at Ilford, a once familiar figure in the world of the halls has been
removed from us. He was one of the pioneers of amusement in the East, and first tried his luck at a
building opposite the Vine House in the Mile End Road, which he acquired, and set to work on such
alterations as he thought necessary to make a place of entertainment. In this speculation he lost all his
money, and had to start life afresh. He sailed for Australia, where he made money, and returned to
England ready for another venture.
His second pitch was the Sugar Loaf, a licensed house at the back of the Pavilion Theatre, Mile End. He
improved both the character of the house and that of the entertainments given thereat, eventually
selling the property for £1,000. With this sum he acquired the Eagle Tavern. The character of that
house was very bad, but Mr Lusby made out of it a sort of East End Vauxhall. He eventually roofed in
the greater part of the gardens for the purpose of a concert room, the sides whereof could easily
be thrown open by the removal of a series of glass shutters. Then it came to be known as Lusby’s
Summer and Winter Palace, which the deceased gentleman conducted with considerable success for
nine years, and sold in 1878 to the late Messrs Crowder and Payne. On Jan 20 1884 Lusby’s was burnt
down, and on its site was erected the Paragon which was opened in May 1885.
After the sale of the hall which had so long borne his name, Mr Lusby retired to Ilford where he
speculated in real estate; but he still hankered after a more public life, and acquired the Foresters Music
Hall from Mr Gratton, establishing the system of two houses a night there when he reopened the hall,
after making considerable improvements, at Christmas 1893. He transferred the proprietorship and
direction of the hall in 1877 to the late Mr Macdermott, and it is now carried on in connection with the
Macnaghten Circuit. Mr Lusby’s original occupation was that of a speculator in old building material,
and he owned a considerable number of houses at the time of his death. He had the qualities of
determination and energy, and if his artistic perceptions were not keen, he had sufficient shrewdness to
gauge to tastes of his audiences to a nicety. He was a genial proprietor and his amiable qualities
endeared him to the East-end folk, with whom he was very popular.” (Era Oct 1907)

Lusby’s first wife had died in 1889, by which time the son
and two daughters of that marriage had long since grown up
and left home. Two years later, at the age of 58, he married
for the second time, and soon afterwards moved from
Bethnal Green to a house called The Pines in Aldborough
Road, Ilford. This second marriage produced a second son,
William Moet Lusby, born early in 1897.
(William Lusby, Junior would grow up to become one of the
small number of fighter pilots in the First World War,
gaining his Royal Aero Club Aviator’s Certificate in August
1916. As a Flight Sub-Lieutenant based at the air station,
Chingford, he would play his part in the early days of the
Royal Air Force.)
The obituary appeared in the show-business weekly “The
Era”, and did not cover the other side of William Lusby’s
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interests in the neighbourhood of the District Council of Ilford. Amongst the “considerable
number of houses” he owned was the one acre plot of open land adjacent to the railway station.
He had bought this plot predicting that the railway company would need it for future expansion.
In the meantime he sought to make some money on it, hiring it out to circus proprietors,
travelling companies and portable theatres.
He was an extremely wealthy man ( he had sold Foresters’ Music Hall to the famous music hall
star The Great MacDermott for the incredible sum of £35,000) and in his semi-retirement in
Ilford he became known for his charitable undertakings.
In July 1897, at his residence in Ilford, Mr William Lusby, late of the Foresters’ Music Hall on Thursday
gave a garden party at his residence at Ilford to 400 of the aged poor of the district. A substantial
dinner and tea were provided, and on a specially erected stage was given a variety entertainment.
Buer’s circus also delighted the visitors, and a much appreciated attraction was a grand display of
fireworks.
(The Era July 1897)

Two years later it was reported:
Mr William Lusby has just been elected a member of the Ilford District Council. He put up for the
Central Ward and was returned at the head of the poll by a large majority. So rapidly rising a place as
Ilford will surely want a music hall shortly, and we may be certain that when the time is ripe for such a
scheme Mr Lusby is not likely to be backward in developing it to the best advantage.
(The Era 13 May, 1899)

The Era correspondent hit the nail right on the head. It was time for Ilford to build itself a
proper theatre, and Mr Lusby was the man to lead the campaign. He would oppose those fellowCouncillors who felt a theatre would lower the tone of Ilford. Of course, Mr Lusby’s campaign
was not without a degree of self-interest, and ultimately he would win the argument but lose the
benefit.
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2. PROPOSALS FOR A THEATRE BUILDING
The first few years of the new century saw several separate
proposals for a new theatre to be built in Ilford. As early as
February 1900 the Ilford District Council received the first
outline plans for a theatre which was proposed for a site in
Balfour Road.

A Theatre in Balfour Road ?
It seems there were some initial objections to a theatre
anywhere in Ilford, but an outline approval was given, and it
would appear the owner of the site tried to find a consortium
prepared to develop the Balfour Road site. A year went by
with nothing materialising, and so the owner decided to
settle for the sale of the land, and let a new owner deal with
the complexities of developing the site. The sale was duly
advertised:

The proposed theatre 1900

Wednesday 10 July: Sale at the Mart, E.C. – Ilford – Top Theatre Companies, Hotel Proprietors and
Speculators. The Valuable and unique Freehold Building Site having a total frontage of 550ft to the
well known thoroughfares Cranbrook Road, Ley-Street and Balfour Road, and immediately facing the
Great Eastern Railway Station, covering in all an area of about 24,474 square feet. Forming a
magnificent site for the erection of a Theatre and Concert Hall or Block of Shops and Flats. For Sale
by Auction – Douglas Young & Co will sell the above by Auction at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, E.C. on
Wednesday 10th July 1901.
(The Era July 1901)

This site was duly sold, but no further application was made to develop it as a theatre. (It would
later become the site of the Super Cinema, and is dealt with later in this study.)

A Theatre in the High Road-Queen’s Road Junction?
The apparent lack of interest in the Balfour Road site, led to another property owner suggesting a
possible site on the junction of the High Road and the old Queen’s Road – roughly opposite the
present-day Lynton House. This sale was duly advertised:
Auction at the Angel: Freehold Building Site eminently suitable for the erection of a Theatre or Music
Hall – Situate in the most important part of the High Road, Ilford, About equidistant from the Ilford
and Seven Kings Stations of the Great Eastern Railway, with the New Electric Tram line which will
connect East Ham and Barking with Ilford, Seven Kings, and Chadwell Heath, running by. The site is a
corner one, with a frontage to the High Road of about 115ft, and a return frontage to Queen’s Road of
about 211 ft.
It is at present occupied by Five Dwelling Houses fronting the High Road and known as No.s 1 to 5
Clifton Villas, and Nos 30, 31 and 32. With a view to development some of the houses have been taken
in hand, and the tenancies of the others are subject to short notice, so that vacant possession of the
whole can be obtained at an early date. Apart from its unique advantages as a THEATRE SITE ,
there is no such house eastward of Stratford, though the Ilford district has grown, and is still growing at
a phenomenal pace, the existing buildings could with a comparatively small outlay be converted into
premises for commercial purposes and would then produce an estimated rental of £600 per annum,
thus providing a lucrative return for the capital outlay. The property is free from restrictions except as
to building line, and from its superior position and other advantages is second to none in Ilford for the
purpose of a Theatre or extensive and modern business premises. Will be sold by auction by Messrs B.
Bailey & Co at the Angel Hotel, Ilford on Wednesday Nov 19th 1902 at seven o clock in the evening
precisely.
(The Era— October 1902 )
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This plot of land would eventually catch the eye of a
consortium headed by the music hall and variety impresario
George Adney Payne, who made provisional enquiries of the
Council. He wished to build a variety theatre to serve the
area.

A Theatre in the High Road / Ilford Lane?
At the same time, early 1903, a syndicate headed by the
George Dance Organisation came to the conclusion that there
was a sufficiently large theatre-going population in the
neighbourhood of Ilford to warrant the building of a
playhouse. They surveyed the
area, and recommended a site
on the corner of the High
Road and Ilford Lane, within
a stone’s throw of the Clock
Tower and the Railway
George Adney Payne
Station. The site was mostly
owned by the Local Council
and would provide room for a theatre “with a holding capacity
of 2,000, lighted by electricity and replete with every modern
convenience”.
It was proposed that this building would be named the Cleodora
Theatre, and plans would shortly be completed by Mr S. Ford in
conjunction with Mr Robert F. Hodges. Once approval had
been obtained, building could commence in the spring of 1903.
On the 13th March Essex County Council, sitting at Stratford,
approved the plans which had previously passed the Ilford
George Dance
Urban District Council and it was said building operations
would commence early in April in order that the new house could open on Boxing Day.

A Theatre facing the Railway Station ?
As soon as outline approval was given to the George Dance venture, Councillor Lusby made
his move. If Ilford was to have a theatre, he told fellow Councillors, the most suitable site
was the one-acre plot alongside the railway station. It had a 98 ft frontage to Ilford Hill, an
average depth of 270ft. and a rear frontage of 58ft 7in to Roden Street. As well as being in the
centre of the town, it was across the road from Ilford Station, with electric trams passing every
few minutes. He was the sole owner of this site, and was willing to sell it to a developer for the
good of the local community. His supporters pointed out that with his vast, proven experience
in the field of music hall and variety his involvement would ensure the commercial success of
the project.
Therefore, by the summer of 1903, there were three separate organisations vying to open a
theatre in Ilford, all drawing up plans, all seeking outline Council approval, and all seeking
partners to finance the building construction.
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However, suddenly all went very quiet. Nothing seemed to happen for the next eighteen months,
when yet another outline application was made.

A Theatre in Ilford Lane, to serve Ilford and Barking?
At this point another consortium sought to build a grand theatre and opera house in Ilford Lane,
half-way between Ilford and Barking. It would be a significant building and the first set of plans
had been designed by the famous theatre designer, Bertie Crewe. The Era reported :
The Ilford Urban District Council has approved plans for a theatre and opera house to be erected in
Ilford Lane, midway between Ilford and Barking. The plans have been prepared by Mr Bertie Crewe.
(Era – Dec 1905)

There were subtle differences in these differing applications. The original George Dance plans –
the Cleodora Theatre – was for a “playhouse”, a “straight” theatre, licensed to stage plays and
musicals, a venue which would not be permitted to sell alcohol, a venue which was generally felt
to be more respectable than the variety houses; the Adney-Payne application was for a “grand
theatre and opera house”, in name, at least, even more respectable; and the suggestion from
Councillor Lusby was for a variety and music-hall, able to sell alcohol and, in his view, the only
kind of theatre likely to prove a commercial success in Ilford.

Four proposed theatres. Which one to choose?
The best part of another year passed with no decisions being made. The delay was prompted by
the developers themselves. They were holding back to see the
outcome of a number of rule changes being proposed for the licensing
of theatres. Contemporary legislation permitted a building to hold
either a “theatrical” licence or a “music and dance” licence. Those
holding the former were generally not allowed to sell alcohol on the
premises, nor allow smoking in the auditorium. Those holding the
latter could smoke and drink but were not permitted to stage “straight”
plays.
For several years there had been an ongoing “sketch” row, with the
music halls and variety theatres staging condensed versions of
successful plays, calling them “sketches” and adding some music,
telling the story in a much shortened version. Some famous names
from the world of “straight” theatre would be tempted to appear “on
the halls” in a twenty-minute version of a well-known play, and come
away with much more money than they might sometimes earn for
doing the same play in its entirety.

Bertie Crewe

The “legitimate” theatre managers frequently took legal action against
the “halls”, and even against certain local councils which were seeking
to issue a dual licence to theatres under their control. By the end of
1906 three London entertainment venues had succeeded in their
applications for a joint Theatrical and a Music and Dancing Licence:
Walthamstow Palace, Richmond Theatre and Ealing Hippodrome were
no longer fettered in their choice of attractions. “A freedom for which
their brother managers in the London amusement centres sigh in vain”
Era 3 Nov 1906)
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In the light of these moves, both the Stratford and Ilford authorities decided they would be
prepared to issue such joint licences, and so, the race to build a new theatre in Ilford was back on
again.
First off the block was George Dance, now replacing plans for his original Cleodora Playhouse
with a 2,000 seat theatre, offering both straight plays and variety bills, on the site of Ilford High
Road and Ilford Lane. This site was almost diagonally opposite the plot of land that Councillor
Lusby was offering. The next announcement came for the Bertie Crewe designed theatre to be
built halfway between Ilford and Barking. An announcement to this effect stated:
The New Theatre at Ilford will be opened in the autumn. A site in Ilford Lane has been acquired by a
strong syndicate and plans have been prepared by Mr Bertie Crewe and passed by the local authorities
for a place of entertainment to accommodate some 2500 people. The house has been designed so as to
be used either as a theatre or a variety palace. Building operations will be started in the course of
next month.
(Era 16 Feb 1907)

But in the very same issue of the newspaper, Councillor Lusby offered his plot of land as a more
suitable location, seeking to out-do the Ilford/Barking plans. His advert read:
There is no variety palace at Ilford, but capitalists may be informed that a valuable freehold site,
eminently suitable for the erection of a first class hall is to be sold at the mart by Messrs A.C. Williams
and Co of 16, Finchley Road, N.W. on Thursday March 7. The plot possesses a frontage to Ilford Hill
of 98ft, the average depth in 270ft. The property also has the advantage of being in the centre of the
town within three minutes walk of Ilford Station, with electric trams passing every few minutes.
(Era 16 Feb 1907)

His further advertisements in The Stage and local newspapers added that this plot of land was
“Forming a splendid site for erection of a Music Hall or Theatre, either of which is urgently
required in this populous district.”
The fourth declaration of interest came from George Adney Payne, reviving his suggestion of a
theatre on the junction of Ilford High Road and Queen’s Road. Clearly 1907 would have to be
decision time for the Ilford Council. Seven years had elapsed since the first proposal to provide
the town with a purpose-built
professional
entertainment
venue.
Now, which of the four options would it
be?
In May 1907 the Council weighed up
the options, and decided that the Bertie
Crewe proposal of a theatre halfway
between Ilford and Barking was too far
away from the town centre and, in any
event, involved the demolition of
existing valuable property to clear the
site.
Although George Adney Payne had
suddenly died at the age of 61, his
partners declared they were still
Site of the proposed Ilford Palace
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interested in building a new theatre in Ilford. So now there were three: the choice between the
local man, Councillor Lusby, and the two West End impresarios, George Dance and the Adney
Payne Syndicate. Choosing the Lusby offer could open the Council to charges of favouritism;
choosing the George Dance offer was just as tricky, since the Council itself owned the site, and
would obviously gain from the rent; but, was the Payne Syndicate suggestion too far from the
centre of the town? Then, in October 1907, came the news that William Lusby had died.
Early in 1908 the press reported:
The four sites heard of at different times as selected for theatres and music halls in Ilford are now
reduced to two – one in the High Road, corner of Queen’s Road, some three-quarters of a mile from
the station for the Payne Syndicate; the other for Mr George Dance at the corner of Ilford Lane and
High Road, one minute from the station and at the car junctions. As this latter is most central it is the
most likely site, and the land is cleared and ready for building operations. As valuable property will
have to be demolished for the projected Payne house, and as it is far from the centre of the town, it is
unlikely that it will be proceeded with. No plans up to the time of writing have been submitted to the
local authorities.
(Era Jan 1908)

However, if this implied that the matter was cut and dried, the following week a sharp reply
from the Payne Syndicate developers appeared:
Letter to the Editor: Sir, Our attention has been drawn to the paragraph which appeared in your
paper in relation to Ilford Theatre sites. As far as this paragraph concerns our site it is quite incorrect.
The plain facts are these: We have had several sites in Ilford submitted to us during the last year or
more, and have now acquired the one which appears to us the most desirable for building a palace of
varieties upon. We came to this conclusion after
inspecting every other available site. The necessary
contracts in respect of our site are completed, including the contract to build, and immediately the
plans, upon which the architects are now busily engaged, are finished, the building of the New Ilford
Palace of Varieties will go on without delay. No consideration of any other possible variety theatre
being erected in Ilford will influence us in any way (as your paragraph seems to suggest.)
Yours faithfully Joseph Davies, Henry Tozer, 1, Durham House Street, Strand, London WC. Jan 15th 1908
(Era Jan 1908)

This meant that both rival syndicates were determined to go ahead with their respective
theatres, and Ilford was facing the prospect of not just one, but two competing theatres, both
planned to start building in the summer of 1908.

At last, a decision !
Although provisional approval had already been given to the Adney Payne Syndicate plans, it
was assumed that the death of George Adney Payne, together with the rival application from the
Dance Syndicate offering a much more central site, would mean that the Payne Syndicate
would withdraw. Clearly the George Dance organisation was the better option. The Council’s
announcement appeared in the Press:
Plans have been sanctioned by the Ilford Council for the Ilford Hippodrome, which is to be erected at
Ilford Broadway, under an agreement with Mr George Dance. At a recent meeting of the Council
on the committee’s recommendation as to the agreement for the lease of the Council’s land at the
Broadway for 99 years by Mr George Dance at a rental of £240 per annum for the purposes of a
Hippodrome, Councillor Thornton insisted upon the desirability of the Legal and Parliamentary
Committee inspecting the agreement. Another councillor intimated that he should object to any beer
or wine or brandy drinking on the premises. The clerk said that the second condition of the tender was
that no alcoholic drinks were to be sold on the site. It was agreed that the chairman and the Legal
and Parliamentary Committee should go through the lease.
(Era, 23 Jan 1908)

Further details were provided shortly afterwards:
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The building is to be situated on the east side of Ilford Lane, opposite the London and County Bank
having a small frontage to the High Road, with entrances and exits in Ilford Lane. The architects are
Messrs. F. Matcham and Co. Externally the building will be of Oriental design and capable of seating
2,500. Ample dressing room accommodation will be provided. The stage will measure 29ft 6in by 56ft
giving a proscenium opening of 29 ft 6in.
(Era. 06 Feb 1908)

Even more delays
But then came a newspaper report that the Payne Syndicate were planning to go ahead with
their proposed Ilford Palace.
Plans are announced for 14 variety theatres to open in the near future, including Edmonton
Empire, Ilford Hippodrome, Ilford Palace, Stratford Hippodrome and others in the provinces. The Ilford
Palace, of which the plans have already been passed, and for which a provisional licence has been
obtained, will have among its directors Mr Joseph Davies and Mr Henry Tozer.
(Era , May 1908)

The Council was informed that the syndicate had incorporated itself as the Variety Theatres
Consolidated Ltd and that plans had already been prepared by the theatre architects Wylson and
Long, and would be submitted for final approval in the immediate future. Thus the Council was
now faced with two sets of rival plans from two syndicates apparently seeking to go head-tohead in competition with each other.
It is not known if this was just a kind of business brinkmanship. The Payne Syndicate did not
actually submit any final designs, and it seems that some kind of a deal may have been done
between the two syndicates. It is likely that on a quid-pro-quo basis, the Payne Syndicate
agreed to withdraw from Ilford, in return for the Dance Syndicate agreeing to withdraw from
another part of London where both organisations were seeking to open a new theatre. Whatever
may have happened, plans for the Ilford Palace never materialised (though the site was shortly
developed as the Premier Electric Cinema and is dealt with later in this study.)
Now, at last, construction of the Ilford Hippodrome could begin, although there was some
further delay due to the Council rejecting the first of Matcham’s design plans. The building
was said to be “too ornate” by certain Councillors, and the Matcham office was required to resubmit their design.
At last, in the summer of 1908, work finally began, and it was announced the Hippodrome was
planned to open the following March. But eight months later, the following press report
announced:
Messrs T. N. Kingerlee and Sons, the building contractors for the Ilford Hippodrome, made application
to the district council at the last fortnightly meeting for an extension of time for the completion from
March to June 24th, owing to delay caused by inclement weather and other causes. The application
was referred to the committee. There seems little likelihood of the Hippodrome being opened before
the autumn.
(Era Dec 1908)

Perhaps the “other causes” for the delay included major “take-overs” and amalgamations inside
the George Dance organisation. The syndicate had expanded rapidly, and merged with the
circuit operated by Walter Gibbons. A newspaper article explained:
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When the Ilford Hippodrome opens it will be under the control of the London Theatres of Varieties, Ltd,
of which circuit Mr Walter Gibbons is managing-director. This is part of the London Provincial &
Continental Vaudeville Combination, at Adelphi Terrace House, Robert Street, Adelphi, London,
managing directors Walter Gibbons and Thomas Barrasford. Their combination consists of 32 venues,
ranging from the London Palladium, the Holborn Empire and the London Casino, and includes the
Alhambras in Paris and Brussels. 30 of their venues are in operation, and the Hippodromes
Rotherhithe and Ilford are under construction. It seems the company has registered the London
Theatres of Variety Ltd, as a subsidiary company under the direct control of Thomas Barrasford – to
handle the business of those theatres in the centre and suburbs of London. (Era 21 Nov 1908)

Then in January an updated statement was issued:
The Ilford Hippodrome, under Mr Frank Matcham’s guiding hand, is growing apace, and should be
ready for opening early in June. The theatre is being erected by a syndicate, in which Walter de Frece
and Mr George Dance are the principal movers, and will be purchased by the London Theatres of
Variety Ltd.
(Era 09 Jan 1909)

The failure to make the original opening date in March seems to have caused problems for a
number of performers, especially the popular ones who were often booked a year or more
ahead. Among them was Dr Walford Bodie, the famous bloodless surgeon and “Emperor of
Electricity” who advertised sudden future vacancies owing to the Hippodromes Ilford and
Kilburn not being ready on time, and Cissie Thompson, who stated she was “unexpectedly
vacant for the week of April 5 through Ilford failing.” (Era 20 May 1909)
And, then, as if the problems caused by building
delays were not enough, another rival theatre was
proposed.
Harry Bawn, joint-owner of the
Edmonton Empire, announced that he had acquired
a site at Ilford for a new amusement house which
he anticipated opening at Christmas. (Era, 24 Apr 1909).
Details are hard to come by, but it is possible that
the site he bought was the old Lusby grounds,
diagonally opposite the Hippodrome site. (See p.79)
The anticipated completion date of June 24th was
no longer achievable. At the annual meeting of the
London Theatres of Variety Ltd on June 12th the
shareholders
were
informed
the
“Ilford
Hippodrome remains in the course of construction
and, it is anticipated, will be opened to the public
in August or September next”. (Era 12 June 1909). The
shareholders were also informed of the proposed
rival theatre, and urged the directors to make a
formal objection to the licensing authority.
There were now rumblings in the variety theatre
world that something was amiss, and rumours that
the London Theatre of Variety Ltd was in some
Dr Walford Bodie, the Emperor of Electicity
kind of financial difficulty which was contributing
to the stop-start work on the building site. It was now July, four months after the original
completion date, and the building was still only half built. To stop these rumours the syndicate
issued a further statement:
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The Ilford Hippodrome now being erected for the Variety Enterprises Ltd from designs of Messrs Frank
Matcham & Co, is being rapidly proceeded with. The walls within the next few weeks will be ready for
the roof, the iron construction of the galleries are well towards completion, and before the year is out,
Ilford will be provided with a fine up-to-date theatre of varieties. The position of the new
building is at the corner of High Street and Ilford Lane, having a long frontage to Ilford Lane.
(Era 17 July 1909)

Harry Bawn’s application for a music and dancing licence for his proposed rival theatre was
heard on September 3rd,
At a meeting of the Metropolitan Committee of the Essex County Council held at Stratford and the 3rd
inst for the purpose of considering applications for music and dancing licences, Mr Lever applied for a
provisional theatrical licence for a proposed new theatre at Ilford. The plans had been submitted and
it was estimated that the building would cost something like £15,000. There was a considerable
amount of opposition to the application. Mr Taylor Parkes opposing for the Variety Enterprises
Limited and Mr Borrowdale and Mr Bell Hart for a number of prominent Ilford ratepayers. Mr Bell
Hart said there would be in Ilford, if the application was granted, a Music Hall, a Hippodrome and a
Theatre, and they would be cutting each other’s throats. In addition to private people, both the clergy
and the publicans opposed the application. The committee, after consultation, refused to grant the
licence.
(Era 11 Sep 1909)

So, at last, all the obstacles were out of the way. September stretched to November, and then, at
last, the Ilford Hippodrome was finished and ready to open.

Frank Matcham designed, re-decorated
or reconstructed some 150 theatres
throughout the country, most of which
have disappeared and been replaced
with office blocks, flats and shopping
precincts.
Of his 31 London theatres, the surviving
(and partially surviving) buildings
include:
London Palladium, London Coliseum,
Victoria Palace, Shepherd’s Bush Empire,
Hackney Empire, and, much altered,
Lyric Hammersmith and the
London Hippodrome.
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3. ILFORD HIPPODROME – OPEN AND IN BUSINESS
HIPPODROME OPENED Monday 8 Nov, 1909
Considerable interest was taken on Monday evening in the opening of Mr Walter Gibbons’
latest music hall, the Ilford Hippodrome. Crowds of people assembled at the doors of the
establishment and across the road, many of those who could not gain admission, or were
there out of curiosity, standing outside from the opening of the first performance until it
closed.
The design of the elevation is treated somewhat in the early English Renaissance style. It is
faced with red brick and white cement dressing and rough-cast filling, flanked by two
facades with tall gables with projecting cornices, and between these, over the entrance
portion, which has a handsome veranda, is an open loggia with columns supporting a tall
roof covered with rich brown tiles.
The main building, a continuation of the frontage, forming the auditorium, etc, is of
imposing proportions. It contains the pit and gallery entrances and exits, the elevation being
continued along the south private road to the stage.
The principal entrance for the stalls and grand circle is through handsome pairs of walnut
doors opening into the vestibule, divided up by bold columns and arches with an elaborate
designed ceiling. The opening to the left leads by a fireproof mosaic staircase to the grand
circle waiting room, a noble apartment, occupying the whole of the first floor over the
entrances. Two of the other openings lead to the stalls foyer (containing the pay box),
handsomely decorated, the floor being in mosaic, from which a wide staircase leads down to
the elegantly furnished waiting-room in which there is an entrance to the stalls.
To the right, in Ilford Lane, is the pit and gallery entrance. The former is provided with a
large waiting room, 63ft by 14ft, with an approach to the pit and gallery staircase, leading
to a similar waiting room on the first floor, the staircase being continued up to the top of the
gallery. The fourteen exits from all parts of the house lead to Ilford Lane and the private
road at the side. The auditorium, 74ft by 74ft. designed somewhat on the lines of Willesden
Hippodrome (also by Messrs Frank Matcham & Co) is capable of accommodating an
audience of 3,000. The floor is divided into pit and stalls, with tip-up chairs. The grand
circle contains twelve rows of similar seats. The whole of the floors are covered with
handsomely designed Wilton pile carpets of terracotta colour. There are eight private boxes,
with apple-green draperies, similar in colour to the proscenium curtain. The general scheme
of decoration is in white and gold. The large oval-shape ceiling contains allegorical art
studies. Each portion of the house is provided with retiring rooms. Hydrants fully equipped
are provided, and a fireproof curtain divides the stage from the auditorium.
The stage, 60ft wide by 33ft, provided with up-to-date machinery, has the usual flies and
grid; the proscenium opening is 33 ft. The block of dressing rooms, nine in number, at the
rear of the stage, are provided with every requisite for the comfort of the artists, warmed by
hot-water pipes, and well ventilated, with separate exits. The entrance staircases and
waiting rooms are so designed that they will contain the entire audience, who may thus be
under cover while waiting. This avoids the usual queues marshalled on the pavement.
There are exit staircases, etc, for the outgoing audience. The ground area on which the
building stands covers 10,500 square feet. The circles , being supported on the cantilever
principle, afford a clear, uninterrupted view of the stage from all parts of the house.
The whole of the building is lit by electricity by Messrs Strode & Co. The decorations, in white
and gold, the draperies, carpets and seating are by Messrs Dean of Birmingham. A natural
scheme of ventilation is provided, each portion of the house having its own air inlets and
extractors. The scenery is by J.H. Bull & Son. The main building has been erected by Messrs.
Coles, under the supervision of the Clerk of the Works, Mr. John F. Revill.
(Era Nov 1909)
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The theatre was reported to have cost £35,000 and was described as the most beautiful building
in the town. There were seats for 2,500 and standing room for another 500 according to the
publicity. (However, a seating plan from the late 1930s shows 683 seats in the Stalls and 450 in
the Circle. That’s 1,133 seats excluding the bench-seats in the “gods”.)
According to the opening night programme, the manager was Mr Alec Murray.
Performances were twice nightly at 6.30pm and 9pm. Ticket prices were:
Boxes 10/6 and 7/6 (seating 4) Extra seats in the box – 2/6
Fauteuils: 1/6; Grand Circle 1/-; Pit 6d; Gallery 3d.
On Saturday Night Second House, Bank Holidays and Special Occasions:
Fauteuils: 1/9; Grand Circle 1/3; Pit 8d; Gallery 4d.
Seats in all parts except Pit and Gallery can be booked in advance for 3d extra.

1. Overture: “Raymonde”
Musical Director Mr W. Devine

2. The Sousloffs
marvellous whirlwind dancers

3. Olive Lenton & her Six Pretty Ladies
in a beautiful song scena “Harvest Time”

4. Ed. E Ford
the Australian Sundowner

5. Maxey & Pete
the inimitable comedy cyclists

6. Bertha Winder
the dancing marvel

7. Les Piccolinos “The Mighty Atoms”
wonderful midgets in a potpourri of cycling,
shooting and extraordinary athletics.

8. Mabel Green
in her latest success

9. Ruffell’s Bioscope
with up-to-date pictures

10. George Gray and his specially selected company
in “The Fighting Parson” - four powerful scenes

11. Cassie Walmer
Creole Comedienne

12. National Anthem
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The theatre press reported:
The programme for the opening night contained as its most attractive item, the well known dramatic
sketch “The Fighting Parson”, played by Mr George Gray and company. Mr George Gray had a very
warm reception, and his portraiture of the noble-minded and courageous priest won for him repeated
calls. Miss Olive Lenton appeared with six pretty girls in a beautiful song scena entitled “Harvest Time”.
The setting was most effective and the singing and dancing of the little company were highly
appreciated. Miss Linton herself expressively rendered her number “Shine on, Harvest Moon”. Miss
Cassie Walmer, the Creole comedienne had a good number in “Call again, Mr Opportunity”; and Miss
Bertha Winde danced herself into favour, her terpsichorean efforts on a plate being particularly
admired. Maxey and Pete submitted a remarkably clever and daring comedy cyclist act; and Mr Ed.
E. Ford, the Australian sun-downer, simply caused shrieks of laughter with his wonderful facial
contortions representing various persons and various phases of human feeling. Miss Mabel Green
delighted the house with her very charming interpretation of the song “Somewhere My Love Lies
Dreaming”; and the Sousloffs executed some amusing whirlwind dances; while Les Piccolines, the
talented midgets, appeared in a pot-pourri of cycling, shooting, and general athletics. The bioscope
showed a very interesting series of up-to-date pictures. Mr Alec Murray, who has been appointed
manager of the Ilford Hippodrome, had a very busy time on Monday. The musical director is Mr W.
Devin.
(Era Nov 1909)

A talking point of this
opening show was Les
Piccolinos, a trio of
midgets,
whose
leading performer
displayed remarkable
accuracy with a
crossbow, even when
firing
over
his
shoulder and aiming
with the aid of a
mirror. The Australian
comedian Ed. E. Ford
and the actress-singer
Mabel Green were
also highly praised.

It appears that not everyone welcomed the arrival of a variety and musical theatre in the town.
When the chairman of a local church meeting was reported to have attended the opening night,
his superior instantly sacked him from his duties. A theatre correspondent, with tongue firmly
in cheek, reported the story thus:
Councillor George Church of Ilford belongs to another church with less broad-minded followers than
himself, and when the superintendant of the “services of the people” at Ilford heard that Brother
George had followed his inspections of the new Ilford Hippodrome by his presence at the opening
performance, he waxed exceeding wroth, and cancelled the naughty Councillor’s chairmanship of the
Sunday religious gathering. It has since been discovered that the cancellation took place under a
misrepresentation. Councillor Church did not stay for the performance, and peace once again reigns
among the brethren.
(Era, 27 Nov 1909)
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The remaining four weeks before the pantomime firmly established the twice-nightly pattern of
variety. Each performance would offer four or five variety acts, a short interval when the
orchestra would play popular selections, then a further three or four acts, including a display of
the latest novelty, “Biograph” pictures. The “top of the bill” would not necessarily occupy the
final spot in the show, as often he or she might be “doubling” and appearing in another of the
syndicate’s variety theatres the same night.
Among the acts in the first month were performers whose names mean little nowadays, but, at
the time, were considered to be “big” attractions. They included The Great Lafayette, the
highest paid magician of his time; Bertha de Pas “the Luminary of Low Comedy and Eccentric
Dancing”; Paulasto’s Live Waiters (comedy knockabout); and the soubrette Marie Auckland.
The Hippodrome ended the year with its first pantomime, “Dick Whittington” opening on
December 27th. The cast list read:
Dick Whittington
Miss Winifred Ray
Alderman Fitzwarren
Mr H.D. Lyndon
Alice
Miss Olive West
Idle Jack
Mr Jack Harris
Captain Kettle
Mr Romeo Missouri
Bill Blower & Tom Bowling Messrs Haverley & Homer
Hon. Bertie
Miss May Barker
Polly Prim
Miss Edith Laurie
Emperor of Morocco
Mr Arthur Wade
Princess
Miss Lyda Floyd
Chopem
Jack Wellor
Cat
Mr Pete Almonti
King Rat
Master Nipper Maher
Slipon
Will Norman
Slipoff
Cyril Stafford
Betsy
Mr Dan Thomas

This evergreen story, admirably suited to pantomime, was splendidly produced at the above hall on
Monday afternoon, and has throughout the week drawn large and enthusiastic audiences to each
“house”. Under the personal supervision of Mr Dan Thomas, the story of London’s first Mayor is
excellently treated in eleven scenes of beautiful design and effect. The floral ballet of Scene IV, during
“Dick’s Dream”, performed by twenty local children, arranged by Mme Schmidt, was one of great
beauty and grandeur, whilst in Scene XI, The Lord Mayor’s Procession, the beauty of the performance
was exquisite, including the smallest team of ponies in the world. The costumes were on an elaborate
scale, brilliant and harmoniously blended, providing a rare continual feast for the eye.
Dick Whittington was capitally rendered by Miss Winifred Ray, a charming young actress, with a dainty
voice and swinging style. Alderman Fitzwarren was cleverly portrayed by Mr H.D. Lyndon, and Alice,
his daughter, had a very capable artist in Miss Olive West. The amusement created by Mr Dan Thomas
as Betsy was unending; and the merriment was carried to a high pitch by Mr Jack Harris as Idle Jack.
Messrs Haverley and Homer were exceedingly droll in the characters of Bill Blower and Tom Bowling
and the doughty Captain Kettle was excellently played by Mr Romeo Missouri. The Cat was in the
capable hands of Mr Pete Almonti, and his antics greatly pleased the audience nightly. The Emperor of
Morocco was capitally given by Mr Arthur Wade and the Princess had a talented delineator in Miss
Lyda Floyd.
(Era Jan 1910)
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4. THE PRE-WAR YEARS
The Hippodrome entered the New Year with a new manager. It seems that the London Theatres
of Variety Ltd frequently used Alec Murray as the man in charge of opening one of their new
venues, and then, once he had created the right team and set up the working system, he would
move on to their next new theatre. His replacement was Jack M. Hart, who had previously been
managing the Camden Hippodrome.
The shows were performed twice-nightly, and, as well as standard number of variety turns,
regularly featured a twenty- to thirty-minute “sketch”. This was, in effect, a short play, and was
often a condensed version of a play which might be currently running in London. These
“sketches” were much opposed by the “legitimate” theatres, who felt the variety halls were
damaging the business of the “real” versions.
In it first full year, the Hippodrome presented “sketch” versions of such plays as Trilby; Lew
Lake and his comedy company in their humorous drama My Pal Jerry - “brimful of screamingly
funny situations” (Era 1910 26 March); and such titles as The Spy, Toplitsky, or the End of the World,
The Power of Music, and The Raven’s Toll.
The impact of these sketches in the overall programme can be seen from the following review,
indicating that the show contained not one, but two such condensed plays, as well as an “apache”
act which was a dramatic presentation in its own right. It does indicate that a Night at the
Hippodrome was much more than just a series of solo performers and variety turns:
At the top of the bill was Vesta Victoria, the “people’s idol” and a
universal favourite, in her latest successes, including “Skating” and
“The Simple Life”. These numbers carried the audience to a high
pitch of enthusiasm and no less than two encores had to be
responded to. Miss Victoria’s selections “Is there anybody here
looking for a widow?” and “He used to come and court his little Mary
Ann” created increased amusement, and the plaudits of the
audience were loud and prolonged until she had bowed several
times in acknowledgement.
The reception of Miss Beaumont Collins and her strong company in
“Leaves of Memory” was as hearty as it deserved. Undoubtedly this
is one of the finest episodes of real life at present appearing on the
halls, and the interpretation is very realistic and cleverly given by the
several artists. Miss Beaumont Collins is an actress of considerable
ability, and as Ruth Challenor she is able to give of her best talent.
She invests the character with an atmospheric intensity which adds to
the dramatic effect of the presentation. Wyndham and Wyatt in
“The Professor and his Pupil” contributed a very humorous scene and
some excellent singing was also heard., . . The popular descriptive
vocalist Frank Harwood added to the amusement of the audience,
and his monologue “The Burglar and the Old Maid” caused m u c h
laughter. Mons. Carlotti, in the Protean Parisian play “The Apache”
came in for a hearty reception. The character of the Apache was
cleverly portrayed by Carlotti, and the other characters which
included that of the Apache’s sweetheart, a gendarme and several
others were smartly rendered by Carlotti junior. . . . “My Friend the
Count”, an amusing sketch by Miss Louis Counsell and company was
well received, as also was the comedy duo, Manson and West. Miss
Kitty Clinton,
comedienne, and Miss Marion Armitage, the
comedy girl, were also excellent turns.
(Era 1910 5 March)
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There is some dispute over
whether Charlie Chaplin and
Stan Laurel performed at the
Hippodrome. Together with
Charlie’s brother, Sydney, they
were, all three, employed on
Fred Karno’s touring shows.
In early 1910 Fred Karno had
two companies touring a show
called “Skating”. During the
week commencing February
7th , Company No.1 was playing
I l f or d H i ppo dr om e and
Company No. 2 was playing
Glasgow Pavilion. The Chaplin
who played Ilford that week
was Sydney, not Charlie. Sydney was in Ilford, Charlie was in Glasgow.
However, the Karno Company was back in September the same year, with a show called “The
Wow Wows” . During the week commencing September 12th, the “Wow Wows” show was
advertised at both Ilford Hippodrome and the Shoreditch Olympia. Some authorities claim
there were two companies – one with Sydney Chaplin and the other with Charlie - and it is not
known for certain who was at Ilford and who was at Shoreditch. Other authorities claim there
was one company, playing both venues on the same night. Either way, Charlie Chaplin and
Stan Laurel both left the show at the end of that week and five days later sailed for the USA –
and for entertainment immortality.
The end of March 1910 saw the Hippodrome receive its third manager. It’s not clear what
happened to Jack M. Hart, but after just two months he was replaced with a Mr G. Wells, the
“courteous and genial manager” (Era 1910 26 March). Perhaps Mr Hart was always intended to
be a stop-gap?
Some of the by-lines in the weekly newspaper reviews of the time indicate what a glorious
range of variety was on offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Genst & Newlun, the Hebrew and the Soubrette, “some clever step-dancing and a
novel song, Levi, my Yiddisher Cowboy. ”
Celeste, King of the Slack Wire , “wonderful balancing feats, climbing a ladder
balanced on the wire whilst swinging.”
J.P. Carroll, The Soldier Tambourinist, “some excellent representations of that
instrument, including march-past of soldiers and night-attack on a camp.”
“The Sisters Geretti, Aerial Trapeze Act
Taree, the Musical Australian Bushman
“Speedwell, The Wizard Painter, “his sketches of the King and Mr Joseph Chamberlain
are wonderfully lifelike”
Rameses, The Egyptian Wonder-Worker in his Egyptian Temple of Mysteries.
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And, of course, there were the star performers of the music-hall and
variety world. The Hippodrome’s first year saw many of these,
though, sadly, many of the “big names” of that age are “forgotten
names” today. Jennie Alexander, the phenomenal child artist, was
so popular that the week she played the Hippodrome she was also
doubling at the Paragon. However, some of the stars of that age
became legendary, and their names still mean something today.
Among those names are Victoria Monks, Little Tich, Harry
Randall, Florrie Forde and George Robey. The Hippodrome was
licensed for plays as well as variety, and occasionally variety would
give way to a properly staged play, albeit one so arranged that it
could be performed twice-nightly. To mark the first anniversary of
the opening of the theatre, the management staged the highly
popular The Fatal Wedding, “the greatest of all American plays.
The celebrated children’s scene is still the biggest drawing
novelty”. (Era 1910 14 Nov)
Then it was pantomime time again, “Babes in the Wood” opening on Boxing Day, 1910, with
Ally Benson playing Dame. The cast list read:
Bold Robin Hood
Maid Marian
Marjory
Reggie
Fairy Goodwill
The Demon Avarice
Will Scarlett
Margery Dawe
Allan A’Dale
Busy Bill & Frowsy Freddy
Baron, the Wicked Uncle
Friar Tuck
Jimmy the Jocular
Mr Talkative Chatters
Dame Ann Chovy

Miss Winnie Browne
Miss Olive Sparke
Miss Dorothy Elliott
Miss Mabel Lucina
Miss Rose Irene
Miss Annie Wallent
Miss Vi Zongara
Miss Lil Zongara
Miss Rhoda Ryder
Coda & Danton
Mr Wal Kent
Mr Harry Emmerson
Mr James McGrath
Mr Filey Sandys
Mr Ally Benson

The business was excellent, though the critic’s review was a little cool:
The piece is well mounted and judgement has been exercised in the dressing. On the night of our visit the
performance appeared to drag a little. The humour is of a harmless nature but wanting in originality.
The musical numbers interspersed, though good, fail to go as they should. In the settings the grand finale
is worthy of mention; the groupings and evolutions in this scene being also good. Miss Winnie Brown
makes a dashing and gallant figure as the outlawed forester, Robin Hood. Maid Marian is prettily and
daintily played by Miss Olive Sparke. The Babes have very passable exponents in Miss Dorothy Elliott and
Miss Mabel Lucina, the latter as Reggie being an especially pleasing performer. Mr Ally Benson, cast as
Dame Ann Chovy, is responsible for much of the fun of the evening, and makes quite the most of the
character. Busy Bill and Frowsy Freddy, by Messrs Coda and Danton, are two very mild and amiable
ruffians hardly calculated to strike terror into the hearts of the Babes. They, however, cause a great deal
of amusement with their duel in the forest. Mr Wal Kent gives a matter-of-fact interpretation of the
wicked Uncle. Miss Vi Zongara does all that is required of her as Will Scarlett; her best work showing,
however, in a smart step-dance with Margery Dawe (Miss Lil Zongara). Other parts are suitably
portrayed.
(The Stage, Jan 1911)
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By the spring of 1911 the Hippodrome was facing competition from two “electric theatres”, the
Cinematograph Hall on Ilford Hill, and the newly opened Premier House, which had opened on
the corner of Queen’s Road (the site intended for the earlier rival Ilford Palace). In order to
steal a march on these rivals, the Hippodrome put on its own full evening of films on Sunday
March 26th. (Bioscope features had always been a part of the variety programme, but this was
an evening entirely given over to films, and was shown on a Sunday – a day when the rival
cinemas were closed.)
The showing of films on a Sunday was not favoured by the Essex County Council:
On Saturday last at the Stratford Police Court Charles Gulliver was summoned at the insistence of Essex
County Council, as the licensee of the Hippodrome, Ilford, for unlawfully allowing the place to be used
for kinematograph exhibitions on Sunday March 26th. . .Mr C.C. Sharman, for the defence, said that he
must plead guilty. Mr J. E. Seager for the Essex County Council said that the council did not in any way
press for a heavy penalty. They were “out” as the phrase went, to stop Sunday performances. There
had been a certain amount of feeling displayed throughout the county as to the propriety of the
imposition of the regulations as to Sunday opening, but while the conditions were in force he submitted
that it was not competent to go beyond them. Mr Tabrum (the Chairman): Some of these places are
licensed for music and dancing. We do not know where this may lead. We see one magistrate has
taken exception to the attitude of the county council, but so far as we are concerned we do not agree
with the views he has expressed. We see many possible complications. The defendant was fined £3.3s
with 4s costs.
(The Stage 27 April 1911)

In the meantime the Hippodrome management decided to counter
the cinema threat by offering reduced prices. The following
week’s review in The Stage commented on this:
Judging from the brisk state of affairs, business had increased
considerably since the recent reduction of prices. At the head of
the bill are Mr Matheson Lang and Company in “The House on the
Heath”. A prominent position on the programme is allocated the
Donaldson Brothers, whose “Sports in a Jungle” goes with a swing, a
picturesque setting enhancing the general effect. Some of Jenny
Alexander’s imitations are good, but not that of Gertie Gitana. In
the eyes of Ilfordians there is no more popular comedienne than
Daisy James . . .
Frank Fort makes the most of an amusing
alliterative ditty, and with the mobile-face Dave O’Toole shares the
honours of the evening as laughter-maker. Rachel Beech does her
best with rather indifferent material, and the Bioscope projections
are good items. The work of Mr Adolphe Wolff’s orchestra leaves
little to be desired. Affairs in front continue to be closely looked after
by Mr G. Wells.
(The Stage 1911 06 April)

Matheson Lang

The big attraction of 1912 was the abridged version of Oscar Wilde’s comedy The Importance
of Being Earnest, performed twice nightly. However:
The representation given by Messrs S. Bransgrove and N.C. Slaughter’s company on the opening night
was not altogether satisfactory. The best work was contributed by Miss E. Mills as the Hon. Gwendoline
Fairfax and Mr R.S. Combar, quietly effective as Canon Chasuble
(Stage 1912 01 August)

By now the resident Musical Director of the house was Adolphe Wolff, and gradually the
Hippodrome was earning a reputation for having one of the finest pit orchestras in the London
suburban theatres. Occasionally, as well as giving the entire performance over to a condensed
version of a straight play, the Hippodrome would be host to a condensed version of a musical
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comedy, touring after its West End run. These
productions did not tour their own orchestras, and
the more selective musical managements would
only agree to their show being performed where
there was a guaranteed high standard of local
musicianship. Thanks to Adolphe Wolff, the
Ilford Hippodrome came into this category.
Christmas 1912 and the New Year 1913 saw two
separate pantomime productions: “Babes in the
Wood” playing the week of December 31st, and
“Cinderella” playing the following week. The
shows were shared with the Kilburn Empire in an
exchange programme.
For the week of 28 April 1913 the Hippodrome
welcomed the biggest star-name of the time:
The premiere position on the bill is occupied by the
incomparable Marie Lloyd.
Although
handicapped by a cold on Monday night, Miss
Lloyd displayed wonderful vivacity, and reached
the hearts of her audience in the way that places
her head and shoulders above everybody else in
her own particular style. She rendered three
Marie Lloyd
numbers, “Every little movement tells a tale”,
“The coster girl in Paris” and “I haven’t had a
cuddle”, each song being a tip-topper. A thoroughly appreciative audience gave her a rousing
reception, and, like Oliver Twist, were left asking for more. (The Stage April 1913)

The rest of the bill that week included Jack Lorimer, “the Scotch entertainer”; Frank
Armstrong, a quick-change artist; Eda Payne, mimic; the Mazettis, horizontal bar act; the
Melroses, “pianoforte, patter and dance”; and Fred Moule and company in the sketch Dear Old
George.
The following week marked the debut of the local amateurs – the Ilford Social Club (which
would shortly cease to operate due to the outbreak of war, although several of its former
members would be involved in the formation of the new Ilford Operatic & Dramatic Society
from 1919 onwards).
Mr George Wells is presenting once nightly at the Ilford Hippodrome “Les Cloches de Corneville”.
Considerable interest is being evinced, due, do doubt, to the fact that the performances are given by
members of the Ilford Social Club, who are making their first appearance at the local hall.
(The Stage 8 May 1913)

This was an ambitious undertaking on the part of the Ilford Social Club: up to this time their
musical productions had been in the Town Hall, with a much smaller seating capacity and a
much smaller hiring fee. However, the Club’s committee decided it was worth the financial
risk since it would be an enormous boost for the prestige of the organisation, and should
provide their members with the opportunity to perform in a “real” theatre.

Thanks to Ilford Operatic & Dramatic Society
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It turned out to be a very unwise venture. A normal
week at the Hippodrome, playing twice nightly,
offered twelve performances with most houses selling
extremely well. Accordingly the hiring cost to outside
organisations such as the Ilford Social Club was based
on the theatre receiving at least the same as it could
expect if it were staging its usual week’s show. “Les
Cloches de Corneville” was being performed oncenightly, with slightly increased ticket prices to reflect
the added length of the show.
The loyal Club supporters turned out in force, but the
usual Hippodrome audience did not. The amateurs
quickly decided to return to the Town Hall for their
future productions.

Board Room Scandals
The Managing Director of London Variety Theatres
Ltd was Charles Gulliver. He was now one of the
most powerful men in the world of theatre. He had
gained control of the London halls when the parent
Fred Stanley as Gaspard in “Les Cloches de Corneville
organisation, the London Provincial & Continental
Vaudeville Combination had become too large and had split into two. Gulliver had taken over
control of the London venues from Walter Gibbons, and there was considerable ill-feeling
between the two of them. When Gibbons was in charge of the Palladium he had employed a
booking manager called Charles Reed on a five year contract, and had put Reed in complete
charge of booking acts for all provincial and suburban theatres. Gulliver ordered everyone in
the company to have no dealings whatsoever with his predecessor, Walter Gibbons – and then
one day he saw Reed lunching with Gibbons. Gulliver sacked Reed immediately, claiming he
had disobeyed orders. When Reed sued for wrongful dismissal and breach of contract, Gulliver
claimed the original contract was invalid, and, in any event, Reed had been fraudulently taking
secret commission from the acts that he booked. (Era, May 1913)
There was a long and much publicised trial – involving two
of the biggest names of the time – Charles Gulliver and
Walter Gibbons. The jury found in favour of Charles Reed,
and awarded him £750 (an enormous sum at that time) as
compensation for the breach of his contract and the damage
to his name caused by Gulliver’s slanderous allegations.
Charles Gulliver’s reputation was tarnished.
The Hippodrome meantime was creating its own favourite
performers, amongst whom were Ernie Lotinga, the comic
actor, Daisy Dormer, the soubrette, and the regular visits
from the Bransgrove & Slaughter Company, an acting
troupe whose melodramatic and grisly sketch versions of
murder and thriller plays were always welcomed. The star

Charles Gulliver
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names to appear at the Hippodrome during this time
included Gertie Gitana (the girl who introduced the
song Nelly Dean), Harry Champion (of Boiled Beef and
Carrots fame), May Moore Duprez (the “jolly little
Dutch girl”) , Whit Cunliffe, and Fred Emney and his
acting company.
A topical novelty attraction occurred during the week of
15 September 1913:
“The young Ilford lady whose remarkable
disappearance on her wedding day, a week or two ago,
attracted so much attention, has been especially
engaged by Mr Julian Wylie for the part of the missing
bride in the musical extravaganza “I Should Worry”.
Mrs Nora Hypatia-West – to give the lady her
marriage name – is a beautiful bride of nineteen, and
her musical qualifications alone fully justify her inclusion
in the cast of “I Should Worry” which goes on to the
Ilford Hippodrome, and will makes a reappearance in
the West End at the Palladium on the 29th of this
month for a couple of weeks.”
(The Stage 18 Sept 1913)

Towards the end of 1913 the
old variety format was beginning to lose its popularity. The rise of
musical comedy, the new forms of music, especially ragtime, and the
introduction of novelty dances combined to give the stand-alone acts
the appearance of being old-fashioned and out of date.
A new form of attraction was emerging, and this was the “Revue” – a
variety show which was based around a theme, offering more
glamour, cohesion and sophistication than the old music hall show.
The first major revue to play the Hippodrome came in October 1913:
A great attraction is presented at the Ilford Hippodrome this week,
namely a seaside revue entitled “Splash Me”.
This up-to-date
conglomeration of wit and humour, combined with tuneful singing and
dancing, was produced at the Shoreditch Olympia two weeks ago, and
scored an instantaneous success; and, judging from the reception it
had at Ilford on Monday night, this latest revue would appear to be
destined for a long run. Its two scenes depicting “The Flappers’ Parade”
and “The Beach on Regatta Day” are excellently mounted and
dressed, 20,000 gallons of water being used in the second which for
realism it would be hard to improve upon. The whole effect reminds
one of a smart Continental seaside resort on an ideal summer day. The
revue is in the hands of a capable company including Miss M a b e l
Manville, Mr Fred Wallis, Mr Jack Barclay, Mr F. Burns, Mr Alec Regan
and Mr Harry Payne, and, whether actor, comedian or vocalist, all are
untiring in their efforts to entertain, and are excellent .
They are
ably supported by a company which for pretty faces, graceful figures
and good voices is unsurpassed. An all round vivacious and sparkling
performance, which should be seen by all music hall patrons.
(Era, 8 Oct, 1913
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Despite this innovation, the main
fare continued to be the speciality
acts and the star names and,
surprisingly, still the regular
filmed items in the course of
each show. The acts included
Ray’s Football Girls, the Lady
Boxers, the Palladium Minstrels,
the Ten Moroccan Arabs, and
animal acts such as Velanche’s
Dogs, Sangers’ Seals, and
Gallette’s Monkeys.
The star names included Kate
Carney , famous for her song Are
we to Part Like This, Bill?,
Wilkie Bard, famous for his song
I Want to Sing in Op’ra; Violet
Lorraine;
Coram, the
ventriloquist;
the Oriental
illusionist, Chung Ling Soo; and
the escapologist, Harry Houdini.
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5. THE YEARS OF THE GREAT WAR
The outbreak of war against Germany in August 1914 initially had little impact on the theatre
world. It was all expected to be “over by Christmas”, and until then it was business as usual.
Naturally, each programme would include some patriotic items, and “war pictures” were a
regular feature. During early December
Mr Joe Geerts, the Belgian sporting comedian who was compelled to leave Antwerp, appeared on
Monday night at the Ilford Hippodrome where he had an excellent reception. He sang the Belgian
National Anthem in Flemish and also recited “Gratitude to England” in English
(Era 09 Dec 1914)

The pantomime at the start of 1915 was a one-week only production, a Jack & the Beanstalk
which played the Hippodrome as part of its circuit of Lewisham, Woolwich, Kilburn and
Croydon.
Gradually the revue format was taking over, and week after week, an entire
company in a “produced” revue would be the attraction at the Hippodrome, with the former
seven-or-eight act variety-show format becoming an infrequent offering. The revue shows were
getting more ambitious and lavish in their style: The Lovely Limit Revue was advertised as “A
real water show, not a splash” starring Lily Smith, the “world champion lady swimmer” and her
sister Gwendoline, together with a “full chorus of thirty ladies and swimming girls”. It was
claimed the tank used in the last scene “is the largest ever put upon a Music Hall stage”. This
show did enormous business in March 1915.
The display finishing with quite an exciting “water rugby match” by eight picked lady swimmers.
There is a capital comedy duet “Come Out” sung in the tank scene by Mr Tom Reno (Bill Smithers) and
Mr Barry Scott (Captain Dash, the dude). These two comedians, with the able assistance of Mr Bob
Evans as “MacPherson fra Dundee” succeed in thoroughly amusing the audience by their droll business
and funny dialogue. Mr Gerald Williams is well suited as the gallant young naval officer Harry
Mountjoy, and he and Miss Doris Joy (as Rosie, Harry’s sweetheart) sing some charming duets and solos.
Mr Williams also scores with the patriotic song “When Tommy and Jack come Marching Home” with
chorus by middies.
(Era, 10 March 1915)

Star names in 1915 included Billy Merson (The Spaniard that
Blighted My Life), Lillie Langtry, Bransby Williams, Ella
Shields, the O’Gorman Brothers, and Kitty Loftus. The
Bioscope films continued to report the war, and would feature
local items, like a review of the Ilford volunteer force.
From 1916 onwards things began to get more difficult. The
War was not going well The introduction of conscription –
compulsory military service – was causing a shortage of
actors and male performers for shows, and difficulties in
finding enough stagehands and technicians to service each
production. This shortage was leading to an inevitable rise in
the wages being demanded by those men who were available,
and was the cause of a noticeable rise in running costs.
Another irritant came from the Government’s Early Closing
Order, which banned the sale of all goods after 8pm. This
meant that sweets, chocolates and tobacco could not be sold
in theatres after 8pm – much of the performance time. This
represented a noticeable drop in profits.
Billy Merson
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The major upheaval came with the introduction of
the Amusements Tax. Reginald McKenna, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, imposed a tax on
theatre tickets: one penny on tickets priced 3d to 11d;
twopence on shilling tickets; threepence on one-andsixpenny tickets; and a scale rising to sixpence on
10/6d tickets. The Chancellor had estimated that
with 750 million tickets sold each year for moving
pictures, an extra penny on the tickets would produce
£3¼ million from the cinemas alone. The Picture
Palace Proprietors indicated that they would absorb
the tax and not pass it on to the public in increased
prices. Theatre managers declared their profit
margins were too tight for them to be able to do the
same, and that having to increase the price of a
theatre ticket was likely to be disastrous for business.

Fred Barnes

The rest of 1916 saw the weekly programme almost
exclusively restricted to revues, with performers like
Wilson Hallett, Fred Barnes, Leslie Henson, Scotch
Kelly and Joe Elvin heading the casts. More and
more often the cast would include troupes of children
to make up for the lack of available performers due
to war requirements.

Things got worse in 1917. The Amusements Tax was re-named the Entertainments Tax, and
was increased, and in some cases, doubled. The London Variety Theatres syndicate joined
other theatrical organisations in pointing out that since the introduction of the tax there had been
a serious decrease in attendances. Several formerly profitable theatres had now started losing
heavily. There was also great objection to the cumbersome method of accounting for it. Mr
Peter Davey, for the managers, claimed that during one single week his company had to fill in
142 different documents in connection with the tax. The total weight of the documents was 15
ounces. Despite representations, the Chancellor remained adamant: this was a tax to help fight
the War. It was a necessary tax, and in no circumstances would he consider removing it.
The increase in tax was shortly followed by a ruling from the newly appointed Entertainments’
Industry Committee : (1) Every theatrical employer is expected to provide “some” men for
National Service. (2) Any theatre which shows it has already made a satisfactory contribution,
will be exempt. (3) Managers must urge their men to enlist and give an undertaking that their
jobs will be kept open for them at the end of their National Service. (4) If a Union man enrols,
his Union should be entitled to supply a substitute.
Then came a requirement from the Home Office: all theatres and music halls were asked to
shorten all performances by 30 minutes in order to save electricity and help with the War Effort.
This cut would be imposed voluntarily, but if was seen to be not working, then it would be
imposed by emergency legislation. Theatre managers poured scorn on this suggestion, with
one prominent figure claiming the total cost saved in his own theatre would be less than 4/6d
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per show.
The theatre
organisations collectively
offered instead to effect a
10% saving on electricity
used, and to keep a record
of electrical consumption
to prove that such a saving
had been achieved.
The Hippodrome had
started 1917 well enough
with two pantomimes on
consecutive weeks, the
first Mother Goose with
Renée Ralph and Haidée
de Rance, and the second
Cinderella with Cora
Goffin. However, from
then on, it was a bit of a
financial struggle. The
drawing power of such
stars as G.H. Chirgwin,
Gertie Gitana,
Nellie
G.H. Chirgwin, Gertie Gitana, Nellie Wallace, Gus Elen, Harry Lauder, Ida Barr
Wallace, Gus Elen, Harry
Lauder and Ida Barr could still guarantee good business, but financial restraints meant the revue
companies were shrinking in size and having to cut back on the expensive spectacular effects
like water tanks. Frequently a typical night at the Hippodrome would now feature a smaller,
cut-down revue interspersed with a small number of variety acts, and an increased use of film.
The Principal attraction in Mr George E. Wells’ current programme at Ilford is “The Girl of the Future”,
played by Camille Clifford, Edgar Stevens and H. Tripp Edgar. Farr & Farland are great favourites, and
Joe Elvin’s sketch “Including Costs” is responsible for considerable merriment. W.B. Raby makes the
most of a “Sugar” number and a somewhat crude parody on “Tennessee”, while Renée Ralph, a bright
comedienne, scores with “A Sisterly Sort of Way” and “How’s Every little thing in Dixie?”. A novel chairbalancing act is submitted by Betancourt. The Whittakers in a Cinderella burlesque; Takio, the
Japanese mime; and two capital pictures complete the bill. Excellent business is being done at all
performances.
(Era 28 Mar 1917)

The business may have been “excellent”, but the profit was not so good. It seemed that a better
economic outturn could be achieved with a “package” show, usually in the form of a West End
musical touring in a twice-nightly version. This show would hopefully sell on the strength of
its name alone, and would not need expensive star names which were generally what the public
asked for. Musicals like The Kodak Girl, La Poupee, George Dance’s Tonight’s the Night,
from the Gaiety Theatre, and the phenomenal The Bing Boys Are Here - all guaranteed to pack
the place. However, there were still a few variety stars who could do the same, the Fred Karno
company, Nellie Wallace, and, of course, Marie Lloyd, who returned to Ilford in October 1917
to another rapturous reception.
For the 1917 Christmas week the Hippodrome staged Dick Whittington, with the particular
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attraction of Lorna and Toots Pounds as principal boy and girl. They were young sisters
recently arrived from Australia, and their somewhat boisterous personalities (compared to the
standard well-behaved English style of that time) made them a very popular duo. The cast-list
for this long-running show included:
Dick Whittington
Alice Fitzwarren
Idle Jack
Alderman Fitzwarren
Sarah the Cook
Emperor of Morocco
Tommy the Cat
Fairy Queen
Phil Rallis Duo

Lorna Pounds
Toots Pounds
Tom E. Hood
Johnny Schofield
Will Johnson
Harry Bristow
Alfred Rodgers
Dorothy Grey
Captain & Mate

The show opened on Monday 24th
December for two performances at
6.20pm and 8.50pm, and then from
Boxing Day till Saturday played three
performances each day, with matinees at
Lorna and Toots Pounds
2.30pm.
That added up to fifteen
performances in the week. It played a second week in Ilford before moving on, and giving way
to a second pantomime, Mother Goose, which played the week of January 14th, twice nightly,
with extra matinees on Thursday and Saturday – fourteen performances in the week.
It felt as if business was definitely picking up, and, perhaps, there would be a change for the
better. The first week of February saw a smash-hit , advertised as
“The House That Jerry Built” featuring Lew Lake, Bob Morris, Six Musical Navvies. Plus Edie Veno,
Thornton & Delia, Josphine La Barte, Campbell & Scott, Red White & Blue Troupe - “A Colossal
Company of Comic Carpenters, Perky Plasterers, Gay Gasfitters, Natty Navvies, Busy Bricklayers,
Promising Plumbers, Pantomime Paperhangers, Lazy Labourers and Energetic Electricians”
(Era, 07 Feb 1918)

However, the War stretched on, and suddenly even more restrictions were placed on theatres
and cinemas. The Lighting, Heating and Power Order (1918) prohibited the consumption of gas
or electric current in theatres between 10.30pm and 1pm the following day, except for
“necessary cleaning, watching, or rehearsal”. The Sale of Sweetmeats (Restriction) Order
(1918) came into effect, whereby the sale of chocolates and sweet was completely prohibited in
theatres. The Paper Controller issued instructions that “no theatre programme will contain more
than four pages of demi-quarto size. Only moderate quality paper may be used, and all coated
or art paper is banned”. To add to the difficulties, restaurants were not allowed to serve meals
after 9.30pm, all businesses were ordered to cut their electricity consumption by one-sixth, and
power supplies to tramways and electric railways was severely rationed. Street lighting was
severely reduced and no shops were allowed to have light in their windows.
“Dark streets, no transport, unheated theatres and short shows – and we’re expected to attract an
audience” was a remark credited to theatre managers up and down the country.
The country, however, was not totally war-weary. The Hippodrome staged Inside the Lines, the
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successful spy-play from the Apollo Theatre, and the
following week’s variety bill included My Four Years
in Germany, a film telling the experiences of the
former-Ambassador Gerard. This was so popular, that
the film was repeated every week for the next two
months, becoming a regular feature of the variety bills
on offer.
The main fare on offer remained the touring revue
shows, with titles like Vanity Fair, Sugar Baby, Airs
and Graces and Jack in the Box, and the occasional
variety bills continued to incorporate a short play or
“sketch”, though, by now, these presentations were
beginning to feel very old-fashioned indeed. An
example of this took place during the week
commencing June 3rd:
Lois Barker and Percy Tarling as “The Grumblers” in humour and music, written and composed by themselves, were first favourites at the Ilford Hippodrome last week. From the
moment of Mr Tarling’s unique introduction to their final number “The Moon”, the Grumblers
kept the audience very merry with their clever topical songs, and Mr Tarling told some very
neat stories. They had a great reception. Jen Latona was also very popular. Appearing first
with her concertina, she afterwards sang at the piano “The Little Old Home”, a novelty being
the introduction of a dance “off”. So successful was this , that Miss Latona gave an encore.
Pretty Miss Marjory Fulton’s singing of the Hawaiian sunshine was excellent. . . Tom Leamore
has a capital number in which he appeared as a Scotch soldier in kilts. The programme
was completed by Syd Sydney, a good comedian and dancer; Harry Moore, who while
singing a newspaper song, tears artistic designs in posters; Dandy George with his interesting
speciality act, dogs and pigeons doing many clever things; and Dick Tubb, who as a burlesque
“nut”, sings well “Have You Seen the Paper Today?”. Ex Ambassador Gerard’s film completes.
(Era 05 Jun 1918)

Old favourites like Marie Lloyd, Little Tich and Gertie Gitana
made return visits, and a much liked newcomers were Sandy
Powell, and Wee Georgie Wood, a 24 year old midget, just
4’9” in height, who specialised in performing child roles.
Twice-nightly versions of plays including The Lifeguardsman
and The Thirteenth Chair, and musicals like A Chinese
Honeymoon and The Bing Boys continued to provide the varied
basis of the Hippodrome programme.
However, the last weeks of October saw a collapse in business.
An outbreak of Spanish ‘flu had a devastating effect on the
country, already hit by transport and electricity restrictions.
Along with several other local authorities, Ilford made plans to
issue a closing order on theatres and cinemas, and to close
schools and ban all public meetings. The death toll in London
during the week commencing October 21st was 2,225, and half
the West Theatres were temporarily closed. It seems that
certain Hippodrome performances were cancelled during the
following week, possibly due to no ticket sales rather than any
direct closing order.

Liitle Tich (Harry Relph)
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The announcement
of the Armistice two
weeks later helped
lift the spirits, and
the revue booked
into the Hippodrome
for the week of
November 25th had
changed its title to a
celebratory Three
Cheers.
The War was over.
Everything could, at
last, return to normal.

Above:
The Hippodrome in 1920.
Below
The Hippodrome from the air.
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6. AFTER THE WAR
The first post-War pantomime, Babes in the Wood , opened on Monday 13th January, and on the
same night George Wells, the Hippodrome manager for the past nine years, died from
pneumonia, after an illness of just three days. As temporary acting manager, the Board drafted
in the recently demobilised Mr Alfred Wright, formerly of the Hammersmith Palais.
The 1919 programme continued very much as before, with Marie Lloyd appearing twice in the
year, in March and October, and on both occasions singing her new song, The Old Cock Linnet
or Don’t Dilly Dally on the Way. Of all the songs associated with her career, this was her
biggest success, and she was always obliged to encore it.
The Hippodrome, along with all other theatres, faced a series of problems, big and small, in the
immediate post-War period. Early on there was a problem with Duncan’s Collies, a dog act
booked for the Hippodrome. This coincided with a major rabies scare and an official order that
all dogs in London and the Home Counties must at all times be muzzled, and that these areas
were designated “controlled areas”. Dogs leaving these areas without a licence were required to
be quarantined for six months, unless they were just “passing through”. Would this apply to
Duncan’s Collies, and the other dog acts that were a regular feature of the variety halls?
Then a Joint Committee of actors, managers, variety artists, musicians and stage staff,
announced a ban on working with any German, Austrian, Bulgarian or Turkish performers in
protest at the War Reparations dispute which followed the Armistice. And the newly formed
Actors’ Union declared its members would not
work alongside any non-Union members. The
resultant disputes threatened touring plays,
sketches and musical productions and led to some
last-minute difficulties.
A big problem came with a nine-day national
strike of railways in September. Since the strike
covered two weekends there was considerable
disruption. An Emergency Committee of Theatre
Managers organised what transport could be
achieved to move scenery and companies from
one theatre to another. The planned programme
for the Hippodrome included a considerable
amount of scenery for the sketches to be
performed in that week’s show, and replacements
had to be borrowed, and the programme
rearranged to cope.
It was clear that, though the War was over, things
were not going to be the same as before. Fred
Karno’s companies, Harry Champion, G.H.
Elliott, Whit Cunliffe were part of the old
regulars keeping up the old style, but audiences
were declining.
Fred Karno, Harry Champion, G.H. Elliott & Whit Cunliffe
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On December 22nd 1919 the Ilford pantomime was Sinbad the Sailor. The review was not
wildly enthusiastic:
. . . it has more of the tendency of a revue rather than the orthodox pantomime, and what little story
there is only rears its bashful head at becoming intervals. . . The piece is played in eight scenes, the best
of which is the Haunted House, under the supervision of Mr J. Matheson Jones, and the best song is
“Where do flies go in the Wintertime?”. Mr Sam Jones is manager of this house, Mr Alfred Wright being
the acting manager. “Sinbad” remains at Ilford till January 3.
(Stage 1919 Dec)

However, Charles Gulliver began a worthy tradition on the opening night:
Mr Charles Gulliver, the managing director of the London Theatres of Varieties Ltd invited 100 boys
and girls from Dr Barnardo’s Home to the first performance of “Sinbad the Sailor” at the Ilford
Hippodrome on Christmas Eve. It is his intention to extend this invitation for the children of several of
his other halls where pantomime is to be played.
(Stage 1920 Jan)

The second pantomime that season was a week’s run of Dick Whittington
in January, after which it was very much the programme as before, with
new names including Hetty King, Harry Hemsley, Harry Claff, and Billy
Bennett. The old favourites included Marie Lloyd, Harry Tate, Little Tich,
Ernie Lotinga, and G.H. Elliot. The mix of musical productions and revues
was much as before, but the number of straight plays had declined
considerably. It seemed the cinema was now the place to go for a dramatic
story.

In 1921 a new manager was appointed, Mr C.H. Baillie, and business
began gradually to improve. The Easter holiday attraction was a
standard variety show:
A strong holiday programme is presented here. The inimitable Ernie
Mayne with his “Eggs and Bacon” number, is in great form, and creates
much laughter with his funny “Waltzing” song. The Poluski Bros
also kept the house in roars of laughter, particularly with their
imaginary ‘phone conversation. A musical treat is provided by the
Royal Bartle Quartet and as usual, Essie & Babs distinguish themselves
not only in their instrumental efforts, but in their singing and dancing.
Bransby Williams’s clever and finished characterisations are an
outstanding feature of the programme, and keenly enjoyed. The
Delson Trio proved clever acrobats, Marjorie Fulton an excellent
comedienne, and Billy Simpson in monologue and character studies
was most entertaining. W.B. Raby was very amusing in his comedy
contribution, and Devon and Earle, who deputised for Duncan and
Godfrey, prove very enlivening.

and the variety bill for the following week included a return visit
from Lorna and Toots Pounds – their first since the pantomime four
years earlier – who shared the stage with Jacques Londres, and his
light-up violin, and Winston’s Lions.

Bransby Williams

The Poluski Brothers

Although revues and musical comedies continued to be presented, the
balance was now tipping back in favour of variety bills. One of the acts appearing in August
1921 was reviewed as follows:
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Paul Stephens, a onelegged wire-walker, does
old and new evolutions
with considerable
adroitness, ending with a
startling pole-jumping
trick which brings him
hearty applause.

(A one-legged wire-walker
ending his act with a startling
pole-jumping trick? They
don’t make acts like that
anymore!)
The sensational act of 1921
was P.T. Selbit’s “Sawing
through a Woman”. He had
performed this magic trick
“for the first time ever” at the Finsbury Park Empire in January, and brought it to Ilford in
August. There was much publicity and discussion concerning how exactly it was done. The
trick was significantly different from what a modern audience would expect. Selbit's assistant
was locked inside a closed wooden crate and could not be seen. The impression that she could
not evade the saw was created by the confined space in the box and by ropes tied to her hands,
feet, and neck, which were held throughout the illusion by spectators from the audience.
Though a bit of a run-of-the-mill trick nowadays, at the time it was a great talking point.
One of the straight play attractions of the year was a staging of Tarzan of the Apes, and in
November there was a nostalgic revival of the old Pierrot shows with George Shurley. A
variety bill in December included a young dancer, Ninette de Valois, who would go on to much
greater things in the world of ballet. The year ended with a twice-nightly version of the operetta
Agfar, which had been a great hit at the London Pavilion.
1922 opened with two pantomimes, a week of Babes in the Wood followed by a week of
Aladdin then for the next five months the programme consisted almost entirely of variety bills,
with just two weeks given over to revues. In June Albert Chevalier returned with his My Old Dutch
company - his solo hit song of 1892 had now been turned into a full-length production - and a July
variety bill included Harry Weldon, a particular favourite at Ilford:
Harry Weldon is the bright particular star at Ilford, where he is presenting his droll “White Hope” scena
with hilarious effect, in addition to some alleged mimicry of well-known actors, which is conducive to
mirth. His efforts to sing “I Passed by Your Window” are also provocative of loud laughter, and indeed
his whole act abounds in funny moments. Fred Russell has his share of applause for his clever
ventriloquial turn into which he has incorporated much new patter and business, all worked with the
ease of an old performer; and Harry Taylor, who opens quietly, develops his act neatly. His yodelling is
successful and some less subtle stories would help him further. The unusual acrobatics of Nelson and
Nelson, who perform for the most part on stilts, are varied with some comic droll business; and another
agile athlete is Cara Magda, whose work on the trapeze repays attention. The burlesque humours of
Fyne and Hurley, in an act which is full of merry patter, amuse everyone vastly, and Eleanor Kendall’s
excellently executed soprano items lend distinction to the programme, to which further variety is given
by the Four Segnams and a bioscope film. The orchestra distinguish themselves in a “Patience”
selection wih Mr Adolphe Wolfe as musical director and Mr C.H. Baillie is the manager.
(The Stage 06 July 1922)
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It is interesting to note that Bioscope films were still being shown as part of the evening’s
entertainment. Additionally, the variety acts themselves were becoming more elaborate. Just as
Albert Chevalier had developed his single song into a big production, so other artists were
developing ever more elaborate acts:
Mr Harry May Hemsley, the clever mimic of children, met with great success at the Ilford Hippodrome
last week when he introduced for the first time an act entitled “A Forest on a Stage”. In this, in a pretty
woodland scene, he appears an as artist who, with his wife and children, is camping out in a forest on a
sketching expedition, the imaginary children being supposed to be in a little tent under the trees. Later
on, when this tent is illuminated at nightfall, the shadows of the children are seen, and a very pretty
effect is obtained.
From the front of the house our representative saw a most realistic forest scene with five big beech trees
all having the appearance of roundness and solidity of trunk. After the act, at the back of the stage,
he saw the whole forest paraphernalia, trees and all, reduced to a simple heap of material which
would go easily into an ordinary sized travelling basket, and weighing considerably less than a soldier’s
pack. Mr Hemsley, in short, has invented a device by means of which he can carry a whole forest scene
about with him as part of his ordinary professional luggage – a forest in a portmanteau in fact: and the
whole device is very easily set and struck. More technical particulars cannot be given, since it is Mr
Hemsley’s intention to protect his invention. .. . (The Stage 10 Aug 1922)

Another unusual act came in October, when the notorious Dr Walford Bodie headed the bill.
Dr Bodie had been booked to appear at the Hippodrome even before it opened, but delays in
building meant his booking was cancelled, and now, 22 years later, he was making his first
appearance. Back in 1909 he was said to be the highest paid entertainer of the time, working as
a hypnotist, ventriloquist and magician, and performing his “bloodless surgery” which claimed
to use electricity, hypnosis and manipulation to cure all kinds of ailments and disabilities. His
posters invited people to “Send Your Cripples”, and afflicted members of the audience would
come on stage with walking aids and leg-braces, and after his “treatment” would walk off
unaided. As the week progressed, he would hang crutches, sticks and braces on the walls
outside the theatres, claiming they were no longer needed by the permanently “cured” people.
His “cures” and use of the title Doctor saw the medical profession take him to court for
fraudulent use of the suffix M.D. He claimed he had inadvertently missed off “U.S.A”. from the
title, but didn’t tell the court he had bought the title. When he was sued again for
misrepresentation, he claimed the initials M.D. stood for “Merry Devil”. He was fined £1,000
and following the “Great Bodie Trial” one of his performances at the Glasgow Coliseum ended
in a riot when hundreds of medical
students invaded the theatre, pelting
him with eggs and rotten fruit and
chanting “Bodie, Bodie, Quack,
Quack, Quack”.
By the time of his Ilford show he
was still a major attraction. He had
modified his act, and it now
contained less “curing” and more
humour, especially when he
hypnotised members of the audience.
Although for many he remained a
charlatan, a significant number of
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people defended his reputation, and claimed that, as
well as a superb showman, he was a pioneer of
medical techniques. The Bodie week at the
Hippodrome did a record week’s business. 1922
ended with Sleeping Beauty, opening on Boxing
Day, as the first of four pantomimes at the
Hippodrome in the 1922-1923 holiday season: the
first three weeks of the new year offered Robinson
Crusoe, Red Riding Hood and Dick Whittington in
quick succession.
The highlight of the 1923 spring season came in
April with the revue Mr Tower of London, featuring
the newly wed Archie Pitt and Gracie Fields,
playing twice nightly at 6.20pm and 8.40pm. (The
25 year old comedienne from Rochdale had earned
a great reputation during the long provincial tour of
this show, and when it would finally arrive at the
West End’s Alhambra three months later, Gracie
Fields would become an overnight star.) It now
Archie Pitt & Gracie Fields in “Mr. Tower of London”
seemed as if revues were once more in the
ascendant. The rest of the spring season offered shows with titles like Lightning, Bang!, All in
One – a New Style Entertainment, Fast and Furious, The Mixture – a Tonic to be taken Twice
Nightly and Pins and Needles - all full-scale revues.
By June the Hippodrome had a new manager: C.H. Baillie had moved on, and his replacement
was William S. Logan. The choice of each week’s show was clearly in the hands of the London
Variety Theatres Head Office, but local managers were required to advise on what would and
what wouldn’t “take” in their venues. William Logan’s advice was for spectacular revues, and
for the rest of the year it seems there were only half a dozen or so “standard” variety bills, and
week after week of revues with titles like A Trip to Paris, The Dairy Show, Fun of the Fayre,
Rockets and High Heels and Stockings.
The rare play or musical included Filmstruck, or Mary of the Movies, The Silent House, and
The Earthquake :
Sensational Productions present Miss Maud Williamson’s thrilling spectacle, “The Earthquake”, which
abounds in picturesque scenes and wonderful mechanical effects at the Ilford Hippodrome this week.
Set amidst the great North-West of Canada, it depicts with vivid realism the lives and customs of the
adventurers and the Redskins, showing with marvellous ingenuity the upheaval of the earthquake and
the withering devastation. The cast of characters is a strong one and includes Miss Betty Debenham,
Frederick Edwin, Frank Crichton and Mr Alfred Woods, who appears as Wah-Na-Tah, the Indian
guide.
(The Stage 31 Oct 1923)

The year ended with a pantomime, and Charles Gulliver continuing to build a new, kinder
image to replace the tarnished one from ten years earlier.
Mr Charles Gulliver, who acts the part of Father Christmas to some 10,000 children throughout his
London theatres, played the role at a special performance on the afternoon of December 28th at the
Ilford Hippodrome. Mr W.S. Logan, the manager, arranged an appropriate programme. Amongst the
items were Punch and Judy, a ventriloquist, and an animal mimic. Each youngster, on entering the
hall, received a bag of sweets to enjoy while the show was on. After the performance the children were
taken to Cleveland Road Schools, where tea was served.
(Ilford Recorder December 1923)
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Throughout 1924 musical comedy was much to the fore at the Hippodrome: Our Liz, The
Gipsy Princess, Dancing Time, and Battling Butler were among them, although the outstanding
box office draw came at the end of the year with Chu Chin Chow:
The twice-nightly version of “Chu Chin Chow” as presented by F. Leslie Moreton and Guyton Heath’s
company, is a well-staged production which retains most of the features of the original and longer
piece so long an attraction at His Majesty’s. . . In the role of the Robber Chief Ernest Griffin is sufficiently
impressive, and a striking embodiment of Zahrat-el-Kulub is given by Violet Carmen, who scores in the
dramatic outbursts of the part. . . A buxom exponent of the amorous Alcolon is Rhodu Ring, who sings
her numbers charmingly, and the shrewish Mahbulah is cunningly depicted by Lilian Napier. . .
(The Stage 04 Dec 1924)

The year was made up of a varied mix of straight plays: The Family Circle, Tom, Dick and
Harry, Within the Law, Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife and Outward Bound together with the
occasional variety-bill and the ever--popular revues. In May, Albert de Courville’s revue
Vanities saw Sydney Howard perform for the first time in his act a piece of comedy business
which involved putting his legs through the arms of a pyjama jacket with resulting mayhem.
Seven years later the same business appeared in the film Almost a Divorce and Sydney began
an advertising campaign which claimed this was a gag that been stolen from him. His lighthearted reprimand announced “I haven’t the original script of this particular bit of business, but
I have applied to the Curator of the British Museum, who is making a special search on my
behalf. The first copyist I saw do this business was a donkey at the Tower Circus, at Blackpool,
1902!”
The most talked-of variety show of the year featured Samson, “the strongest man on earth”:
Samson is a strong attraction in both senses of the word, and his feats of strength are much admired,
whilst the ease with which he performs the apparently impossible has its due effect. Indeed, his last
exploit, in which he holds two strong carthorses pulling in opposite directions brings him such applause
as is seldom heard here. . Elsie Carlisle sings “Sitting in a Corner” and “Papa Loves Mama” and others on
the programme are Naughton and Gold, and S.W. Wyndham introducing his new song. . . a
wonderful new winner ‘Sarah, Sitting in the Shoe-Shine Shop’.”
(The Stage 01 May 1924)

In September, “. . .a bogus telephone call was used
as a ruse in a daring robbery at the Hippodrome on
Tuesday by a thief who got away with the previous
day’s takings. Miss Vaughan, the secretary, had
removed the money from the safe to her room. She
was then told she was wanted on the telephone
downstairs, and she answered the call, but could not
understand the message. When she returned to her
room the money and the bag containing it were
missing.”
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7. FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES & THE NOT SO ROARING TWENTIES
However, financial worries were facing the Hippodrome’s owners: London Theatres of
Varieties Ltd was suffering badly as audiences deserted the variety theatres and flocked instead
to the picture houses. Only a few new theatre “stars” were emerging and the same “old” names
were touring the circuits, with audiences complaining it was “always the same acts” on offer.
The solution was to turn the less profitable theatres into cinemas, and, perhaps, even sell the
theatres themselves to the ever-expanding cinema corporations.
The London Theatres of Varieties began reducing its ownership of provincial theatres as early
as 1924, with some of the London suburban venues following over the next two years. The
main control of the LTV reverted to Walter Gibbons, who had always been a cinema enthusiast.
Anxious to keep his hand in, Charles Gulliver took personal control of what remained of the
London variety circuit. The Palladium went over to cine-variety for a while, but the Gulliver
Circuit (as it was now known) controlled the Holborn Empire and eleven London suburban
venues. A change of manager saw William B. Iles taking over at the Hippodrome.

Arthur Lucan & Kitty McShane

Through 1925 and 1926 the public,
unaware of the changes in the
controlling syndicates, continued to
attend the variety shows, though the
same faces were now appearing more
and more often: Harry Weldon,
Albert Whelan, The O’Gorman
Brothers, Clarice Mayne, Percy
Honri, Fred Russell, Nellie Wallace.
The most exciting was a return visit
from Gracie Fields, in the revue By
Request (December 1925), and the
first appearance of Arthur Lucan &
Kitty McShane (Old Mother Riley
and her daughter Kitty) in October
1926

The pantomime season 1926-7 saw a professional production of Dick Whittington produced by
Francis Laidman and starring Daisy James as Dick, and a one-matinee only special performance
of Babes in the Wood
2,000 children from the schools of Ilford were given a New Year’s party at the Ilford Hippodrome by Mr
Charles Gulliver on Saturday afternoon. Mrs Harris presented “Babes in the Wood” the entire cast
being composed of children, and the pantomime was much enjoyed. Each little visitor received a
carton containing sweets, cakes and fruit, and during the interval ices were served. After cheers had
been given for Mr Gulliver, the Mayor of Ilford (Alderman F.H. Dane) complimented the manager, Mr
William B. Iles, upon the organisation of the party and the programme. During the afternoon Mr Iles
sent in the name of the children a telegram to the King and Queen and received a reply.
(Ilford Recorder, January 1927)

Later that month a revue called Miss 1927 was staged and featured the young comedienne Doris
Hare (much later to be remembered as the Mum in TV’s On the Buses ).
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Ilford Hippodrome sold to new owner
Charles Gulliver had struggled with his Gulliver Circuit, but after eighteen months or so, he
finally was forced to give up:
On Monday 14th February Mr A.E. Abrahams completed the negotiations for acquiring seventeen
London Music Halls at a figure approximating a million pounds. At a meeting of shareholders of the
London Theatres of Varieties, who owned the properties, held at the Holborn Empire in the afternoon,
it was decided to accept Mr Abrahams’ offer. At the conclusion of the meeting Mr Abrahams stated
that Mr Charles Gulliver, Managing Director of the L.T.V. was associated with him in the deal. It is Mr
Abrahams’ intention to sub-let the theatres. The houses concerned are Lewisham Hippodrome,
Croydon Hippodrome, Croydon Empire, Ilford Hippodrome, Rotherhithe Hippodrome, Camberwell
Palace, Camberwell Empire, Woolwich Hippodrome, Kilburn Empire, Clapham Grand, Willesden
Hippodrome, Islington Empire, Hammersmith Palace, Collins’s Music Hall, Putney Hippodrome, Poplar
Hippodrome, Shoreditch Olympia. The completion of the purchase is to be made on September 3rd.
Mr Abrahams now owns 35 theatres.
(Era, 16 February 1927)

And in the same edition of the newspaper it was stated:
We understand that Mr Summers Brown, of the Poland Rehearsal Rooms, has acquired six of the
Gulliver properties on a lease of twenty-one years. These are the Ilford Hippodrome, Islington Empire,
Hammersmith Palace, Kilburn Empire, Croydon Empire and the Clapham Grand. It is Mr Summer
Brown’s intention to run them as variety theatres.
(Era, 16 February 1927)

Mona Vivian

For the last six months
under the Gulliver control,
the Hippodrome staged
mainly revues, such as Hello
Charleston with Mona
Vivian, and plays like The
Last of Mrs Cheyney with
Mrs Patrick Campbell. An
especial favourite was the
tour of When Knights Were
Bold , the highly successful
play written by “Charles
Marlowe”.
Charles
Marlowe
was
the
pseudonym of Harriett Jay,
the well-known actress and
author who lived in
Seymour Gardens, Ilford.

Harriet Jay (Charles Marlowe)

Under New Management
From the week commencing 29th August 1927 the Ilford Hippodrome was under the control of
Mr Summers Brown, and was part of his circuit of six theatres. (In March 1928 The London
Theatre of Varieties finally went into liquidation, and the company was wound up.) The former
Hippodrome manager, William Butler Iles moved on to run the Belle Vue Zoo in Manchester,
and the new resident manager for Ilford was Fred McAvoy.
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Despite Summers Brown’s original intention to run
his theatres as a variety circuit, the Hippodrome, for
the next two and a half years staged only plays,
musicals and revues – it even staged a one week visit
from the Old Vic Opera Company, performing Il
Trovatore Monday to Wednesday, and Maritana
Thursday to Saturday. There was an excellent
selection of post West-End touring plays and revues,
and musicals like No No Nanette, Mercenary Mary,
Rose Marie and Hit the Deck; and straight plays like
White Cargo, To What Red Hell, Black Eye’d Susan
and Abie’s Irish Rose; and when some of the old
variety names returned – Nellie Wallace, Ernie
Lotinga, Randolph Sutton – they were part of a
produced revue.
Pantomime seems to have been dropped from the
programme, except for one week early in 1929 when
Florrie Forde’s Jack and Jill was performed, with a
young and unknown Bud Flanagan in the cast.
At the start of 1930, disturbed by the declining popularity of variety shows, the Water Rats
launched a series of sponsored variety road shows – starting at the Ilford Hippodrome. The
artists worked on a percentage basis, with guaranteed minimum payments in the case of the
lesser paid. The week was very successful and between £900 and £1000 was taken at the doors.
The show then toured to Balham Hippodrome and Willesden Hippodrome, with such
performers as Will Fyffe, Talbot O’Farrell and Fred Russell.
The next six weeks at Ilford were already booked with five revues and one play, Two Little
Vagabonds, so it was not until the middle of March that the Hippodrome staged another variety
show, to see if the Water Rats experiment was worth pursuing. It had a strong bill, including
Gertie Gitana, Ernie Mayne and Robb Wilton.
The recent visit of the Water Rats may have stimulated local audiences to a better interest in variety,
and the current programme should exercise a strong appeal also. A large audience assembled here on
Monday to give a cordial welcome to another vaudeville bill which contains no “passengers”. Gertie
Gitana has always a large following, and her present repertory contains plenty to add to her
reputation as an entertainer. She includes in her act popular items as “Laugh Clown Laugh”, “Ever So
Goosey” “The Old Songs and the New”, an impersonation of Chirgwin, and, of course, a verse and a
chorus of “Nelly Dean”, and has to make a little speech of thanks before she retires. Ernie Mayne
returns with two new and characteristic comic numbers and some funny patter, all of which are
joyously received, and loud laughter greets every line of Lune and Shaw’s merry act, in which skilled
acting noticeably helps. The dancers of merit are Joy Dear and Don Ross, and the Eight Dainty Maids
appear twice on each bill in some good dances set off by songs sung with capital effect. A joyous note
pervades the turn given by Leonard, Semon and Sonia, three small people who include smart
conjuring, dancing and bending amongst their talents, and have many a witty line to speak, while
there is a great deal to laugh at in the work of Bobby Wright and Marion, whose American humour
and straw-hat destroying proclivities have the cheeriest of results. New to Ilford is Robb Wilton’s latest
offering, “His Journey’s End”, a carefully elaborated comic sketch which gives full opportunity to Mr
Wilton and Florence Palmer. The orchestra are directed for the week by Mr Harry Bradley.
(The Stage 20 Mar 1930)
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However, whether supporting revues, plays or variety the “large audience” was simply not
large enough. The public was clamouring for the “talkies”, and just a month later Mr Summers
Brown gave up.
The seven music halls of the Summers Brown Circuit, comprising the Islington Empire, Hammersmith
Palace, Kilburn Empire, Croydon Empire, Ilford Hippodrome, Clapham Grand and Camberwell
Palace, have been taken over by Mr Victor Sheridan for the purpose of “talkie” presentation. Mr
Clifford Ash is the architect responsible for converting the houses to their new use. There will be
extensive alterations and re-decorations. Mr Sheridan will manage the theatres. It is hoped to open
them at the end of July or beginning of August.
(Era 23 April 1930)

The Tod Slaughter Company, with The Harbour Lights and East Lynne and revues featuring
Nat Jackley, Wee Georgie Wood, Ernie Lotinga, Frank Randle and Fred Kitchen played out the
remaining months. An updated newspaper report announced:
The seven Music Halls of the Summers Brown Circuit. . . will shortly be installed with Western Electric
sound equipment in order that they may show the most up-to-date talking pictures. (Era, 16 July 1930)

However, “shortly” apparently
meant another three months
before the Hippodrome
became a cinema. A series of
revues, a single play and
single week of variety with
Anna Rogers “the star mimic
doubling the Shoreditch and
Ilford” and Jack Patterson
“who makes juggling
interesting” played the theatre
before its final “live” week: a
revue entitled Une nuit
excitante presented by
William Henshall, with Peter
Lane and Edna Prince, who
sang the duet If I Had a Girl
Like You.
And so, the Hippodrome was
converted into a cinema.
Tod Slaughter, Nat Jackley, Wee Georgie Wood, Ernie Lotinga, Frank Randle, Fred Kitchen.
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8. THE CINEMA AND CINE-VARIETY YEARS
From the autumn of 1930 to late spring 1932 Victor Sheridan’s Hippodrome was used as a
cinema, Sheridan himself being the Managing Director of the Metropolitan & Provincial
Cinematograph Theatres Ltd. The Ilford area was now served by a number of cinemas, and
competition was keen. Mr Sheridan needed a “gimmick” to outdo his rivals. In May 1932 the
trade press reported:
The latest news is that Victor Sheridan is not only opening the Phoenix Theatre as a non-stop variety
house, but that seven large cinemas, including Kilburn, Croydon, Hammersmith and Ilford are to have
at least one hour’s vaudeville introduced into a three hour programme, and later it is understood that
proportion of variety will be increased, and eventually non-stop variety may occupy the whole
programme.
(Era 12 May 1932)

And followed with:
A new idea in ciné-variety was seen at Hammersmith Palace on Monday, and its success at the first
performance before an audience almost capacity, even on a hot summer afternoon, augurs well for its
success . .. This show plays for ninety minutes and is “packed” with incident from start to finish. It is a
fast racy production with “background” all the time. Dan Fish explained that it was realised to work
artists four shows a day did not enable them to give of their best. So the artists in this programme only
do three shows a day, and the film programme is arranged for this. The show goes to Croydon Empire
next week, with Kilburn and Ilford to follow.
(Era, 15 June 1932)

By mid-July the Hippodrome was regularly featuring live variety acts between the films. These
were not the “star” names of the past, as Sheridan pointed out in a newspaper interview:
“What made me introduce variety into those four old variety houses – Kilburn Empire, Croydon
Empire, Hammersmith Palace, and Ilford Hippodrome?” he said. “Well, it was really my own instincts
that told me that something was required to make my programmes at these halls what I describe as
finished entertainment. My theatres are, of course, all wonderful houses for talkie sound. They were
built as vaudeville houses, that is the chief reason, but the pictures, as such, are only what I call an
unfinished entertainment. Variety turns make all the difference to the bill. But I think if variety people
ask too much money they will kill this cine-variety policy stone dead. There are only two top prices for
variety acts - £10 and £110 – there is no £30 act in my opinion,” said Mr Sheridan. “Either an act can
‘top’ a bill and prove worth £110, or it takes its place with the ‘also rans’, and is worth just £10. There
are just a few people who stand shoulder high above their fellows, and because they are rare, they will
(Era 13 July 1932)
always command their price.

Youkman’s Czardas Band - “a £10 act”?

The Hippodrome’s acts
were almost all “£10”
acts. And for £10 they
were acts like Bert
Weston, the Five
Tziganos, Youkman’s
Czardas Band, or
Signor Giovanni “the
champion pickpocket”
performing three times
a day. The films were
shown between 1.30pm
and 11pm and the prices
of admission ranged
from 7d to 2s. 6d.
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Just four months after the Hippodrome started its policy of all-day ciné-variety, the rival Super
Cinema, just along the road, offered serious competition. It was reported:
A ciné-variety scheme that marks a new era in this form of entertainment was launched by GaumontBritish on Monday. Nine variety units, consisting of famous and well-known acts, began a tour of
Gaumont-British cinemas at nine of the principal houses in and around London. The nine houses were:
Dominion, Tottenham Court Road; New Victoria; Hammersmith; Lewisham; Kilburn; Streatham/ New
Cross/Peckham (doubling); East Ham/Ilford (doubling); Shepherd’s Bush; Stratford.
Each unit will play for twenty minutes and special staging and lighting have been arranged. Particular
attention has been paid to the requirements of the variety artists and they will find the cinema stage as
well equipped and as up-to-date as the most important variety stage. The artists included Alfredo
Campoli and his orchestra; Mantovani and his Tipica Orchestra; the Czardas Band; Dave Walters’
Twenty Monarchs of Harmony; Max Arno’s Accordion Band; Parry Fryer and the Radiolans.
(Era, 7 September 1933)

Once again the Hippodrome was struggling. Victor Sheridan’s £10 acts were no match for the
big bands and “star” names at the Super Cinema . Gradually the number of live acts at the
Hippodrome was reduced. Occasionally, if the film itself was considered a big enough
attraction, there was no live provision. On rare occasions the Hippodrome would be hired out
for an amateur play or musical, but for most of the time, the provision of live entertainment
between films was almost a token affair. Things carried on in this vein for the next year, and
the following summer Victor Sheridan wrote to the Editor :
Sir: We should very much appreciate it if you would make it clear that there is not the slightest shadow
of truth in the rumour which has been given circulation (not in The Era) that this company’s theatres,
The Kilburn Empire, The Ilford Hippodrome, the Croydon Empire, and the Regal Palace East Ham, are
going over to solid variety as from a date in the near future, and that an official representative for
booking purposes has been appointed. The policy of this company prevailing hitherto of primarily
pictures with added variety attractions will be continued, and all communications in connection with
variety should be addressed the these offices as heretofore. – V. Sheridan, Managing Director - East
Ham Amusements Ltd and Metropolitan and Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd, 75-77,
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1.
(Era, 11 July 1934)

Notwithstanding this denial, there was a considerable increase in the number of variety acts
booked for the Hippodrome from the autumn of 1934 onwards. Each week would offer no less
than three acts, often including a “star” name, and occasionally there would be a six-act varietybill with the film programme. These acts would often double with East Ham, in a complicated
reverse order as they travelled between the two venues. Each cinema would hold one resident
£10 act to stand by in case there were any transport hold-ups between East Ham and Ilford.
This pattern of high-class ciné-variety
continued under Victor Sheridan’s
management until the spring of 1936.
Among the artists to appear alongside
the films were Jasper Maskelyne,
Scotch Kelly, Daisy Dormer, Mitsuko,
Gus Elton, Mona Vivian, Eric
Randolph, Hylda Baker, Cingalee,
Sirdani as well as Marinoff’s Dogs,
the 24 Corona Babes, Three China
Boys, The Seven Elliotts and Delysia’s
Hot Steppers.
Hylda Baker

Gus Elton
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Variety was clearly an important part of the weekly programme, but still placed between the
films.
Early in 1936 Victor Sheridan’s Metropolitan & Provincial Cinematograph Theatres Ltd was
sub-divided following a takeover by Twentieth Century Cinemas Ltd. The new company took
over the Ilford Hippodrome together with the Croydon Empire, Hackney Empress, the
Hammersmith Palace and Kilburn Empire.
The existing ciné-variety pattern continued until the end of the year, although the variety
element seems to have been reduced to a standard three “turns” with very few star names, Fred
Barnes and Leon Cortez and his Band being the rare exceptions.
Then things seemed to change in 1937. No variety names were listed and for six months or so
the Hippodrome was, once more, exclusively used as a cinema.
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9. THE GREAT DAYS RETURN
The week commencing August 2nd 1937 opened a new and
glorious chapter in the story of the Hippodrome (though no one
could have known it would be the final chapter!). The manager
of the theatre at this time was George Alexander, and the resident
musical director was Jack Morgan.
The theatre returned to full-time twice-nightly variety with a bill
that offered Charlie Kunz (“Radio’s Wizard of Piano”), Billy
Bennett (“Almost a Gentleman”), Eric Randolph (“Radio, Stage
and Screen Star”), The Three Sparkes Brothers (“Live-wire
comedians”), Two Derricks (“Dental Athletes”), The Ringle
Brothers & Renee (“Fun in a Restaurant”), Leo Sax (“Variety’s
most unusual comedian” with Sally Marsh), The Four Darlings
“Sex appeal in steps”), and
Carvey & Mack (“Foolish
Moments”).
These were top-star names because the bookings were now
handled through George Black of the Moss Empires circuit.
The Hippodrome was never an official part of the Moss
organisation, but an arrangement was made whereby Ilford’s
shows were all booked from the head office at the Palladium.
This partnership lasted for two years, coming to an end in May
1939.
The second of George Black’s weeks included Troise and his
Mandoliers, Renee Houston, Donald Stewart, Ann De Ohla,
Kuda Bux, The Embert Sisters, Velda & Vann, Jass & Jessie,
and Concha & Concha

The Stage then reported:
This theatre has since August
changed over from films to variety and revue, and judging from the size of
audiences, the alteration is a popular one. Williams Henschel Ltd presents
this week “Red Hot and Blue Moments” with Sid Field as the principal
laughter-maker. In several sketches and in his own individual turn this
comedian greatly amuses the audience with his delicious fooling. Evelyn
Taylor Jnr is an accomplished artist, singing and dancing well, and she has
an attractive appearance. Nanette is a spectacular dancer whose work is
highly appreciated, the Henshall Young Ladies rendering valuable
assistance. Nixon and Morrison are described as “Canadian Quick-wits”
and act up to their title. The Four Bobs are nimble dancers who meet with
a big reception, and the Eight Alfredos provide many good acrobatic feats
interspersed with comedy touches that are amusing. Ted Lewis’s Rhythm
Band also do well. The revue is well dressed and mounted, the music is
good and the whole show goes with a swing.
(The Stage 9 September 1937)
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The star names were back, week after week: old favourites
like Nellie Wallace, Gertie Gitana, G.H. Elliott, and G.S.
Melvin; new names from the BBC wireless programmes
included Frank Randle, Tessie O’Shea, Beryl Orde, Ethel
Revnell & Gracie West “Radio’s Cockney Kids”, Arthur
Tracey “The Street Singer”, and Hughie Green with his
Gang and his Broadcasting Band.
And, after many years, pantomime was back: from
December 27th for two weeks the Hippodrome offered Dick
Whittington, and after its two week run at Ilford the show
transferred to Lewisham. The cast:
Mona Magnet
Dick
Peggy Payne
Alice Fitzwarren
Freddy Payne
Idle Jack
George Hirste
Selina the Cook
Kemble Kean
Alderman Fitzwarren
Arthur Breton
Tommy the Cat
Alec Hardy
King Rat
Robert Keppel
Emperor of Morocco
Betty England
Fairy Starlight
Clive Gay
Lord Tom Noddy
Anna Renova
Ballerina
Pat Nash & Fred Fields – Captain & Mate
Seven Faludys, Madam Drake’s Ten Ducklings,
Ten Rosselli Girls, Ten London Girls.
Produced by Harry Benet

1938, under a new manager, Reg J. Mervyn, provided a wide
range of shows. With variety to the fore, and performers like
Will Fyffe, Larry Adler, Max & Harry Nesbitt, Harry
Champion, George Mozart, Billy Cotton and his Band,
Florence Desmond, Ida Barr, Wee Georgie Wood and
Tommy Handley drawing in the crowds, business was
booming. The Hippodrome also staged some big musical
shows, though still mostly in twice-nightly versions,
including Jill Darling, The Belle
of New York, and The King of
Polonia as well as several
s tr ai g ht pl a y s , s u ch as
Housemaster and George and
Margaret.
Amongst the numerous revues was one called Please Teacher.
During the Tuesday night performance Benita Lydal, the leading
lady, fell whilst turning a cartwheel and broke her arm. She carried
on till the end of that scene, then the show was stopped. Benita
Lydal was taken to hospital, and there was an unscheduled interval
after which her understudy, Nancy Steed, took over.
Florence Desmond
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One fondly remembered show from October 1938 was a variety bill headed by Ambrose and his
Orchestra, featuring Evelyn Dall, Max Bacon, Denny Dennis, Les Carew, and the debut of a
young singer from East Ham – a girl called Vera Lynn.

Vera Lynn (left); Evelyn Dall (right); On floor centre left: Max Bacon; centre right: Ambrose

However, most of the year was over-shadowed by the International Crisis and the threat of a
second war. An Emergency Committee representing cinemas, theatres and the entertainment
industry had been set up, and regular meetings took place with the Air Raid Precautions
Department of the Home Office. Air raids had been a serious threat in the last war, but
developments in the flying range of aircraft and the destructive power of bombs since then
suggested they would have a devastating effect on normal life in the event of a new war.
There was also the question of actors being “called up” for military training. The regulations
stated that all eligible men could be given as little as two weeks’ notice to report to training
camps and the training period could last as long as six weeks. For touring companies and
theatre shows this could create great difficulties when an actor was suddenly called away, and,
indeed, when he returned from training: would he be entitled to be re-employed in his original
role? And what should happen to the actor who had stepped in?
In September 1938 all theatres, along with the entire country, heaved a sigh of relief when the
Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, returned from a trip to Munich, announcing a deal with
Hitler which assured “Peace for our time”.
The year ended with Cinderella which opened on Boxing Day. This was a George Black
pantomime for Moss Empires Ltd, and, following its two week Ilford run, it moved to New
Cross Empire, Wolverhampton Hippodrome and Croydon Empire. The following July the
production was offered for sale: complete script, scenery and dresses for £200. (Those were the
days!)
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Within a few months it became
clear that “peace for our time”
was increasingly unlikely.
Possibly the over-riding tension
was one of the reasons why the
Hippodrome was doing its best
ever business: week after week
the theatre was packed, now with
bigger star names than ever, as
audiences sought some relief from
the ever more gloomy news.
Jack Hylton and his Band, Hutch,
Max Wall, Max Miller, Jewell &
Warris, Turner & Layton – these
were the top names in show
business – and they were playing
Leslie Hutchinson “Hutch”; Max Miller; Max Wall;
twice-nightly at the Hippodrome.
Jimmy Jewel & Ben Warris; Bebe Daniels & Ben Lyon; Cyril Fletcher
There was the occasional play –
French without Tears – and, for
Holy Week, J.W. Lomax’s Universal Grand Opera Company, and the occasional revue, but it
was mostly variety bills on offer: Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, Cyril Fletcher, Carrol Levis
and his BBC Discoveries, Syd Seymour and his Mad Hatters, and 16 year old comedienne Joan
Turner.
The arrangement with Moss Empires ended in June 1939, and for the summer months the
Hippodrome staged a repertory season of plays including The Man in Possession, The Night of
January 16th , and White Cargo with actors such as Hector Ross and Desmond Marshall, and
Chili Bouchier as the leading lady. On Monday 28th August the play was Quiet Wedding by
Esther McCracken, advertised “from Wyndham’s Theatre” but being performed in the usual
condensed twice-nightly version. The leading lady was Muriel Martin Harvey. Audiences
were poor, and the final two performances on the Saturday
were very poorly attended as news spread that Hitler’s army
had invaded Poland. The posters outside the Hippodrome
were changed, advertising next week’s show A Little Bit of
Fluff, described as “one of the naughtiest and most daring
farces ever staged!” The cast included Lionel Gadsden, the
actor famous for playing Captain Hook more than 2,300
times to date.
However, that production was cancelled.
On Sunday
rd
September 3 , 1939, following the Declaration of War
between England and Germany, the Government ordered the
immediate closure of all theatres, cinemas, dance-halls and
places of public entertainment, and imposed very stringent
“blackout” requirements.
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10. THE SECOND WAR & THE END OF THE HIPPODROME
During the first weeks of the war thousands of theatre people were thrown out of work, many
were evacuated, many actors, performers and technicians joined the Forces and Civil Defence
Services, and a nightmare of complex managerial problems presented themselves. By
September 11th, when the expected air-raids had failed to materialise, the Government agreed to
re-open places of entertainment, but the rules for re-opening differed from town to town. In
some places only the stalls could be opened, the circle and galleries were considered too
dangerous. In other places the various cinemas and theatres had to agree to “stagger” their
starting times so there was no risk of all performances ending at the same time. By the middle
of October six West End theatres had re-opened – the first being the Windmill with a “non-stop
revue” – but many of the shows which had been playing the West End had now moved to the
provinces. In the heart of the West End itself no production was allowed to start later than
6pm, and almost by unspoken mutual agreement amongst audiences, it suddenly became
improper to attend the theatre in evening dress, something formerly “de rigueur” for those
sitting in the stalls and circle.
The Hippodrome was open again by October 16th, Follies
Superbe, “a glamorous show direct from the London Casino”,
and performances were now given at 5.55pm and 8pm.
Government rules stated no show was allowed to continue
after 10pm. The Government also required a number of AirRaid Precautions to be undertaken by theatres, and offered
11/40ths of the cost as a grant. The insurance companies
rapidly re-wrote their policies, and all contracts for performers
were hastily re-drawn in the light of changed circumstances.
Initially it was announced that the Chief Constable of Ilford,
along with his counterparts in other towns, ruled that no one
could be admitted to the Hippodrome unless he or she was
carrying a gas mask. However, it seems this ruling was never
put into action.
The next show of the
war years was a variety
bill with Harry Roy & his Band, Jimmy Jewel & Ben
Warris, Betty Driver, Haig, Escore and Joan, the Konyat
Troupe, Koba & Kalee, Sirdani, and The Ascot Girls. As
well as a series of revues including Caprice Parisien, the
run up to Christmas included such performers as Hutch,
Rawicz and Landauer, the duetting pianists, and the
impressionist Afrique .
The year ended with a two week run of Cinderella with
Fay Robina as the Principal Boy, and a second
pantomime followed for the week of January 8th 1940 – a
Little Red Riding Hood playing three times daily, at 2.15,
6.30 and 8.45.
To Billy, a great stage manager. Happy memories of
a most pleasant week– 13/18 Nov, 1939
Au revoir—Afrique
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Issy Bonn, The Western Brothers, Adelaide Hall,
Elsie & Doris Waters, Nat Gonella, Douglas Byng

The first eight months of 1940, later to be called the months
of the “phoney war”, gradually saw the Hippodrome settle into a pattern which easily matched
the best of its pre-war days. The revues kept coming: Gaieties de Montmartre, Shoot the
Works, Youth Takes a Bow; and a number of BBC wireless offshoots: ITMA with Tommy
Handley, and BBC Band Waggon with Richard Murdoch and Max Wall. (Although Arthur
Askey did not appear in this show, a young solo act was Ernie Wise, in the days before
Morecambe and Wise)
Star names in variety included Issy Bonn, The Western Brothers, Adelaide Hall, Elsie & Doris
Waters, Nat Gonella, and Douglas Byng. The variety element offered a range of acts : Charles
Dudley and his Midgets, Harry Moore’s paper-tearing act, Denise Vane with her fan dance,
Minerva with her “artistic posings”, magicians, jugglers, and acrobats.

Then came the Blitz
Air-raid attacks on London began on the late afternoon of Saturday 7th September, when 300
bombers set the whole of Docklands ablaze. 400 people were killed and 1,600 badly injured.
From that date, virtually without missing a night, there were major air-raids every night. (On
November 30th when there was NO air-raid warning on London to everyone’s surprise, the
Luftwaffe turned its attention to Coventry, Birmingham, Sheffield and Manchester.
Throughout the UK the Blitz was responsible for the death of some 32,000 civilians, with
87,000 seriously injured. Two million houses were destroyed, and 60% of those were in the
London region, where an average of 5,000 tons of bombs fell each week.)
On Monday 9th September all London theatres were closed, except the Windmill and the Unity
which gave early evening performances, though playing to empty houses. White Horse Inn at
the Coliseum and In Town Today at the Criterion opened from Wednesday with matinee-only
shows. The London branch of the Kinematograph Exhibitors Association decided to
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recommend its members to end all cinema shows at 9pm. This would apply to all 500 cinemas
operating from Finchley in the north to Lewisham in the south, and from Ilford in the East to
Ealing in the west.
Many West End theatres remained closed for the next two weeks, gradually re-opening for
matinees only. Initially the only evening performances were given at the Windmill and the
Unity, and artists and audiences caught in air-raids at these two theatres became accustomed to
spending their nights in the theatre. A number of theatres soon started lunchtime only shows,
most notably Donald Wolfit with his Shakespearean season at the Strand. However, by and
large, most of the West End was closed.
This experience was duplicated in Birmingham,
Manchester, Glasgow, and the other provincial cities which were the target of the 1940 Blitz.
Like so many other London variety houses, the Hippodrome closed, and remained so for a few
more weeks until it reopened as a cinema. And it remained in cinema use, with no live
performances, for the best part of the next year.
The first six months of 1941 saw a continued Blitz on London and many provincial centres. The
night of May 11th was the worst ever, shaking Londoners who had become hardened by nine
months of almost continual nightly air-raids. 550 German planes dropped hundreds of high
explosive bombs and some 100,000 incendiaries in the space of a few hours. Civilian casualties
were 1,400 - the highest ever total for a single raid.
The House of Commons was destroyed,
Westminster Hall, Westminster Abbey, St
Paul’s, Big Ben, and all the main London
railway stations were badly damaged. The
destruction of the Holborn Empire was
deeply lamented by theatre lovers, as was the
loss of the Kingsway Theatre. It seemed as if
the West End Theatre could not possibly
survive after the past nine incredible months.
But suddenly the raids ended. The Battle of
Britain was over, and bit by bit things began
to return to a kind of normality. By the
beginning of September all theatres were
now open for evening shows, audiences
flowed back, new plays were presented and
the crisis, for the time being, was over. An
announcement in The Stage on September
11th reported “The Croydon Empire and
Ilford Hippodrome are to be reopened with
variety and revue in the near future under the
direction of Metropolitan Music Halls Ltd.”

A tentative re-opening
The autumn season of 1941 was not an
immediate financial success. Too many of
the star names had made other commitments,
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many of them to play
provincial theatres where
the Blitz had not been as
threatening, and several of
them
undertaking
commitments entertaining
the troops for the ENSA
organisation. The local
cinemas seemed to offer
more value for money than
the less well-established
names of the performers at
the Hippodrome.

Ernie Wise and Eric Morecambe

A year after the start of the
Blitz, the Hippodrome was back in business with a Jack Hylton show, Secrets of the B.B.C.
There were no “star” names, and the bill consisted of Nick Cardello (“Slightly different”),
Sonny Jenks & Rene Williams (“Modern Comedy Pair”), Archie Glenn (“Still Blotto”), Celia
Lipton (“England’s Judy Garland”), Alice & Rosie Lloyd (“Sisters of the famous Marie”),
Dickie “Large Lumps” Hassett (“The famous B.B.C. comedian”) and Youth Takes a Bow, a
youth talent show introduced by Bryan Michie, and featuring amongst other a new young
double act, Eric Morecambe and Ernie Wise.
Things quickly picked up and during the months leading up to Christmas the Hippodrome saw
the return of old favourites like Scott Whaley, Max & Harry Nesbitt, and “Monsewer” Eddie
Gray, together with newer stars like Anne Shelton, Eva May Wong, Ted Ray, Noele Gordon
and Monte Rey.
In February 1942 the lessees, Metropolitan Music Halls Ltd, underwent re-organisation and set
up three separate companies to ensure that losses in any one of their theatres would not reflect
on any other. Thus Metropolitan Music Halls (Ilford) Ltd was now controlling the
Hippodrome. The next three years were to be, perhaps, the most successful and best
remembered of all the Hippodrome Years, despite a new set of
problems

A new set of problems
Although the Blitz had ended, variety theatres were facing a
different set of problems. Variety halls and circuses could no
longer present any wild animal acts: meat rationing meant there
was not enough food for carnivorous animals like lions and
tigers, and, in any case, the Government banned all dangerous
animals from public performances, because they might break
free during an air-raid. The blackout, labour shortage, food
rationing, and the ban on performing animals meant many
circuses went out of business
Anne Shelton

Then there was the introduction of conscription for all
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unmarried women between the ages of 20 and 24. This meant a young chorus-girl was subject to
immediate call-up in the middle of a run. Eventually the show producers came to an agreement
whereby theatre managers could apply for a deferral and the Ministry of Labour would permit
the girls to stay in the show until the end of the particular run.
The rationing of all clothing and dress materials meant major cutbacks for many shows. An
Emergency Clothing Committee was set up to allocate clothing coupons to the theatrical
profession. The allocation was insufficient to provide a complete new wardrobe for any single
show, and costume designers were forced to “make do and mend”. It took 16 coupons for a
coat, 7 for a pair of shoes, 2 for a pair of gloves, and the maximum permitted for any one show
with full chorus of singers and dancers was 400 coupons for the entire wardrobe. Because
musicians were refused clothing coupons for dress clothes, it was agreed that Pit Bands need no
longer wear evening dress. A plain white collar and suitable dark suit would be sufficient for
the duration of the war.
Under the Fuel and Lighting Order (1942) the use of electricity was severely restricted in all
public places. For front-of-house and backstage areas a maximum of one watt per sixty square
feet was imposed, and dressing room accommodation had to be used to maximum capacity with no “star” dressing rooms holding just one person. Onstage lighting was not subject to
specific restrictions, but all theatres were required to make economies in this area, and to prove
it with an overall reduced electricity consumption.
Despite all this, audiences continued to flock to the Hippodrome throughout 1942. Sydney
Kaplan, the resident musical director, was constantly advertising for musicians as emergency
replacements for bandsmen suddenly called up, but he managed to maintain an orchestra of a
very high standard, and the Hippodrome became an attractive venue for the big West End
musicals on tour: Chu Chin Chow with Margaret Rowan as Zahrat; and the legendary Austrian
tenor, Richard Tauber, in Franz Lehar’s Land of Smiles, playing once-nightly, with special
ticket prices.

Flanagan & Allen; Wilson, Keppel & Betty; George Shearing; Richard Tauber; George Formby
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The big bands were back: Oscar Rabin with Jan Zalski, the
famous Polish tenor; Harry Parry and his Radio Rhythm Club;
Joe Loss and his orchestra; Harry Roy; Ambrose; Henry Hall
and Billy Cotton. The star names even offered the highest
paid entertainer of that time, George Formby on a bill with
Beryl Orde and “Hamilton Conrad and his famous pigeons”.
Other stars to appear in 1942 included Nellie Wallace,
Flanagan and Allen, Gaston and Andrée, Sid Field, Wilson
Keppel & Betty, Dorothy Carless, 23 year old George
Shearing (“the wonder pianist”), and Hutch – Leslie
Hutchinson.
1943 was successfully launched with the pantomime Babes in
the Wood with Dudley Dale as the Nurse, but the year also
brought some new management problems. The age at which
all unmarried women were subject to compulsory call-up was
increased to 41. Theatres which had been struggling with the
shortage of manpower due to National Service, were now
facing a woman-power shortage, affecting not just performers
but all front-of-house and backstage services in the theatre.
And worse was to come. In the April Budget, Sir Kingsley Wood, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, raised Entertainments Tax once again - this time to one shilling and fourpence on
top of every ticket costing up to three shillings, and threepence on every sixpence thereafter. In
1938/9 Entertainment Tax raised £8 million for the Treasury. The new increases were expected
to raise this to £40 million in a full year. Theatres and cinemas were clearly contributing an
enormous sum to the War Effort. Other budget increases raised Purchase Tax (the equivalent
of today’s VAT) from sixty-six and two-thirds percent to 100%. Standard Income Tax was
raised to 50%, with a level of 75% for higher incomes.
Ticket prices for the Hippodrome were raised overnight, and there was a consequent drop in
attendances. Shows were now staged at 6pm and 8.05pm, with Box seats 4/6; Stalls: 4/6; 3/6;
3/-; 2/-; Circle: 3/6 and 3/-; Balcony 1/-. (As a comparative guide, in August Sydney Kaplan
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was advertising for a pianist at the Hippodrome, twice nightly,
six nights a week with a Saturday matinee and a band call on
Monday afternoon, for £7 per week.)
Among the performers in 1943 were Stephane Grapelli, the
jazz violinist; Ted Andrews and Barbara (mother and stepfather of eight year old Julie Andrews); Dick Henderson
(comedian and father of entertainer Dickie Henderson) ; Frank
Formby (billed as “another star from a famous family”), and
Jack Warner (brother of “Gert and Daisy”, Elsie and Doris
Waters.) The best selling show of the year was another of the
B.B.C. radio touring shows, Happidrome with Harry Korris as
Lovejoy, Robbie Vincent as Enoch, and Cecil Frederick as
Ramsbottom. Also on the bill was the pianist Hutch. The
year ended with a two week run of Dick Whittington with the
well known comedian Hal Monty making his first ever
appearance in pantomime, playing Idle Jack.
1944 was to be the last full year in the history of the
Hippodrome. It started with the second pantomime: a two
week run of Cinderella with Alice and Rosie Lloyd (sisters of the famous Marie Lloyd).
During the third performance on Saturday 15th January Rosie Lloyd complained of feeling ill,
and, after the show, was taken to Sutton and Cheam Hospital near her home. She underwent an
operation on Sunday. For the two shows on Monday Alice Lloyd brought her own daughter to
cover the shows for the rest of the week. Rosie died on Tuesday evening
Curiously the Hippodrome staged a third pantomime the following week, this time Aladdin with
Georgie Wood as Wishee Washee . This played just one week of twice nightly, but with
matinees every day, and was followed by a variety
bill headed by 24 year old Betty Driver, billed as
the radio and stage star (and whose career would
last until 2011 and include 2,800 episodes of TV’s
Coronation Street, famous for Betty’s Hotpots!)

The arrival of the Doodlebugs
The Joe Loss Orchestra was back in June, sharing
the bill with the Delysia Trio and Hank the Mule.
However, from June onwards London’s theatres
were once again in despair, and by the autumn only
eight of the thirty remaining West End theatres
were still open.
The reason was a new Blitz on London, this time
with a series of pilotless “rocket” bombs known as
“V1s”, each one armed with nearly a ton of high
explosives.
These bombs, nicknamed
“Doodlebugs” caused enormous devastation. The
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few West End
theatres that
managed to stay open were
attracting a mere handful of
patrons each night.
The
Hippodrome cancelled a few
weeks, but along with the other
local houses of entertainment, was
open again by the autumn, with
the revue Stars and Garters
followed by a week of variety with
Vera Lynn heading the bill as
“The Forces’ Sweetheart”. She
was accompanied by Len Edwards
at the piano, and among the other
seven turns on the bill was Bob
Bemand and his pigeons.
The following week, from October
30 , was another great draw, with the return of Richard Tauber, appearing for the first time in
variety, and, despite the continuing threat from the Doodlebug rockets, it was clear the war was,
at last, going in favour of the Allies.
th

The last revue before the December pantomime was Monty Rose’s Broadway Rhapsody which
carried the sub-heading “The Victory Road Show”, with full company and guest stars Syd & Max
Harrison and Worthy & Jarrett. This was followed by a variety bill headed by Jessie Matthews.
From Boxing Day 1944 to January 6th 1945 the pantomime was Jack & the Beanstalk :
Rex London
Dame
Vic Wise
Simpleton
Bridie Devon
Princess Pat
Ivy Luck
Jack
Frank Cariello
King Cedric
Gallagher & Allan
Stooges
The Alvas
Daisy the Cow
Joe Dixon
Giant
J. P. Kennedy
Demon King
Helen Keen
Fairy Queen
Musical director Sydney Kaplan.

After its two weeks at Ilford Jack &
the Beanstalk exchanged
with
Croydon Empire, and the Croydon
pantomime, Robinson Crusoe,
transferred to Ilford.
Drawn by Nicholas Charlesworth
© vaudeville-postcards.com
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Booked from January 8th to 20th , the cast of Robinson Crusoe was
Renée Houston
Robinson Crusoe
Donald Stewart
Will Atkins
Dawn Drummond
Fairy Marina
Dick Montague
Mrs Crusoe
Joe Laurel
Billy Captain
Billy Blake
Man Friday
Norman Bowyer
Johnny Mate
John Lea
The Old Man of the Sea
David Litell
Cannibal King
Kirby’s Flying Ballet - The Hazel Ellis Girls
The Franceska Juveniles

On Friday 12th January shortly after 8pm a V2 rocket made a direct
hit onto some cottages at the rear of the Hippodrome. In her
autobiography “Don’t Fence Me In” Renee Houston recalls:
The second house had barely started and I was on stage. Donald had come into the wings to watch. I
had just begun to sing ‘The Fleet’s In’ when, with an almighty bang, the bloody roof came in. We had
been hit by a rocket. I was blown completely off the stage. Meantime Donald had been lifted off his
feet by the force of the blast and thrown into the wreckage with his head gashed open in five places.
When he came round he apparently saw nothing but a heap of rubble and clouds of smoke where I
had been standing moments before and began tearing at the wreckage with his bare hands,
screaming for me. When he found me I was being cradled in the arms of a man from the audience –
a nice wee man who I met some year later in Bournemouth. Many people were injured in the blast,
but despite its violence, only one person was killed. (“Don’t Fence Me In” , 1974)

Beyond all doubt, the remarkable heroism of the orchestra helped the disaster from becoming
an even greater tragedy. Within seconds of the explosion the stage manager was the first to
react to prevent widespread panic. He grabbed a microphone and appealed for calm; as he
finished speaking the orchestra struck up in spite of the fact that many of its members, as well
as being cut and bruised, were being sprayed with water from a special effects machine
activated by the blast. Their prompt action had the desired effect. Instead of a stampede for
the exits which would have inevitably caused serious injury, the audience stared in amazement
as the brave musicians played on. Their courage was rewarded by loud cheering and applause,
followed by an orderly evacuation of the theatre.
As the rescue teams arrived, the scene backstage revealed the true horror of that terrible night.
The back wall of the building had received the full force of the blast and the dressing rooms
and corridors had been demolished. Many of the chorus girls and members of the company lay
buried under the rubble, and throughout the night the rescue services toiled to extricate them,
the last being freed as dawn approached. Over a hundred people including backstage staff and
pedestrians in the street outside were injured; miraculously however only one person was
killed. (The injuries and death toll have since been contested : newspapers were not allowed to
report the number of casualties resulting from bomb attacks, nor indeed their locations, as this
would both aid the enemy and affect morale. However, the number of casualties seems to have
been significantly lower than might have been expected, though some fifteen people died in the
direct hit on the cottages behind the Hippodrome.)
The following reminiscence was received from Patricia Gladstone, a dancer in the show that
night. It was in connection with a special performance at the Kenneth More Theatre in 1995,
marking the 50th Anniversary of VE Day:
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My best friend, Vera Marley and myself were both fourteen years old. We were in our very
first engagement for our first ever show since leaving dancing school. It was the pantomime,
Robinson Crusoe at the Ilford Hippodrome. We had finished the opening number, and our
next appearance was in the flying ballet. When Renee Houston was starting her opening
song Vera and I had dashed to the upstairs dressing rooms to change and get into the harness
for the flying. We were in a great rush, since we loved being in the wings watching the rest of
the cast.
Suddenly there was the indescribable, deafening crash of the explosion. A shattering,
smashing blast of breaking mirrors and glass in the dressing rooms. Sudden and total
blackness, and a horrid smell of what must have been burnt explosive. There was terrible
heat, and more almighty noise – the noise of flying masonry and bits of the building
collapsing. I realised I was hanging from a girder in what remained of the back wall of the
theatre. I was trapped by my legs, and aware of masses of blood covering my body. I had
got half my costume on, and I remember thinking that if the blood got on the costume I
would get into trouble with the wardrobe mistress.
I was conscious, and very dazed, and aware of a large gash on my inside thigh. It seemed to
be the biggest cut, and blood was spurting out. It seemed the right thing to do was to clasp it
firmly, squeezing with my hands to try and close the wound. I just hung there. I could hear
the noise of people screaming and crying, and then someone coming to help. It seemed ages
before two men came with a ladder and some little lamps and they lifted me down in the
darkness. I was laid on a stretcher and one of the men went to look for Vera. She had been
right next to me, but now she was some distance away, half buried under the debris. There
was a steel girder across her neck, and she was unconscious.
After they had lifted Vera out and found someone to look after her, they came back to me,
and asked how they could help. They offered to contact my parents. They said they were
regular patrons of the theatre and had been in one of the boxes in the auditorium when the
bomb fell. They said they were Bob and Jeff Macer, from Goodmayes, and their family
owned a butcher’s business. Later they visited Vera and me in hospital and brought flowers.
I have not forgotten them or their kindness in all these years.
Renee Houston had been thrown off the stage into the audience. Vera and I were taken out
through what had been the back wall of the theatre and were taken to King George
Hospital where we underwent operations. After some time in hospital Renee Houston had us
stay in her home at Bourne End to convalesce, and we went to the Bourne End local hospital
for out-patient treatment. My leg wounds got better. The scars are hidden. I recovered and
eventually went on to continue my career, including dancing, which I still enjoy.
The last remnant of the effects of the Rocket explosion was overcome in recent years when I
finally lost the fear associated with lightning flashes or loud thunder claps. Though for many
years afterwards tiny glass shards would suddenly come to the surface of my legs.
I had never been back to Ilford since then. But whilst on holiday in Portugal , I met a lady
from Ilford. Reminiscing about those days, she told me that the Kenneth More Theatre was
doing a show about the Ilford Hippodrome. So, we decided to come from Harrow to Ilford –
fifty years on. I was able to show my husband where the Hippodrome had once stood, and
remember those long gone days as I sat in Ilford’s replacement theatre.
I hope these memories may be of interest .
Yours sincerely, Patricia Gladstone
(Patricia Penfold as I was then!)
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The following day, Saturday 13th January, the roof collapsed into the auditorium – had this
occurred at the time of the blast, the casualties would certainly have been much greater. Under
the strict censorship laws of the time, the destruction of the Ilford Hippodrome was reported
thus:
They carried on
The band went on playing when a V-bomb fell recently in Southern England damaging a theatre
during a pantomime. And owing to the cool demeanour of the orchestra, artists and stage hands,
(The Stage 18 Jan, 1945)
there was no panic.

The Hippodrome was the last of the London area theatres to be destroyed. After the War it was
revealed that fourteen venues had been lost as a result of bomb damage: Brixton Theatre, the
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Shaftesbury, Streatham Grand, The Gate Studio, the Royal Holborn, Queen’s Theatre, Little
Theatre, Holborn Empire, St George’s Hall, South London Palace, Kingsway Theatre, The
Canterbury, Hammersmith Palace and Ilford Hippodrome.
And in the provinces some 31 major venues had suffered bomb damage, with only a few of
them likely to be repaired and saved for the future. The ruined Ilford Hippodrome was boarded
up, and one year later, in January 1946, the lease on the site was sold at auction for £38,000. It
was bought by a Mr Marshall. At the same auction, held at Goddard & Smith’s, the following
theatre leases were up for sale: Grand Clapham, Empire Islington, Empire Kilburn, Empire
Croydon, Hippodrome Lewisham, Hippodrome Willesden, Hippodrome Rotherhithe, Palace
Hammersmith, and Collin’s Music Hall. Of these only the Ilford Hippodrome was sold. All the
others failed to reach their reserve price.
The ruin stood untouched for 12 years, but in February 1957 masonry tumbled from the
crumbling Hippodrome and struck a trolleybus. Ilford Council ordered immediate demolition.
The former manager of the Hippodrome, Rex Mervyn, looked on in sorrow as the bulldozers
moved in.
As the last remnants of his beloved theatre were flattened he said: “I still meet people who used
to be regular patrons of the Hippodrome and they tell me how much they miss our shows. It
was always such a friendly house. Only about ten per cent of our audiences came from Ilford
itself. The rest came from surrounding districts and even from the East Coast.”
Professional theatre would not be re-born in Ilford for another thirty years.
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11. MEANTIME, IN ADDITION TO THE HIPPODROME
The Hippodrome had survived for 34 years and 3 months as the centre of entertainment in the
town. However, during these years there were other attractions on offer, chiefly the rival variety
shows staged in the town’s cinemas (which will be referred to later), and other occasional
productions, especially from the thriving amateur theatre.

Back at the Town Hall
The pressures of the First World War did not leave much leisure time for local amateur
productions, but from 1919 onwards the Town Hall was back in regular use by local societies.
Prominent among these was the Ilford Operatic and Dramatic Society (IODS) , a newly formed
organisation including some former members of the old Ilford Social Club. Their first show was
The Gondoliers followed by the play Mrs Ponderbury’s Past, and this was the start of an
ongoing series still running a century later, interrupted only by a five-year gap due to the Second
World War.
Throughout the 1920s the Town Hall also hosted regular performances from the rather
cumbersomely named Metropolitan Academy of Music Operatic Society, offering such shows as
The Geisha and the other West End successes of the Edwardian era. This Society had an
associated drama wing, advertised as The Academy Players, and their shows included When
Knights Were Bold and The Passing of the Third
Floor Back in 1920, with Our Mr Hepplewhite the
following year, and other such pieces of the
period to the end of the decade.

Thanks to Ilford Operatic & Dramatic Society

Within a few years there was much competition
amongst the amateur societies in the area. In a
five-week period from February 1923 the Town
Hall hosted four rival attractions, beginning with
The Edward Terry Dramatic Society’s farcical
comedy Jane, (the show preceded by the curtainraiser Puck, and with “a fine rendering of Alfred
Noyes’ poem The Highwayman during the
interval”.
This was followed by The Playfellows Dramatic
Company’s All-of-a-Sudden Peggy, where the
newspaper review commented “If the prompter
had not been so overworked by the members of
the Playfellows D.C. their performance at Ilford
Town Hall would have been materially
improved.”
And, just two weeks later there was a more
complimentary reaction to the Ilford Operatic &
Dramatic Society’s production of A Country Girl

Evie Dunecliffe in “The Rose of Persia”.
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followed by the Mary Doe School production of The
Magic Stick, “a fairy fantasy performed by Miss Mary
Doe’s pupils, whose ages ranged from fifteen to five and
a half”.
The Town Hall was also in occasional use by visiting
professional companies, generally for “serious” music
events, but sometimes for straight plays – and notably
several visits at the end of the 1920s from the Lena
Ashwell Players. Lena Ashwell was a pioneering
advocate of challenging theatre, with a strong
commitment to a better world through participation in
the arts, to women’s rights and to making theatre
available to everyone.
There was also much demand in the summer months for
open-air entertainment, with annual licences issued by
the Town Council for performances in Valentines Park
and elsewhere. Open-air concert parties had been
enormously popular before and during the First World
War, with the Ifield Concert Party being particular local
favourites.
Although by now these shows were
Lena Ashwell
regarded as old-fashioned, they re-emerged after the war
and were a regular feature in the area. There were even occasions when some of the local
amateur operatic societies would stage full-length musicals in the parks.
However, the arrival of the Talkies and the opening of several new cinemas in the town led to a
falling-off in demand for live entertainment. For a while the Hippodrome itself was exclusively
used as a cinema. Although the well-established amateur companies kept going through the
1930s, several of the smaller companies gradually fell by the wayside, and fewer professional
organisations came to the Town Hall - all suffering the effects of the worsening economic
situation and the
growing threat of a
second war
Finally, such activities
as amateur theatricals
were put on hold as
the
nation
faced
another world-wide
upheaval, just twenty
years after the war
that had been fought
“to end all wars”.
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After the Second World War
The loss of the Hippodrome left a twofold gap in the theatrical life of Ilford: there was no
“proper” theatre in which to perform, and accordingly, no incentive for professional entertainers
to visit the town. However, this gap was rapidly filled with a resurgence of a growing number
of amateur theatre companies, initially returning to the somewhat limited facilities on offer at
the Ilford Town Hall stage. In the post-war years regular users of the Town Hall included:
Ilford Operatic & Dramatic Society
First off the mark was the Ilford Operatic and Dramatic Society, back in 1946 after its wartime
sabbatical, returning with its regular two or three annual “operatic” shows which had been its
pattern since the end of the First World War. They celebrated their return with The Desert Song
and Merrie England and the plays Blithe Spirit and The Barretts of Wimpole Street. The
Society continued performing its musicals at the Town Hall until 1975, when it moved to the
newly built Kenneth More Theatre. After 1954 most of the Society’s straight plays were
staged at the newly opened Little Theatre. By the 1970s the Society concentrated exclusively
on its musical productions, with the “dramatic” side of its activities undertaken by an associated
group, later known as the Redbridge Stage Company.
Renegades Theatre Company
Then came the Renegades Theatre Company, which had produced Terence Rattigan’s Flare
Path in Barking early in 1947, and subsequently launched itself at the Town Hall with a
production of Hamlet later the same year. The Renegades were destined to be the town’s
leading drama group for the best part of the next thirty-five years, and were active in
campaigning for a dedicated theatre venue to
be provided in the Borough. (See page 74)

The Libera Danielis Opera Society
The Libera Danielis Opera Group staged a
Pagliacci at the Town Hall as early as
January 1951 and by November 1953 had
developed to the point where it could engage
a guest artist from Covent Garden, Paul
Asciak, for its production of Il Trovatore.
The following year saw a Lucia di
Lammermoor with further well-established
professional performers, Lucille Graham and
Brychan Powell, and successive years saw
La Traviata and Rossini’s William Tell. A
scheduled performance of Il Trovatore in
November 1957 was cancelled, due to the
illness of Mme Danielis, and to the financial
problems of the organisation. It seems the
company was disbanded at this time.
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The Valbrook Grand Opera Society
The Valbrook Grand Opera Society was a short-lived
venture, staging Carmen at the Town Hall in March 1961,
and Faust the following year. It then seems to have
disappeared.
The Ivor Evans Opera Group
The Ivor Evans Opera Group was a longer-lasting
organisation.
Founded in the mid-1960s by the
eponymous Ivor Evans, a former Sadlers’ Wells and
D’Oyly Carte baritone, the company regularly performed
at the Town Hall, starting with a Carmen in 1965 and
offering major works and concerts for the next ten years,
as well as prize-winning performances at various Welsh
National Eisteddfodau. The company then moved to the
Kenneth More Theatre where it continued to stage major
operas until 1985. For the next few years the company
continued with its concert work, and was disbanded
following the death of Ivor Evans in 1993.

Figaro Opera Group
A second opera company appeared in 1966. Its first performance, in March 1966 was an Il
Trovatore at the Sir James Hawkey Hall, but by the end of the same year it appeared at the
Town Hall with a production of A Masked Ball. The company was under the direction of the
producer Doris Relph and would generally stage two major opera productions each year, mostly
at the Town Hall, but occasionally returning to the Hawkey Hall and even staging a Semele and
a Magic Flute at the Wanstead High School Theatre.
The Figaro Opera Group was ambitious, offering
productions of rarely performed operas like Nabucco, La
Gioconda and Samson and Delilah as well as the more
standard works. The Company’s guest artists regularly
included professional singers such as Hilda Hooper and
Anna Letheuiller, and its work was of a remarkably high
standard. In 1976 the company moved to the Kenneth
More Theatre, but disbanded at the start of the 1980s
following the death of its producer, Doris Relph.
A number of smaller drama groups were formed or reformed during these years and a number of local halls
and other spaces served as performance venues.

Hilda Hooper
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The Ilford Girls’ Choir
The 50-strong Ilford Girls’ Choir was formed in September 1949 by Gordon Skelt Andrew.
This was a period when similar groups were being formed all round the country, possibly
inspired by the hugely successful Dagenham Girl Pipers (formed as early as 1930 and much
praised through the war years for their concerts entertaining the troops). For a few years the
novelty of these choirs led to much demand for variety concerts, broadcasts and recordings. In
March 1951 Eric Gilder was appointed the choir’s Musical Director, and he rapidly steered
them into the big time. In July he secured them a one week booking in variety in Torquay –
quite a logistical undertaking, moving and accommodating such a large number; on Christmas
Eve he arranged for them to accompany young Julie Andrews in a live broadcast of Variety
Bandbox on the BBC Light Programme. Under his direction they released some gramophone
records and regularly staged concert appearances, including several at Ilford Town Hall. The
Ilford Girls’ Choir was a highly successful undertaking, with growing demand for its services.
But something went wrong. Perhaps a clash of personalities? Gordon Skelt Andrew called an
Emergency General Meeting of the Choir on April 24th 1952, after which he placed an
advertisement in The Stage stating that he had been “ . . re-invested with the control and
management of the choir” and that “Mr Eric Gilder, our recent conductor, is no longer
connected with our choir in any way whatsoever”. The following week an item in the same
newspaper stated:
It was with regret that Eric Gilder decided to resign early in April from the post of musical director of
the Ilford Girls’ Choir. We understand however that he will be continuing his work as instructor,
composer and accompanist in addition to his extensive choral arranging activities. Stage May 1952

Seven months later the Ilford Girls’ Choir was chosen
to appear in the 1952 Royal Variety Performance at
the London Palladium, where they accompanied
Gracie Fields in a song before the new Queen,
Elizabeth II. The Choir continued for a few more
years, though by 1957 the interest in such large
groups had completely disappeared with the rise of
rock’n’roll, and the choir was eventually disbanded.
Goodmayes Operatic & Dramatic Society
The Goodmayes Dramatic Society had made regular
appearances at Ilford Town Hall as early as
September 1902 with a production of The Runaway
Daughter but seems to have been disbanded during
the Great War. At the start of the 1950s it was recreated as the Goodmayes Operatic and Dramatic
Society, giving frequent performances at the All
Saints Hall, Goodmayes and the Seven Kings Library
Hall. Under its director, Victor J. Dick, the Society
was active for a few years, but eventually faded away,
with several of its leading performers moving on to
become stalwarts of the Ilford Operatic Society.
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The Immediate Post-War Years in Wanstead & Woodford
The neighbouring Borough Council of Wanstead & Woodford was also experiencing some reawakening of interest in amateur theatre.
GROVE HALL
The Grove Hall had opened in 1897,
built alongside what was then the thirtyyear old Congregational Church in
Wanstead. It was a multi-purpose hall,
with limited stage facilities, and by 1923
was used regularly for productions by a
group of amateur actors headed by a
man called Edgar Bishop. Six years
later the group formally settled on the
name The Wanstead Players, and the renamed company launched itself with a
production of And So to Bed.
The Wanstead Players performed
several times each year from then to the outbreak of the Second World War. The company was
disbanded for the duration and returned in 1947, even though the Grove Hall had suffered some
bomb damage. Major repair work was carried out, and the newly renovated Grove Hall reopened in October 1949, still home to Wanstead’s leading amateur theatre company. However,
early in the 1950s the Wanstead Players began to perform regularly on the stage at the Royal
Wanstead School. Tony Robinson’s family were members of the Players, and he himself
appeared as a child in some of their shows. In his autobiography No Cunning Plan, he wrote:
The Wanstead Players were the most envied of the local am-drams. The company was run by
John Gibson, a sophisticated and languid young bachelor and the son of a department store
owner in nearby Ilford. Harrison Gibson provided the actors with elaborate props, made the
scenery, supplied the lights and donated swathes of material for the costumes. The shows were
put on in the elegant surroundings of the Royal Wanstead School, whose chairman, Sir Winston
Churchill, was the local MP and which overlooked the swans on the Eagle Pond.

As a result of his early experience with the Wanstead Players,
Tony Robinson was cast as one of the orphan boys in the original
production of Lionel Bart’s musical Oliver, and later was moved
up to play the role of Artful Dodger. (He would later become a
household name thanks to his performance as Baldrick in TV’s
Blackadder series, and would receive a knighthood in the 2013
Birthday Honours. ) He was not the only member of the Players to
go on to a successful professional career - amongst the others
were Louise Jameson, Don Henderson and Ricky Groves.
In 1977 the Wanstead Players moved to the Kenneth More
Theatre, and have continued to flourish ever since.
Tony Robinson at the age of 13 as the Artful Dodger
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THE SIR JAMES HAWKEY
HALL
The separate Borough of
Wanstead and Woodford, as part
of its post-war development
built a community hall which
was opened in March 1955 by
the local M.P. (and former
Prime Minister) Sir Winston
Churchill. It was named after
Sir James Hawkey, the First
Baronet of Woodford, and
former council leader and
mayor. (The baronetcy became
extinct with the death of his son,
the second baronet in 1975).
It was designed for multi-purpose use and was equipped with a small stage at the end of a
single-level flat floor auditorium.
The Woodford Amateur Operatic Society, which had been active in the area since 1924, was
among the first companies to present shows at the Hawkey Hall, and then, in December 1961,
stepped in with a pantomime. This was to replace a professional booking which had fallen
through at the last moment. This began an unbroken tradition of WOADS pantomimes at the
Hawkey Hall – the 50th was celebrated in 2011. Although the Society’s plays and musicals had
moved to the Kenneth More Theatre by the mid-1970s, the annual pantomime remained at the
Hawkey Hall.
A number of smaller drama groups were formed or re-formed during these years following the
war, and by the early 1950s it was thought there were as many as thirty different companies
performing in the various local halls, which also included the Cecil Hall, the Seven Kings
Library Hall, and some Scout halls, school halls and several other spaces which served as
venues for plays, concerts and musical events.

THE LITTLE THEATRE
(1954 – 1968)
The growing number of amateur theatre
companies clearly indicated the need for a
dedicated theatre space in Ilford. So, within
ten years of the destruction of the
Hippodrome, the Ilford Borough Council
created a “permanent” home for local
theatre companies when the old Drill Hall,
a building behind what had been the
Thompson Rooms in the High Road, was
converted into the Little Theatre.
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The Little Theatre opened in 1954 with a production
of Our Town by the Renegades Theatre Company,
whose director, James Cooper, had been one of the
leading campaigners for this dedicated space. It
immediately became the regular home for some ten
established amateur companies, and a desirable
venue for a series of “one-off” events by many more
local groups. It was, however, too small a space for
the existing musical and operatic societies, who
continued to use the Town Hall and the Sir James
Hawkey Hall for their productions.
At first the numerous users of the Little Theatre
operated as individual organisations, separately
applying to the Council’s Lettings Officer for their
dates, and choosing their productions with no
consultation amongst themselves.

Harold Crane

Because of the volume of plays being presented it was inevitable that frequent duplication of
material and clashes of programme would occur. So, in 1958, nine of the principal users
formed the Ilford Theatre Guild—an association which would harmonise the programme, avoid
duplications, standardise ticket prices, share insurance costs and publicity, and place the whole
set up on a more “professional” basis.
The original members were Carlton Productions, County Players, Dando Players, Husun
Players, Ilford Repertory Company, L.E.S.S.A. (London Electricity Sports & Social
Association), The
Meteors, and Milmor
Productions.
The
ninth company, the
Renegades, were
enthusiastic
participants in the
initial discussions,
but withdrew before
the Guild came into
formal existence.

County Players production of “Trespass”, 1954

The formation of an
Ilford Theatre Guild
had the full approval
of the local Council,
and the Guild’s first
Chairman was a
Council member,
Councillor Parfitt.
(He was succeeded in
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1959 by Harold Crane, who remained Chairman of the
Guild until his death in 1975)
During its fourteen years of existence the Little Theatre
was a popular and successful venue. After its first few
years the performing companies grew in confidence and
decided to co-operate occasionally on
large-cast
productions – too ambitious for an individual company,
but possible when actors from the various companies
would join together, and each company would take over
responsibility for a particular area of the production:
backstage help, front-of-house duties, publicity, set
construction and so on. The first of these joint productions
was Terence Rattigan’s Separate Tables, and later shows
included A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Scarlet
Pimpernel and Ghosts.

James Cooper

Throughout this time James Cooper’s Renegades Theatre
Company remained independent, and he eventually built
his company to a strength where it was able to stage a
new production each month. This was an amateur
repertory company making a significant impact on the
local scene, and, indeed, several of its members went on to
careers in the professional field.
But “Jimmy” Cooper was not a “committee man”. His
single-mindedness left little room for diplomacy, which
did not assist negotiation with the local authority nor with
his fellow theatre companies at the Little Theatre. He was
dedicated to creating the highest standards.
Michael Coveney, the locally-born national theatre critic,
recalled:

Roma de Roeper

I used to belong to an amateur theatre company in Ilford, Essex, a
set-up that had boasted in its ranks none other than John Woodvine,
John Alderton, Ken Campbell, Liz Robertson, Noel Tovey and -more remarkable, possibly, than any of these -- a stylish South
African curtain-maker called Milton Cats and an outlandish
professional chicken-sexer called Tod Hunter; those two were a riot
as Ugly Sisters, onstage and off. The company was run by the son of
a Barking brush salesman called James Cooper, who claimed to have
been a stage manager for Noel Coward during the war and a
dancer on the South Coast shortly afterwards. He launched his
company, the Renegades, in Ilford Town Hall in 1947, with Hamlet,
and the production was reviewed by Alan Dent, no less, of the News
Chronicle. . . There was also a wonderful actress in the company who
rejoiced in the name of Roma de Roeper, a teacher by profession. . .
Cooper was a superb, Danny Kaye-like panto dame. . . they had also
staged the European stage premiere of “Twelve Angry Men” and
several world premieres by the distinguished farce-writing duo of
Duncan Greenwood and Philip ("See How They Run") King.
(Michael Coveney, www.whatsonstage.com)
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A New London
Borough
A
major
reorganisation of the
London area local
authorities came into
force in 1965: the
Municipal Borough
of Ilford and the
Municipal Borough
of Wanstead and
Woodford
were
merged, together with
the northern part of
the
Municipal
Borough
of
Dagenham around
Hog Hill, and the south-eastern part of Chigwell Urban District around Hainault. The merged
areas were transferred from Essex to Greater London, and the new authority was to be named the
London Borough of Redbridge. Overnight the 178,000 population of Ilford had increased by
40% - the new Redbridge had a population of 250,000.
The Little Theatre was in use for as many as forty weeks in the year, and would frequently play
to House Full notices. However, it was cramped, and its physical restrictions were holding back
the growing artistic ambitions of its regular users.

A Woman’s Place, 1960 with (left to right) Angela Martin, Robert Ward,
Barbara Cook, Roy Barnes, Barbara Hills and Margaret Ward
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Thus, the idea of a purpose-built Civic Theatre for the new London Borough of Redbridge began
with the birth of the Borough itself. A group of theatergoers and many of the established players
enlisted the support of Alderman Harold Cowan, the Leader of the Council, and began their
campaign for a new and bigger theatre. After just two years their efforts received a major boost
when the Sainsbury company offered to build a new supermarket on a site immediately in front of
the Little Theatre, and proposed that the area would be re-developed as the “Centreway” shopping
arcade. This proposal would require the demolition of the existing Little Theatre, but selling the
site would fortuitously provide the Council with the means to finance a replacement theatre.
The only snag was one of timing. Sainsbury wanted to move in right away, but planning and
building a brand-new civic theatre from scratch was clearly something that would take considerable
time. According to the Borough Architect, the final choice of a site, consultation on the kind of
theatre it would be, the drawing-up of the plans, the planning applications, and the actual
construction - all this was likely to take around six or seven years. What would happen to the
amateur companies in the interim?
The proposed solution: the Council would provide a temporary replacement for the Little Theatre,
and the amateur companies could perform there whilst their original theatre was being demolished
and a new theatre was being built.

THE CRANBROOK THEATRE (1969 - 1974)
A suitable venue was found - a former church, in Cranbrook Road. The building dated from 1907
and was a splendid construction in Art Nouveau Gothic style, with red brick and yellow terracotta,
built for the Wycliffe Congregational Church. By the mid-1960s it had been de-consecrated, and
had the potential for theatre use. It had a large storage area, a suitable auditorium and small
balcony, and a stage area which was effectively on the first floor. The only downside was the lack
of scenery access to the stage: the scenery had to be hauled up to the first floor from outside the
building, and trundled in through an access hatch.
The Council arranged a
seven-year lease with the
church authorities, and,
after a rapid conversion,
the re-named Cranbrook
Theatre opened in 1969
as
a
temporary
replacement home for
the members of the
Theatre Guild and James
Cooper’s Renegades
Theatre Company.
Attention now turned to
the proposed new Civic
Theatre.
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A steering committee was assembled, chaired by Alderman Harold
Cowan, and consisting of six local councillors plus Harold Crane,
chairman of the now re-named the Redbridge Theatre Guild. Its first
meeting was on December 22nd, 1970. By the spring of the following
year the steering committee had co-opted a number of local
businessmen, together with a representative of the Greater London Arts
Council, and further amateur representation in the persons of Michael
Brackley from the newly created Redbridge Stage Company and a local
business-woman and amateur actress, Barbara Hills. The committee’s
initial idea was to create a building specifically designed for theatre use,
and equipped for significant professional use as well as meeting the
needs of the existing local amateur companies. It would contain some
workshop and rehearsal facilities, and would include a restaurant and bar
area - with the profits from the catering activities producing enough
income to cover the running costs of the building.
On August 12th 1971 a packed and enthusiastic public consultation was
held at the Cranbrook Theatre, but produced a very wide range of views.
James Cooper insisted that the new theatre “must be a theatre for
amateurs. It must be run by the amateur companies themselves. Any
attempt to create a professional theatre in Redbridge would be a mistake,
and would be breaking faith with the large number of amateur
performers who had campaigned so long for a new building”. Others
disagreed, claiming that a civic theatre should cater for all the artistic
tastes of the community, including those disciplines that could only be
achieved by professionally trained performers.
The musical and operatic companies claimed a minimum of 750 seats was required to make
their productions financially viable - anything less, and they would not be able to perform there.
The amateur play companies felt the seating capacity should be around 200 - anything more, and
it would destroy the intimacy of their activities. The financial advisor pointed out that large
professional touring productions needed a minimum of 1,000 seats before they would even
consider bringing a “big-name” event to the town.
It seemed there was only one subject on which everyone agreed: the new theatre should be quite
independent from Council management or control. For some, like the Renegades Theatre
Company, this meant it should be run by the amateurs themselves; for others, it meant there
should be professional theatre management, with the new civic theatre run by “theatre people”
and not local councillors.
The next eighteen months were spent in meeting after meeting, until a final consensus emerged:
the musical societies would stay with the larger seating capacity of the Town Hall, and the
amateurs would compromise on a 350 seat venue. A fly-tower would be added to the building
(increasing the initial £350,000 estimated cost to £500,000) thus enabling greater flexibility and
allowing more daytime and Sunday use. The new theatre would be run as a charitable trust, with
an independent Board of Governors made up of Council nominees, and openly elected public
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representatives. To protect its investment, the Council’s nominees would hold a majority of one
vote on this Board but would be selected from across the political spectrum so that no one
political party would hold a controlling vote.
The Borough Architect and his team produced the designs, and work began on the agreed site,
alongside the Town Hall, on December 4th 1972. The contractors were J.A. Elliott Ltd of
Bishops Stortford. The intention was for the building to be completed by the summer of 1974
and to open in the autumn of that year. The newly created charitable trust, the Redbridge
Theatre Company Ltd, had advertised for a Theatre Manager to start work immediately, and to
be on hand to advise the architect’s team throughout the building process. The manager would
liaise with the amateur companies, help prepare them for the eventual move, and agree a
programme of professional productions to provide the borough with the widest possible range
of theatrical product.
In some quarters it was widely expected that James Cooper would be appointed to this post.
After all, he was the most prominent theatrical producer in the borough; he had a record of
successfully running a monthly repertory of amateur productions, and had been a leading
campaigner for the civic theatre. However, he was very much at odds with the theatre policy,
objecting to the inclusion of significant professional input, and opposed to the control being in
the hands of a Board of Governors. He refused to apply for the position unless the terms of the
reference were changed to his proposals. True to the name of his much respected theatre
company, Jimmy Cooper remained a Renegade.
The new civic theatre, now named the Kenneth More Theatre, opened on New Year’s Eve
1974.
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THE ILFORD PLAYHOUSE ( 1975– 1984)
The new Civic Theatre - the Kenneth More Theatre - opened on the very last day of 1974,
and the Council surrendered its lease on the Cranbrook Theatre. As intended, all the members
of the Redbridge Theatre Guild moved to the new building, but James Cooper declined all
invitations. He disagreed with the name of the new theatre, disagreed with its design, and
objected to its policy of mixing amateur and professional productions. He was disappointed by
the fact that no one really listened to his criticisms, and made it clear that henceforward the
Renegades would “go it alone”, preferring to be masters of their own house.
But where would this house be? The obvious choice was the now-vacant Wycliffe Church the former Cranbrook Theatre—and because the Council had surrendered its lease, the church
authorities were happy to find a new tenant. Jimmy Cooper negotiated a new lease on the
building and, largely by his own hands, he and his company immediately started to transform
the venue into the kind of theatre he wanted.
I remember his drive and energy in converting the cheerless Wycliffe Church into the living, breathing
Ilford Playhouse; the 30ft ladders to paint walls and hang lights; furnishing the dressing rooms; with
hardly a week to opening night, the uprooting of the auditorium seats, the fetching, matching and
installing of more comfortable sofa stalls from a disused cinema; driving helpers to the point of
exhaustion, but working harder than any of us; the bacon and eggs to revive us at 2.30 in the morning;
the ovation he received when he first entered in “Harlequinade” on 19th September 1975, opening night
of the Playhouse, the theatre realised and shared with the company and audience.
(Yvonne Haesendonck: “Renegades Remember James Cooper, Oct 1987)

The former Cranbrook Theatre, now renamed
the Ilford Playhouse, opened on September
19th 1975 under the management and
control of James Cooper, thus fulfilling the
ambition he had nurtured for almost thirty
years. Ilford now had two theatres. The
Playhouse continued the Renegades tradition
of a new production playing for one week
each month, together with an annual
pantomime, and was available for outside
bodies to hire.
For the first few years the Playhouse
flourished, and it seemed Ilford was certainly
able to support both its “rival” theatres.
However, the church decided to sell the
building for re-development, and to sell it at
a price way over the amount an amateur
theatre company could hope to raise. The
new owners regarded the Renegades as
interim lodgers, and began to draw up plans
for the demolition of the church and its
replacement with an office-block, all to take
place when James Cooper’s lease was due to
expire.
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The Renegades began a
campaign to prevent the church
from being demolished. The
first victory was to get a Grade
II listing for the building itself,
thus, hopefully, frustrating the
developers’ intent.
But the
battle was finally lost when the
new owners agreed to retain and
restore the external shell of the
building and convert the interior
into office accommodation.
The final performance was
given by the Renegades - a
show called “Goodbye Gaieties”
- on Saturday June 9th 1984, a
Yvonne Haesendonck & James Cooper
show marking not only the end
of the “other” theatre, but also the end of the Renegades themselves after nearly 40 years as a
leading amateur company in the town.
On 8th March 1987, less than three years after the closure of the Ilford Playhouse, James
Cooper died following a battle against cancer. He was 70 years old, and it was revealed that ten
months earlier he had been secretly married in Gibraltar to Yvonne Haesendonck, the leading
actress in most of his productions for the past 30 years. He was survived by his first wife, his
daughter, his two brothers and by his bride of less than one year.
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12. THE CINEMAS, DANCE HALLS & CLUBS
ALEXANDER HALL BIOSCOPE
1909 Opened
1909? Closed
The earliest mention of bioscope displays in Ilford is at an address given as the Alexander Hall,
and is referred to as being open in a Metropolitan Police report on 23 March 1909. No other
details have come to light as yet.

ILFORD MUSIC HALL
1910 Open
1913 Replaced with the Empire Kinema?
The Ilford Music Hall is mentioned in the Bioscope Annual 1910-1911, with the “owner/
proprietor” listed as Harry Bawn, the former music hall performer. It has not been possible to
trace the location of this venue. However, Harry Bawn, in partnership with Alexander
Bernstein, was joint owner of the Edmonton Empire. In 1913 Bernstein would build a new
Empire Kinema in Ilford Lane (q.v.) on a site he already owned, and it is thought likely the
Empire Kinema replaced the existing Music Hall.

PREMIER ELECTRIC / ILFORD PALAIS
Tiffany’s / Fifth Avenue / Jumpin’ Jacks
1911 Opened as the Premier Electric Theatre
1925 Reconstructed as the Palais de Dance
1959 Some rebuilding and renamed the Palais Dance Hall
1970s Renamed Tiffany’s, later Fifth Avenue Nightclub
1990s Renamed Jumping Jacks
2008 Demolished
Replaced with apartment block
The directors of Premier Electric Theatres Ltd have recently signed contracts for a new picture theatre
to be built at Ilford, designed by the well known theatrical architects Messrs Enden, Egan & Co. It will
be a substantial fireproof brick structure, handsomely decorated and furnished, with a seating capacity
for over 1000.
(The Era, 26 Feb 1910)

It was situated on the junction
of the High Road and
Queen’s Road, approximately
half a mile from the Ilford
Railway Station, and was on
the site that had formerly
been intended for George
Adney Payne’s Ilford Palace
Theatre to rival the newly
opened Hippodrome. It
opened on Saturday March
4th, 1911.

1911 March – Still another electric
theatre in Ilford – The new Premier
House situated in the High Road, at
the corner of Queen’s Road, opened
its doors to the public on Saturday
March 4th.
Nothing has been
spared in the endeavour to make
this the most comfortable and best
equipped as well as the largest hall
of its kind in the district. Seating
accommodation can be afforded
for 1500 persons. The directors of
the Premier have decided not to
open the house for Sunday business.
(The Era, March 1911)

Located on the South side of
the High Road, just to the East
of today’s Riches Road, the
Premier was an imposing
building, with a low entrance hall that had a decorative arch, behind which was a tall tower
feature topped with a dome. The 1500 seating capacity was soon reduced to 1,000 when the
bench seating was replaced with tip-up seats. The films were shown with musical
accompaniment from a small pit orchestra, and the manpower shortage of the Great War caused
difficulties in recruiting these musicians, as can be seen from frequent advertisements in the
trade press, such as:
Premier Electric Theatres Ilford, East Ham and Woolwich: Wanted, Violinists, Leaders and Repetiteurs:
also Double Bass; evenings and matinees. Lowest terms and references by letter only to Musical
Director, Premier Electric Theatre, Ilford E. No Sundays. Comfortable and permanent engagements.
(The Era, 25 Sep 1918)

Similar adverts appeared in 1921 when the cinema was operated by Prince’s Electric Theatres
Ltd. and again in 1922 when the owners were advertised as Premier Super Cinemas Ltd.
Business went into serious decline when the rival Super
Cinema opened, facing the Railway Station, and it closed as
a cinema in 1925.
The owners converted it into a Palais-de-Danse, with a
grand opening on Boxing Day, 1925, and shortly afterwards
it was sold to Mecca Dancing Ltd. It operated successfully
as a dance-hall for the next thirty years and more. It
thrived during the war years, when Mecca refused to shut
down the premises, claiming it was “the safest form of
amusement during bombing raids”, because it was a singlelevel floor and easy to evacuate. During the early 1950s it
was as popular as ever with resident big bands such as Ken
Mackintosh. In 1954 Ambrose and his band became
resident at the Ilford Palais and began campaigning for
Union recognition and increased pay rates for the musicians.
(He also discovered and promoted the career of a 20 year
local singer, Kathy Kirby.)

Thanks to Brian Evans
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By the summer of 1955, with profits
declining, Mecca promoted one of their
young assistants from Leeds to be the
Dance Hall Manager at Ilford. Very
quickly a clash of personalities arose
between the 58 year old Ambrose, and the
29 year old new manager, Jimmy Savile.
According to Savile’s autobiography, at
that time the Palais, like other halls,
would provide a “disc jockey” playing
records during the times the band would
take a break. One night the band turned
up and demanded a pay rise or they
wouldn’t play. Savile sacked them on the
spot, and then, as the crowds turned up he
played records continuously – and thus
(so he claimed) he invented the first
discotheque.
In 1959, after Jimmy Savile moved on,
the building underwent some reconstruction, and the original façade was
replaced, better stage facilities created,
and the premises renamed the Ilford
Palais.
For the next decade it would
regularly feature top-name bands and
pop-groups including The Who (1967),
Bill Haley & the Comets (1968), and the
Small Faces. Ray Davies of the Kinks
wrote a musical Come Dancing recalling
his early days at the Palais.

Bill Haley and the Comets

By the 1970s the “Palais” was considered
too old-fashioned a name, and the
premises were renamed “Tiffany’s”. In
1991, under the Rank Organisation, it was
re-named “Fifth Avenue”, and then the
Venue, and finally Jumpin’ Jacks. By the
end of its life it had become a notoriously
violent venue, and its re-licensing was
opposed by the police and local Council.
It closed and was demolished in 2008. It
was replaced with a housing tower
development.
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BIOGRAPH THEATRE
1911
1921
1970s
1973

Opened
Closed
Used as a disco
Demolished
Thanks to Kevin Wheelan

Built by Biograph Theatres Ltd close to Lion
Yard and the Red Lion pub at No. 63, Ilford
Hill, the Biograph Theatre opened in 1911.
It closed in 1921. By 1971, the building was
in use as a discotheque and was finally
demolished in 1973. An office block named
Valentines House was built on the site.

CINEMA de LUXE
1910 Opened
1926 Closed
Converted back into shops

The Cinema de Luxe was converted from
two existing shop units in a parade of
shops at 96- 98, High Road (opposite
today’s Primark shop). It opened on 17
September 1910, and claimed to have 600
seats. By 1914 it was owned by Messrs
Charles & Card who also ran the Seven
Kings Cinema. At this point it is recorded
as having a 500 seat capacity, suggesting
that bench seating had been replaced.
By 1923, along with the Seven Kings
Cinema, it had been taken over by Messrs
Smither & Spindler, who also ran the
Imperial Playhouse in Forest Gate. It
closed around 1926, when the premises
reverted back to shop use.
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1913
1922
1928
1930
1931
1934
1940

Opened by Alexander Bernstein
Improved, re-seated and sold to new operators
Taken over by Sam Martyn
Showed the first “talkie” in Ilford
Renamed the Empire Cinema
Taken over by Ben Jay
Destroyed in a fire bomb

Located on Ilford Lane, close to the High Road and
Ilford Hill, the Empire Kinema opened in April 1913.
It was built by Alexander Bernstein, a Latvian
immigrant who had done well for himself in the quarry
business, moved his family to Ilford and decided to go
into the newly emerging cinema business. His Kinema
opened with a seating capacity of 2,000 (though
Alexander Bernstein
within ten years the benches were replaced with tip-up
seats, and the capacity was considerably reduced to around 900) and with a ticket price of one
penny.
The Bernstein family were ruthless competitors: faced with competition from two other local
cinemas and the newly opened Ilford Hippodrome, they decided that from the beginning, the
Empire Kinema would offer a mix of variety performers and feature
films, and thus attract the wider audiences. The building was
equipped with a decent sized stage and two dressing rooms.
In its first year the Empire Kinema would occasionally stage touring
reviews which would occupy the entire evening, except for a short
film presentation, but very soon the manpower shortages of the First
World War changed this so that an evening at the Empire Kinema
would be mainly films with a half hour or so of live acts in between
After the War, variety performers continued to appear at the
Kinema, sometimes with elaborate sketch productions – in October
1921 George Conquest Junior appeared as Kala the She-Ape in an
elaborate 30-minute long production of Tarzan of the Apes.
However, in the main there were no “big-name” stars at the Kinema,
just good, solid “number two” circuit entertainers, providing
additional attractions to the film shows.
In 1921 Alexander Bernstein decided to sell the property. The advert
stated:
Cinematograph & Theatrical Property – The finest and largest in the
town, Fully Licensed. Just been renovated at a cost of £17,000.
Price £45,000 (£10,000 cash and £35,000 loaned at 7 per cent.) This
property is suitable for a gentleman who can give the management his
personal attention. Apply Frank White, Solicitor, 88 High Road
(The Era, August 1921)

Photo: Cinema Theatre Association

EMPIRE KINEMA

Photo: Cinema Theatre Association
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The Ilford Empire Kinema shortly after opening, 1911

The cinema was sold to a Mr Jacobsen in March 1922, the very same month that Alexander
died and his son, Sidney, at the age of 23, became head of the family business. It seems that Mr
Jacobsen was a property speculator rather than a cinema man: bookings for films and artists
continued to be managed by Sidney Bernstein, who, at this point, was booking films and variety
performers for the Empire Kinemas at Edmonton, West Ham, East Ham, Ilford, the Enfield
Rialto and properties in Willesden and Shrewsbury.
In March 1926 the Empire Kinema announced it would introduce a mid-week change of film
and live acts, thus doubling the contractual and management work-load. For the first week, the
Ilford venue would offer the Huntings, the Ashley Sisters and Hugo Lamar plus films on
Monday to Wednesday; and the Vesta Sisters, Takase and Desmond & Tellis from Thursday to
Saturday.
However, at the same time Mr Jacobsen sold the Ilford venue to Sam Martyn, who personally
took over all bookings for the Empire Kinema. After thirteen years the Bernsteins were no
longer involved with Ilford. Sidney, of course, would go on to create the chain of Granada
cinemas, and found the vast cinema and TV conglomerate that still dominates much of today’s
show business.
Within a few years of Sam Martyn taking over, the whole of the cinema industry was facing the
talking-picture revolution. Sam decided to be in the forefront as far as Ilford was concerned.
The silent man of this district is to talk at last, for talkies are to be introduced by Mr Sam Martyn on
Feb 24th. “To What Red Hell”, featuring Miss Sibyl Thorndike, is to have an exclusive presentation. I
hope Mr Martyn, who has been a faithful adherent to variety, and to whom credit must be given for his
achievements in this direction, will continue his variety policy with “talkies”. He hopes to be able to do
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so and is supported by Mr Syd Herman, the booking agent. On Friday night the turns included Fred
Thomas, comedian, a splendid character artist whose “parson” study was excellent; Rose Gaston, an
American comedienne who sang some good old-time favourites in fine style; Lorene and Kid, a smart
comedy duo, whose naval sketch is a real comical affair. These clever artists were loudly applauded.
Dan Cristo, the acrobatic dancer, put over some skilful steps, which were thoroughly enjoyed. Frank
and Bebs, in a farce comedy and music were appearing all the week. Bebs is an excellent violinist, and
Frank plays flute, piccolo and piano with equal ease and skill. Their patter and jokes too were
immense and kept the big audience in roars of laughter. Mr Charles Adams is Mr Sam Martyn’s
(The Era, 27 Jan 1930)
manager here.

However, it seems the cost of sound conversion proved too much for Sam Martyn, and in 1931
he sold the business to Messrs Maxwell & Johnson. They dropped the “K” in Kinema, and renamed the venue the Empire Cinema, but within three years they, too, sold the property, this
time to the Ben Jay Circuit. Ben’s son, Jack Jay, became the manager.

Photo: Redbridge Local History Library

The Jays continued the policy of cine-variety, and, in an attempt to rival the local competition,
would occasionally book some top-name acts – in 1936 Max & Harry Nesbitt topped a full
variety bill. Disaster struck on 17th September 1940, when the building was hit by a German
incendiary bomb. The remains of the building were later demolished and the site lay empty and
unused for many years. It was later swallowed up in a new road layout.

The Ilford Empire Cinema , derelict after bomb damage
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SEVEN KINGS CINEMA /ASTORIA
New Astoria/ Pullman/ State
1914 Opened
1932 Re-modelled and named Astoria
1955 Renovation, re-named New Astoria
then Pullman Cinema
1959 Taken over; re-named State Cinema
1960 Became a Mecca Bingo Club
Then Shannon Centre Nite Club
2016 Threatened with demolition

The Seven Kings Cinema opened in 1914 in Cameron Road, alongside the railway station, and
was used for films and the occasional variety show. It originally operated in partnership with
the Ilford Cinema de Luxe, both owned by Messrs Charles & Card. Because the Seven Kings
venue had the larger capacity, around 1,450 seats, it was in regular use as a ciné-variety, while
the Ilford venue was almost exclusively used for film only. Variety acts became rarer as the
First World War progressed, and even after the Armistice, the Seven Kings Cinema only
occasionally staged live entertainment. By 1921 the musical accompaniment for the films had
been pared down to a trio, with that further reduced to a single pianist for one week in March
when the owners were urgently advertising for a lead violinist to start immediately.
In 1923 the owners sold both their Ilford and Seven Kings venues to Messrs Smither &
Spindler, and within a few years the new owners decided to close the Ilford cinema and
concentrate on the larger Seven Kings. It seems this did not work out for them, and by 1928 the
Seven Kings Cinema is recorded as owned by a Mr G. Westrich. With the coming of sound the
building underwent some re-modelling with the stage facilities improved and enlarged, so the
proscenium was now 33 feet wide, and 22 feet deep. Three dressing rooms were provided. In
order to gain publicity for the renovation, the press were invited to a re-opening and re-naming
ceremony, with the comedy double-act, Dekker & Pan, cutting the ribbon on the newly named
“Astoria”. The following week Dekker & Pan placed an advert in “The Era” announcing they
had successfully laid the “Foundation Stone of Ciné-Variety” at the Astoria, Seven Kings.
With its new name, the Astoria presented ciné-variety for a few years, and then was used
exclusively as a cinema during the Second World War years. It was re-furbished in 1955, and
re-named the New Astoria, briefly becoming the Pullman Cinema, before being taken over by
the operators of the State Cinema Leytonstone. In June 1959 it was re-named the State Cinema.
Its new ownership was short lived and the State Cinema closed on 28th May 1960 after the
showing of the double-bill Gary Merrill in The Savage Eye and Peter Sellers in Orders Are
Orders. The cinema was converted into a Mecca Bingo Club for a while, and then became a
banqueting suite and function rooms, catering for the Irish community and known as the
Shannon Centre. In 2008, it was re-launched as the Nite Club, and was closed and threatened
with demolition in 2016.
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SUPER CINEMA
1922
1924
1929
1945
1959

Opened
Taken over by PCT
Taken over& upgraded for sound
Closed due to bomb damage
Demolished

The Ilford Super Cinema, seating 2,336,
was located on the corner of Ley Street
and Balfour Road (site of a later C&A and
currently Wilkinsons). It opened on 14th
Super Cinema from the air—this gives an impression of its great size
October 1922, a project of Premier Super
Cinemas Ltd. Architect William E. Trent
was responsible for the overall design and Val Prince created the interior decoration. It was the
finest cinema for miles around with a beautiful foyer and an excellent restaurant, and offered
film and variety performances. It was taken over by Provincial Cinematograph Theatres (PCT)
in 1924 and that circuit was taken over by Gaumont British Cinemas in 1929.
The Super operated as a ciné-variety, with a mix of live shows and films at each performance.
In its early years – the days of silent films – it would very occasionally be used entirely for a
live performance, with revues such as Plantation Days and Fancy Free, but the usual fare
consisted of 20 minutes of variety in-between the film shows, and with three such variety
shows each day. A regular favourite was Hugh René’s Kinema Kabaret.
In 1933 it was equipped with a Compton 3Manual/8Ranks organ. From September 1933 the
Super launched a new style of presentation:
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A ciné-variety scheme that marks a new era in this form of entertainment was launched by GaumontBritish on Monday. Nine variety units, consisting of famous and well-known acts, began a tour of
Gaumont-British cinemas at nine of the principal houses in and around London. The nine houses were:
Dominion, Tottenham Court Road; New Victoria; Hammersmith; Lewisham; Kilburn; Streatham/ New
Cross/Peckham (doubling); East Ham/Ilford (doubling); Shepherd’s Bush; Stratford.
Each unit will play for twenty minutes and special staging and lighting have been arranged. Particular
attention has been paid to the requirements of the variety artists and they will find the cinema stage as
well equipped and as up-to-date as the most important variety stage. “I am confident that our efforts
will meet with public approval. We have found that ciné-variety is popular, and in all the cinemas we
build there will be stages suitable for variety productions”
(The Era, 06 Sept 1933)

The artists included Alfredo Campoli and his orchestra; Mantovani and his Tipica Orchestra;
Younkman and his Czardas Band; Dave Walters’ Twenty Monarchs of Harmony; Max Arno’s
Accordion Band; and Parry Fryer and the Radiolans. There was fierce competition between
the Super and the Hippodrome, and for most of the early 1930s the Super was leading the field.
Victor Sheridan’s policy of £10 acts at the Hippodrome meant the expensive top-names were
engaged to play the Super, while the rival theatre could only offer lesser attractions.
This star-name approach at the Super proved to be highly successful and was continued for the
next five years. Big Bands were very popular with audiences, as were such acts as Billy Reid
and his Band with their 16 year old vocalist, Dorothy Squires; Leon Cortez and his Coster
Band, Troise and his Mandoliers, and the Billy Cotton Band. A typical bill of the mid 1930s
offered three turns: John Myrrdin, Vanda & Vladimir, and the Eight Zigfield Girls. (These
were “Zigfield” and not the genuine “Ziegfeld” girls – an age when you could get away with
such passing off!).
The variety acts were all top-class and included some of the star names of the time: Max &
Harry Nesbitt, Hershel Henlere, Jimmy Jewell & Ben Warris, and Mona Vivian.
Things were more evenly balanced from 1937 onwards when a change of ownership at the
Hippodrome led to a new policy of variety only, and, once more, the star names played the
Hippodrome and gradually the Super ceased using live performers.
On February 8, 1945 – less than a month after a bomb destroyed the Hippodrome just 200 yards
away - a V2 rocket dropped on buildings on the opposite side of Ley Street. It was lunchtime
and the Super was just opening
up for business so only a few
patrons had been admitted. Three
usherettes were killed. One lay
crumpled in a gangway by a
blown-in exit door. The others
were found under a heap of
debris beneath the shattered
walls. The building was declared
unsafe and was boarded up. It
remained in this deteriorating
condition for 14 years until it was
finally demolished in 1959 and a
C & A department store was built
on the site.
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SAVOY / ODEON
1934
1936
1943
1949
1967
1981
1990
1991
2002

Opened
Taken over by GCF
Taken over by Oscar Deutsch
Renamed Odeon
Closed briefly for modernisation
Converted into a triple
Front stalls used for 4th screen
Former café converted as 5th screen
Closed and demolished.
Replaced with flats

The Savoy was built on a prominent corner
site on Eastern Avenue and Perth Road,
opposite Gants Hill underground Station. It
was built for the small circuit operated by the Kay Brothers, Kessex Cinemas, and was the first
of three cinemas that architect George Coles designed for them.
It opened on 3rd September 1934 with Greta Garbo in Queen Christina and Ruth Chatterton in
Journal of a Crime. 2,190 seats were provided in the plush auditorium on stalls and balcony
levels. There was a large 27 feet deep stage, the proscenium was 38 feet wide and there were five
dressing rooms. A restaurant was provided for the use of patrons and the general public.
From the opening
week until early 1937,
when it was taken over
by GCF (the General
Cinema
Finance
Corporation),
the
Savoy was regularly
used as a ciné-variety,
featuring
live
performances
in
between the film
shows. As well as its
resident orchestra, led
by Jules Adrian, the
violinist
and
conductor, it was able
to offer some of the
star names of the time.
Artists appearing in
1935
included
Clapham & Dwyer, the
Argentina Accordion
Band and Teddy
Brown, the great

Teddy Brown, Maudie Edwards, Vic Oliver,
Peter Brough & Archie Andrews, Clapham & Dwyer
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xylophonist, who had
been starring at the
Palladium just one week
earlier. The following
year featured Nicolas &
Nicodemus, who were
doubling at the Savoy
and at the Grange
Cinema, Dagenham;
Oscar Rabin’s Romany
Band; the comedienne
Maudie Edwards, and
the enormously popular
Wilson, Keppel & Betty
in their famous sanddance speciality act
“Queen Cleopatra’s
Nightmare” .
The GFC, founded by J. Arthur Rank, was not particularly interested in presenting live shows.
Accordingly, from 1937 onwards the Savoy was only rarely used for ciné-variety. Instead, its
stage facilities were regularly used for Sunday night concerts. One notable occasion was on
Sunday September 19th 1948 with a concert in aid of the RAF Association featuring the
Skyrockets Orchestra, Vic Oliver and Peter Brough and Archie Andrews.
The Savoy became part of the Oscar Deutsch Odeon Theatres Ltd chain in February 1943 and it
was re-named Odeon from 28th November 1949. The Odeon was closed for two weeks in July
1967 for 'modernisation', and in 1981was converted into a 3-screen venue with a 768 seat
cinema in the former
balcony and two mini's
seating 255 and 316 in the
former stalls area. In 1990
the former front stalls
area was converted into a
fourth screen seating 290,
then in 1991 the former
restaurant was converted
into a 62 seat screen.
All the cinemas were
closed on 2nd April 2002
and by February 2003 the
building had been
demolished.
An
apartment block was built
on the site.
Wilson, Keppel & Betty
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REGAL / ABC
1937
1962
1973
1984
1989
1992
1998
2001

Opened as the Regal Cinema
Renamed the ABC
Converted into a triple screen venue
Cinema closed and became a bingo club
Closed
Re-opened as “The Island”
Some building alterations
Closed and converted to a Banqueting Hall

Built for the Associated British Cinemas circuit (ABC) and designed by their house architect
William R. Glen, the Regal Cinema opened in Ilford High Road on 26th July 1937 with Clark
Gable in No Man of Her Own and Claudette Colbert in Maid of Salem. Wilson Oliphant
entertained at the console of the Compton Manual/6Rank theatre organ.
The facade was quite plain, the only relief from the brickwork of the building was a large
panel over the main entrance in white stone. Inside the auditorium seating was provided for
1,274 in the stalls and 700 in the
balcony.
From 14th October 1962 it was renamed ABC and, closed on 28th
April 1973 for conversion into a
triple screen.
The work was
carried out in stages: ABC 1
opened on 27th May with 692 seats
in the former balcony; and ABC 2
(156 seats) and ABC 3 (157 seats)
opened on 16th July in the former
rear stalls.
Within ten years the cinemas
closed: the last films, on 28th
January 1984 were Trading Places
showing in the main screen and
Never Say Never Again and
Brainstorm in the two smaller
screens.
The building was converted into a
bingo club, later taken over by
Granada Theatres who re-named it
Granada Bingo. The building was
de-tripled for this use. When it
closed as a bingo club in 1989 it
lay empty for a while until
November 1992 when it became
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The Island, a venue for live pop concerts. In December 1996 one of the doormen was shot
dead, a crime that was never solved. With its reputation damaged, the venue struggled on until
April 1998 when it was closed for “upgrading”.
There was serious opposition to the renewal of its licence, and by November 2001 the building
had been converted into a banqueting hall serving the Asian community. A false ceiling
extended across from the edge of the balcony hiding all trace of the original decoration. At
some point the former balcony area was in separate use as the 650 seat Ilford Cinema screening
Bollywood films. It is thought this cinema use ended around 2002. The main foyer area was,
for a short time, in use as a pub named The Overdraft. By 2006 the venue was known as the
Prabas Banqueting Suite.

STATE CINEMA, Barkingside
1938
1940
1947
1964
1972
1976
1978
1982
1984

Opened
Closed following some bomb damage
Re-opened as the ABC State
Renamed the ABC
Divided as two spaces: cinema & bingo
Cinema closed
Cinema re-opened under independent management
A second screen (video) created
Cinema section closed and mothballed
Bingo use continued as Gala Bingo

When it opened in October 1938, the State Cinema, owned by the independent Cumberland
Cinemas Ltd, advertised itself as “The District's Newest Theatre - A Cathedral of Motion
Picture Arts”. With 2,500 seats on stalls and balcony levels, its main entrance was in Fairlop
Road, with a secondary entrance in Fullwell Avenue leading to a separate luxurious café/
ballroom.
It was
designed by the noted
cinema architect George
Coles.
Soon after opening it
was taken over by
Kessex Cinemas (whose
local chain included the
Savoy in Gants Hill)
but it was an early
victim on the Blitz, and
in October 1940 it
suffered considerable
bomb damage. It was
closed, and, after minor
repairs, was
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requisitioned by the Government
War Office to be used as munitions
storage for the duration of the war.
In September 1947 it was taken over
by Associated British Cinemas
(ABC) chain who repaired and
refurbished it to re-open as the ABC
State on 16th February 1948, but
without its cafe/ballroom which
remained closed off and un-used. In
1964 the name “State” was dropped,
and the venue renamed the ABC
Barkingside and it continued as a
single screen operation until it
closed on 19th August 1972 to be
converted into a twin cinema/bingo
operation. The 626 seat ABC
Cinema opened in the former
balcony area on 23rd November
1972 using the secondary entrance
in Fullwell Avenue. The former
stalls area went over to bingo club
use and was operated by Star
Cinemas (bingo division) using the
main entrance in Fairlop Road.
ABC closed the cinema part of the
business on 4th December 1976
with Christina Lindberg in the
“banned” Swedish film Exposed and
Sex Rally but bingo remained open
downstairs.
The cinema section was re-opened as the independently operated Ace-State Cinema on 17th
September 1978 and a second (video) screen seating 159 opened in the former cafe/ballroom
area on 15th May 1982. However, neither proved particularly successful, and the cinema side of
the operation closed once more – with a showing of Star Trek III in the main screen and BMX
Bandits showing in the video screen – on 30th August 1984. This section of the building was
blocked off and has been unused ever since.
Bingo remains open in the former stalls area, now Gala Bingo. A false ceiling runs from under
the former balcony to the top of the proscenium, hiding the original balcony and ceiling
decoration. Lee Unwin’s photographs of the closed off cinema area suggest enough of the
original remains to permit future restoration, should this ever come about.
(Much of the information on Ilford & District’ s cinemas has come from The Cinema Theatre Association, with thanks to
Allen Eyles; from the Mercia Cinema Society and “The Cinemas of Essex” by Bob Grimwood;
and from a number of online websites and individual enthusiasts.)
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CINEWORLD
2002 Opened
Situated in a new town centre development, facing the Central Library and the Kenneth More
Theatre, the Ilford Cineworld opened on 3rd May 2002. It offered twelve screens (later reduced
to eleven), and currently has a total seating capacity of 2,200 seats.
The Cineworld Group is
the second largest cinema
operator in Europe, and
its UK arm controls 106
cinemas with over 800
screens. The company
was founded by an
American, Steve Wiener,
who moved to London
and opened the first
Cineworld in Stevenage
in 1996. Its Feltham and
Ilford branches are the
highest
grossing
Bollywood cinemas in
Europe, with Cineworld
controlling around 60%
of the UK Bollywood
market.
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ROOM AT THE TOP
1961
1965
1970
1971
1976
1980
1982
2016

Opened as a cabaret venue
Used exclusively as casino and restaurant
Cabaret re-introduced
Cabaret failed, venue now a discotheque
Re-named the Penthouse, some cabaret
Major refurbishment
Live performances ceased
Scheduled for demolition

On June 19th 1961 the top floor of the existing Harrison-Gibson
Store in Ilford High Road opened as a cabaret venue, named the
Room at the Top, accessed via a lift from street level. This was a
major addition to London’s cabaret scene and the opening show
was a spectacular coup for the venue – the very first cabaret
engagement of Petula Clark, who flew in from Paris with just
two hours to spare. The opening two week season was
compèred by Dickie Henderson.
With such a flying start, the Room at the Top followed its
opening triumph with a cabaret season from the American star,
Mel Tormé, and thus immediately established itself as a leading
part of the London cabaret scene, and not just a club for the
Ilford area. In its first six months it presented some of the topnames in the world of entertainment: Leslie Hutchinson,
Jimmy Edwards, Joan Heal, Ron Moody, Adam Faith, Bob
Monkhouse, Diana Dors, Matt Monro, Jon Pertwee, Joan Regan,
and a Christmas celebration with Roy Castle and Diane Todd.
The manager, Jack Gibson, opened 1962 with shows from Joan
Turner and Vic Oliver, and then, in February, added a new
attraction:
Jack Gibson

– a separate room called Twist at the Top –
commanding
the same panoramic view of Essex,
which can accommodate 400 to 500 people. The décor is
Italian style, with one wall devoted to a mural by French
artist Roger Capron, a protégé of Picasso. It is open every
night from 8pm to 1am, with resident band Howie Casey
& the Seniors,
featuring two male vocalists. The Fay
Craig Twist Group have been engaged to demonstrate .
The manager, Jack Gibson, said ‘I think the Twist at the
Top will fulfil a very real need for the younger people
who want somewhere better than off-beat cellars to
enjoy themselves. I aim to give them modern music in
glamorous surroundings at a reasonable cost.’
( The Stage February 1962)

Petula Clark
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The star-line up of guests for
the opening night of Twist at
the Top included Dickie
Henderson, Syd James, Rita
Tushingham, The King
Brothers, Val Parnell,
Daniel Farson, Jack Hylton,
John Barry, Kathy Kirby,
Geoff Love, George Moon,
Norman Newell, Macdonald
Hobley and Sir Joseph
Lockwood.
Clearly, the Room at the
Top was a place at which to
be seen. In March, when
Marian Ryan was the
headliner, the legendary
Eartha Kitt was in the
audience, but had to leave
early to do her own cabaret
spot at the Talk of the Town
in the West End.
In April the cabaret was a
version of Beyond the
Fringe with John Wells,
Mel Torme, Jimmy Edwards, Adam Faith, Diana Dors, Joan Regan,
William Rushton, Richard
Joan Turner, Bob Monkhouse, Roy Castle, Matt Monro
Ingrams and Barbara
Windsor. Other artists appearing over the next two years included Anita Harris, Audrey Jeans ,
Danny la Rue, and the rival female impersonator, the Australian Tracey Lee.
By 1965 the cabaret side of the business seemed to have run out of steam. The management was
no longer able to afford the fees demanded by the top-names in the business. The management
offered such performers as the Morgan-James Duo, Josephine Blake, Alan Fields, Clive
Petersen, and Robby Royal – all good acts, but lacking the drawing power and celebrity status
of the earlier names. The Room at the Top gradually dropped the live entertainment and
concentrated on its casino and restaurant business, with regular disco nights.
Then at the end of 1968 it was reported:
There are rumours of a return to permanent cabaret. Once a showplace for some of the highest-paid
artists in the business, the Room at the Top has been operated exclusively as a casino and restaurant for
the past three years, but a recent experimental show presented by Ronnie Ross was so well received
that full-time resumption is being seriously considered. Over Christmas and the New Year the
management will be presenting a series of variety artists in cabaret including, by special arrangement
with the London Palladium, Charlie Cairoli and Company. (The Stage December 1968)

But it seems this was a false start, and it was not until the autumn of 1970 that the star-name
cabaret returned. Under a new manager, Clive Bednash, after five years as a casino, the new
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season opened on September 17th with Dickie Valentine, and an announcement that Anne
Shelton and Valerie Masters were to follow in a new pattern which would see star-cabaret four
nights a week, with a disco on two nights, and Mondays closed. There would even be the
occasional one-night guest artist, beginning with Warren Mitchell in the role of Alf Garnett
In December, the new set-up was reviewed in The Stage:
Things have altered a little since then (the early sixties). For one thing, it is not really the same Room at
the Top, for part of the original restaurant, from the windows of which you could see clear across
Goodmayes and Chadwell Heath (on a fine night) is now a banqueting suite. The new Room at the
Top has no such view but offers instead an atmosphere that is both spacious and intimate – no mean
feat in the club business. One of the cabaret nights has been dropped since re-opening, and disco
marches on to the extent that it now occupies Sundays, Tuesday and Wednesdays, though on Sundays
there is a tendency to combine the platters with live music and cabaret, and even to have the
occasional special Sunday, as for instance last week, when Bob Monkhouse came in for one night..
(The Stage December 1970)

After five months the cabaret experiment ended,
and at the end of January 1971 Charlie Smithers
was introduced as “the last artist to play Ilford’s
Room at the Top”. For a while the disco thrived,
and could still attract the occasional big-name
visitor – on 30th March 1974 Elton John celebrated
his 27th birthday at the Room at the Top – and
occasionally an outside organisation would hire the
venue to stage a charity event, but it was to be
another five years before another attempt was
made to bring live entertainment back to the Room
at the Top.
In January 1976, a cabaret season was advertised at
the “Penthouse”, a new name for the venue, and
the artists were announced as Annie Bright,
songstress, Alan Clive, comedian impressionist,
Elton John’s 27th birthday party at the Room at the Top
and Allan Mills, comic, with the show compèred
by Terry O’Brien.
These “mini-seasons” and
“one-off” stagings were occasionally presented during the next two years, though not always
successfully, as commented on by The Stage in January 1977 “ . . .Alan Clive, Mike Felix and
Kim Martin. . .another instance of artists with experience being let down by the equipment”
Despite these occasional cabarets, and outside hirings such as Billy Dainty in a special charity
show for Cystic Fibrositis Children’s Fund (December 1978), the Room at the Top was
primarily a disco. But the disco scene was not without its problems:
The Room at the Top was represented on a special Greater London Council committee which compiled
an advisory code of practice for Discotheques, aimed to combat the disco violence which has resulted in
eight deaths in London this year. A spokesman for the Ilford club commented: “It is unfortunate, but in
this day and age such deterrents are essential.”
(The Stage, November 1979)

In November 1980 the Room at the Top closed for 18 days and turned itself over to Fulham
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design consultants Mavis and Trevor Stone. They produced a lavishly carpeted, multi-purpose
venue, seating 250 for cabaret or 550 on disco nights, and when it re-opened, it was once more
offering cabaret – this time for one night a week. However, once again it was a failure:
An Ilford Club owner who switched to cabaret following a decade of disco has run out of suitable acts
after only six months. But Room at the Top boss Clive Bednash is prepared to stand by his £100,000
investment in the hope that the tide will turn in his favour. The greatest test of his once-a-week
venture into live entertainment comes on May 20 when he raises his fee ceiling to accommodate
Cockney recording duo, Chas and Dave. Cabaret will then cease for the summer.
The staff have taken a salary cut and a new firm of accountants have been brought in to carry out a
costing exercise which will indicate whether any further economies are necessary. The Club celebrates
its eleventh birthday on September 16th , the night he hopes to resume cabaret after its summer break
(The Stage 23 April 1981)

The anniversary passed by, and it was not until the beginning of November that the cabaret
shows were re-introduced.
The Room at the Top Ilford re-opened last night after a summer break. It will present cabaret m i d week throughout the winter. “Whatever your taste in entertainment, we can offer it,” said Clive
Bednash, the club’s owner. “Before the summer break , cabaret was very popular here and we look
forward to a good winter”. The room lends itself superbly to cabaret and is also backed by excellent
disco facilities. Marmalade opened the winter season and are followed by Tony Monopoly, Roger de
Courcey, Barley, the Dallas Boys, Carol Lee Scott, Dave Ismay and Keith O’Keefe”.
(The Stage 05 Nov

1981)

The season struggled through to the middle of 1982, after which no more cabaret seasons were
staged. The recently opened Kenneth More Theatre had gradually been including regular
variety shows with the occasional star-name attraction, and there seemed no financial sense in
competing. The Room at the Top and its Penthouse Suite remained, with some later success as
a banqueting suite, but its cabaret days were at an end. It finally closed when the HarrisonGibson store was scheduled for demolition.

Tony Monopoly, The Dallas Boys, Roger de Courcey & Nookie
Carol Lee Scott, Dave Ismay, Marmalade
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13. OPEN AIR PERFORMANCES
From the end of the century up to the outbreak of the Great War there was a seasonal demand for
open-air entertainments at several Ilford venues. These ranged from circus-type attractions
which included a visit from the “Biddal Brothers Menagerie with Orchestra” on Whit Monday
1899 (the following day it was playing in Dagenham); and the Hippodrome Circus, which
performed on William Lusby’s site alongside the railway station in December 1900. The
Hippodrome Circus advertised “B-E-N-D-O the Boneless Wonder. A Dumb Act that speaks for
itself.”
Slightly more up-market fare was on offer at Cranbrook Hall on a Saturday afternoon in
September 1900 when As You Like It was played in the grounds, with Miss Anna Mather as
Rosalind and Mr Ayrton Bond as Orlando.
In January 1901 the Ilford Urban District Council decided to erect a pavilion in the Central Park
(the park would later be re-named Valentine’s Park), and was seeking tenders to rent the
structure for the summer season. The advert stated:
The park consists of 47 acres with a lake for boating including a recreation ground of 11 acres and is
situate in the centre of the district. The population of Ilford is 45,000 or thereabouts and rapidly
increasing.
(Stage & Era, 19 Jan 1901)

The Pavilion opened in May, and regularly offered band concerts on Thursday and Saturday
evenings throughout the summer. Such entertainments were regularly given summer after
summer in the park, with the peak attendances on the Whitsun and August Bank Holiday
weekends. The August holiday of 1906 saw huge crowds in the park where a concert was given
by the 1st Essex Royal Garrison Artillery Volunteers Band, while, on the site alongside the
railway station the public flocked to a “Great Fete” with roundabouts, sideshows and novelties.
By 1910 the Council was offering regular open-air concerts in both the newly-named Valentines
Park and in South Park, with the band themselves working a circuit including West Ham and
other bandstands in the
area. The arrangement
meant the Council would
provide the chairs, and
the promoters of the
concert were allowed to
charge twopence for
each chair, and could sell
printed programmes for
a penny each. No further
collections
were
permitted.
The attendances were
clearly good enough to
make this a profitable
undertaking for touring
bands of some 15-20
musicians.
The Bandstand, Central Park, Ilford c. 1901
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The 1st Essex Royal Garrison Artillery Volunteers Band

The Valentines Park Pavilion was also hired by concert-party and Pierrot show companies.
(Interestingly, an advertisement appeared in The Era on 20 May 1905: “Wanted by pianist,
amateur gent, engagement with a Pierrot troupe or al-fresco concert party. Address: Stuart, 12
Oakfield Road, Ilford”. Seventy years later Mr Stuart’s house would have been knocked down
and incorporated into the new Kenneth More Theatre, where a Pierrot troupe would perform the
show Oh, What a Lovely War! . Possibly the spirit of Mr Stuart was in the orchestra pit on that
night?)
The demand for concerts in the park declined as the Great War progressed, and, in the immediate
post-War years never returned to its former popularity. The popularity of the cinema and then the
outbreak of a second war meant there was even less demand for regular ongoing open-air
performances.
In the years after the Second World War there was some revived interest, and the occasional openair performance returned, sometimes associated with a local carnival, and sometimes with local
amateur
operatic
societies (there was a
combined open-air
D es er t
Song
in
Valentines Park around
this time.) In more
recent years the
Temple in Wanstead
Park has been used for
performances ranging
from Greek Theatre to
Gilbert & Sullivan, and
the Bubble Theatre
Company
have
performed annual
seasons in Valentines
The Loughton Class Patriotic Entertainment, September 1914
Park.
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14. ILFORD SKATING RINK
A short-lived entertainment fad – the roller-skating rink
experience - spread rapidly throughout the country at the end
of the 1890s. It was a bit late coming to Ilford, but in
February 1909 Ilford Skating Rink Ltd was registered with a
capital of £10,000 in £1 shares, and announced the opening
on a site at Ilford Hill & Roden Street “within the next three
months”
The building cost £4,000, with a skating area of 22,000
square feet, and was officially opened in May by
“Professor” Davidson:
who is giving exhibitions of roller skating at the new Ilford
Rink this week. He is the champion trick skater of the
world, and apart from doing things that the amateur finds
quite impossible, he probably knows more about what may
be called plain skating for the million than any other man. As
Era readers already know, Mr Davidson belongs to a family of
skaters. His five brothers are all champions of the ice wheel.
The Era, 22 May 1909

It was claimed the rink could accommodate up to 1000
skaters and 2000 spectators, and within a month attendances
“Professor” Davidson—Champion skater
so greatly exceeded expectations, that there was a serious
problem of over-crowding on Sundays – the chief leisure day for the population. The
management introduced a select Sunday Skating Club, with two “club members only” sessions:
mornings 6am to 8.30am, and evenings 8pm to 10.30pm. During these times access was
restricted to club members and friends who had been personally introduced.
The opening months included a Fancy Dress Skating Carnival and a series of sports events,
where hockey matches proved to be a very popular draw. By early September the directors were
able to announce that the
profits for the three
months of their Ilford
and Blackheath rinks
amounted to some
£1,200, out of which
they declared an interim
dividend of 10%.
A big attraction in
October was the visit of
the American skater
Allie Moore, so much so
that the management
retained him for a second
week to cope with the
demand for tickets.
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Allie Moore’s sensational performances included his “Coast
of Death” feature:
. . rendered additionally exciting by the fact that he now
descends on one foot with a wheelbarrow, and after rushing
down the narrow plank he sweeps up on to a seesaw. Such a
feat seems almost incredible but Allie Moore successfully
negotiates it.
The Era, Oct 29 1909

By November, seven months after opening, a new manager,
Fred Leighton, was appointed and a series of measures were
introduced in an attempt to “suit the pockets of every skater
or would-be skater and still keep the rink select”. These
measures included offering a free pair of high-grade
Winslow skates to every purchaser of a “season” ticket, and
the introduction of “two popular days”. These days,
Tuesdays and Fridays offered free admission to the rink
throughout the daytime.
It would appear, from these rather generous discounts, that business was dropping off, and the
skating-boom was coming to an end. The rink struggled on for the next year but in 1911 Ilford,
Limited (the camera and photographic company) rented part of the “old” skating rink building
for use as offices, intending a longer-term development of the site as an extension to its existing
premises. However, these plans fell through with the outbreak of the Great War, and in 1917
the building was commandeered for the production of Sopwith Triplanes. Only three such
planes were produced before a change of design caused the manufacture to be put on hold, and
by the time the factory was ready to go back into production, the Armistice had been declared.
The building was converted into a multi-purpose hall, and was regularly used for whist-drives
and other events until the outbreak of the Second War. It was eventually demolished and had
disappeared by the end of the war.

